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Fair tonight,
Continued Cold;
Waritier Wednesday

Sell Patip Furniture
In Winter
With a Want Ad
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Inflation Threat to U.S.
Economy, GOP Charges
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Troops Land
In Viet Nam
REPUBLICAN REVIEW OF STATE OF 7 0f President Johnson's State of the Union
UNION . . . Senate Minority Leader Everett message. The Republican congressional leaders found a lot wrong with the President's
Dirksen and House Republican Leader Gerald
Ford acknowledge applause with a wave * message and voiced their criticisms before a
partisan crowd of .75 persons. (AP Photofax)
and a grin after giving their views last night

113x000More Men
For Army, Marines

WASHINGTON . CAP) - The
tast bulk of the 113,000 additional fighting men sought by the
Johnson administration will be
used to strengthen Army and
Marine ground forces, it was
learned today.
American ground forces are
shouldering an ever-greater
combat load
in the Viet Nam
¦
war. /,• "
The Navy and Air Force each
will gei a only a few thousand
more men in the new buildup,

which will push total U.S. asked for economic purposes,
armed strength over the ,3-mil- bringing the supplemental total
lion mark for the first time in a to $12,761 billion.
dozen years;
McNamara provided few details, beyond disclosing the dolSecretary of Defense Robert lar figure arid the new manpowS. McNamara told newsmen at er increase. Officials at the
the White House Monday that Pentagon took their cue from
the administration will ask Con- the defense, secretary and degress to vote another $12,346 clined to elaborate.
billion to underwrite the soaring
costs of the U. S. involvement in The new administration- mon-:
Viet Nam. The White House ey request --' heralded as long
said $415 million will also be ago as last summer — will be
sent to Capitol Mr Wednesday
andv McNamara will give the
specifics ~Tn testimony before
senators on Thursday.
This is the second major supplementary money request aiid
military manpower increase for
this year stemming directly
from the deeper U. S. commitment in Viet Nam.
Last August, when the basic
decision was made to put large
American ground forces into the
years as regional director for battle, Congress granted the
the Peace Corps' Latin-Ameri- administration another $1.7 bilcan program. V
lion and authorized ah increase
of 340,000 men, mostly for the
Shriver's dual role as director Army.
of both the Peace Corps and the
Office of Economic Opportunity Tlie second installment will
had caused increasing concern boost the manpower ceilings to
at the . Capitol for the past year. a point more than 450 ,000 above
Many members of Congress the level anticipated at the time
serving on committees which the big Viet Nam buildup was
oversee the antipoverty pro- ordered last summer.
gram had been saying that it McNamara said that only $4.6
was developing administrative billion of the new installment
snarls and should have the su- will be spent before this fiscal
year ends next June 30, the rest
pervision of a fulltime head.
Johnson, in making his an- later.
nouncement, declared again
that the fight against poverty
WEATHER
would be expanded.
"We are going to prosecute it
FEDERAL FORECAST
with all the vigor and deterWINONA
AND VICINITY command
,"
he
mination at our
Mostly fair tonight. Increasing
said.
cloudiness Wednesday with
Sen. Jacob K. Javits. It-N.Y.. scattered light snow by late
senior Republican on the Labor afternoon . Moderating temperaCommittee which handl es anti- lures Wednesday. Low tonight
poverty legislation , said he con- 5 to 15, high Wednesday 25.
sidered Johnson 's decision in
LOCAL WEATHER
the public interest.
Official observations for the
"As I have said many times 24 hours ending at 12 m. toin the past, Mr. Shriver is a day:
most able public servant ," JavMaximum , 11; minimum , -4;
its commented, "but both the
, 11; precipitation , none.
noon
Peace Corps and tho antipoverty program will benefit from the
end of the two-hat regime."
Sen, Joseph S. Clark , D-Pa.,
also a member of the Labor
Committee, said the poverty
program "is obviously in administrative difficulties " and
that ho was happy Shriver *is
going now to dwoto all his conspicuous abilities to its problems."
By WALTER R. MEARS
(For James Mnrlow)
Ask ior Rais e,
WASHINGTON (AP) - ReU.S. Needs Taxes publican leaders who once advoAsking your boss for a cated a naval quarantine of
North Viet Nam have muted
raise is really a patriotic
their cries for stern new war
duty — the government
needs the extra taxes . . . measures since President JohnHow can you tell whether son began his publicized peace
you're tuned in on a TV offensive.
drama or a commercial?
The Republican prescription
Well , says the cynic, on a outlined Monday night by Ren.
commercial the acting is Everett M, Dirksen did not
more convincing , . , A fel- mention the GOP policy declalow can take a cute tomato ration of five weeks ago which
and a carat or two (notes
recommended heightened war in
Shelby Friedman) and be in
the air and at sea.
a stow for the rest of his
life . . . Sign in tho window
Instead, Dirksen charted a
of an antique show : "We course apparently identical to
have everything for people
that Johnson Is following:
who think old."
Continue tho quest for pence ,
continue to fight the war -*
harder , if need be .
"Let It bo intensified if necessary as sound military Judg(For more laughs sco ment dictates," Dirksen said,
Earl Wilson on Pago 4.)
Johnson , in a speech that hint-

Full time on Poverty

Shnver Giyes
Up Peace Corps

'-..¦ WASHINGTON CAP) - President Johnson's decision to have
Sargent Shriver devote full time
to the antipoverty program won
bipartisan congressional praise
today. , v
Johnson told a news conference Monday that Jack Hood
Vaughn , now assistant secretary of state for inter-American
affairs , would succeed Shriver
as head of the Peace Corps.
Vaughn previously spent three

Vaughn

Shriver

Johnson Asks
$200 Million for
Asian Projects

WASHINGTON (AP) - President Johnson asked Congress
today to pledge $200 million toward a billion-dollar Asian Development Bank which he said
"can mean the difference between opportunity and chaos"
in that part of the world.
Johnson, In ft special message, urged CoriRress to promptly approve participation in the
bank , which he said will carry
forward the works of peace.
The President noted that Asia
Is "torn by conflict" but lie
made no direct reference to tho
war in Viet Nam.
The funds he proposed for the
bank would be in addition to the
tl billion tho White House has
promised to speed the economic
development of Southeast Asia,
The Imnk was conceived and
sponsored by Asians. Of its Authorized capital of $1 billion.
$050 million would be provided
by nations in the Asian area.
Initially, at least , tho American contribution would not be
InrRe in dollar amounts. It initially would amount to $100 million payable in five annual installments of $20 million each.
Only half tho $20 million a
year would bo contributed in
cash. Tho other $10 million
would bo in the form of a letter
of credit.

SAIGON . South Viet Nam
(AP) — Seven thousand more
U.S. fighting men poured into
South Viet Nam today to
strengthen Saigon's defenses
against guerrilla attack and to:
put more, muscle in the Marine
beachhead oh the central coast.
Although the Viet Cong forces
avoided major action in: advance of the lunar New Year
Celebrations later this Week,
guerrilla barids harassed government positions, exploded
mines, tossed grenades and ambushed militia platoons. An orphanage was hit in one attack,
apparently by mistake. .
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WASHINGTON (AP)-Here
are the major points of the Republican "State of the Union"
address delivered by Sen. Everett M. Dirksen and Rep. Gerald R. Ford :
PRESTIGE
Dirksen said U.S: prestige is
slipping and called ¦ for a study
of foreign aid programs: to: see 'f
they Can achieve a "real devo tion to peace :and freedom."
"
/. '.VIET NAM XX Dirksen said peace efforts
should be continued, as should
the military efforts. If deemed

necessary, he said, the Viet
Nam war should be stepped up,
TAXES AND SPENDING
Ford said President Johnson's
request for a $l-billion excise
tax increase will not be needed
"with prudent restraint on
spending," He said the administration must reduce its spending
for nonmilitary programis.
CIVIL RIGHTS
Ford recommended a review
and tightening of laws aimed at
preventing violence and intimidation of those exercising their
constitutional right of protest.

Woman Found
Near Death

-6. Nebraska was hit also with
North Platte recording
a low of
¦
-6; •
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Richmond , Va., was chilled by
a 7 above zero reading. / /
Wisconsin was blanketed bv
snow and gripped by subzero
temperatures. The snow depths
ranged from 10 inches in Milwaukee to 17 inches at Park
Falls in northwestern Wisconsin.
Monday's high temperatures

based shrimp fishermen In Santa Lucia, Cuba , Sunday after
one of their vessel's grounded
was another in a long series of
troublesome incidents based
more on politics than the ample
natural hazards of shrimping.
The captain of one of the detained vessels told his owners
by radiotelephone Monday they
had been released .
American shrimpers have
been conducted ashore in so
many Latin-American ports in
the last 15 years that the U.S.
government routinely handles
their claims for reimbursements of fines and confiscated
catches.
Under the federa l Fishermen's Protective Act , "we lay
out all the circumstances, substantiate it with receipts and
what not , and a check comes
down from the Treasury Department ," said Oscar Longnecker of Brownsville , Tex.,
executive secretary of the
Shrimp Association of the
Americas.

Republicans Mute Cries for
Stern New Viet War Measures

Cct^p ^h

Ills speech - innking partner ,
House GOP Leader Gerald R.
Ford , said Sunday that only tho
President can decide how long
the bombing suspension should
bo continued.
Ford said then that the bomb-
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Ford said the Republican party will offer a series of proposals to help the President's war
on poverty "achieve its goals
without waste, scandal and bureaucratic infighting." To this
end, he called for creation of a
commission to recommend reforms in the executive branch of
government.
FOOD FOR PEACE
Dirksen and Ford urged an
expended program to send surplus American foods overseas to
the needy.

ing pause should not go on indefinitely. He said increasing
movement of Communist men
and supplies into South Viet
Nam means a mounting threat
to American troops there ,
Neither Republican talked of
the position taken Dec. 13 by
the Republican Coordinating
Committee , a council of party
chieftains on which both Dirksen and Ford serve.

Tlv5t committee snid President
Johnson should use against
North Viet Nam the kind of naval quarantine President John F.
Kennedy instituted against Cuba
during the 10(12 missile crisis.
At. the same time , the Republicans called for "maximum use
of American conventional air
nnd sen power against significant military targets" in Communist North Vict Nam ,
Dirksen insisted then tho resolution did not seek escalation of
the war. He said tho proposals
might ease the need for ground

forces in South Viet Nam.
Even then the Johnson peace
offensive was taking shape. Its
outlines emerged slowly. Not
until Dec. 30 did the White
House announce that Johnson
had orchestrated a worldwide
diplomatic quest for peace.
The
cautious Republican
words of recent days may stem
from two concerns ,
One is a shared hope that the
quest for settlement can succeed. "Who can object to nny
honorable effort, to secure pence
whore young blood is involved?" asked Dirksen,
Tho other looms next November: nn election which the war
in Viet Nam seems certain to be
a major issue . Dirksen already
has said it will be one.
"The people make the issues
and tho issues make tho parties," he snid Dec 7. "It won't
bo the Republican party that
will make it an issue. It will be
tho people. "

Dirksen and
Ford Outline
Party Stand

By JACK BELL
WASHINGTON CAP) - -X Republican congressional leaders
say the State of the "Union is less
than good, the nation 's world
prestige V is drooping .. and its
domestic economy is threatened
by inflationary Democratic
spending.
This was the summation of
Senate Republican Leader Everett M. Dirksen and House
GOP Leader Gerald R. Ford as
they ignited their "torch of dissent" to President Johnson 's
programs in a taped national ;
broadcast'Monday ' -flight.'-'/:.••. ;
Reviewing the world situation,
Dirksen said that despite $120
billion spent on foreign aid ,
'¦our prestige on the world thermometer pf good will has .
dropped fast and far. ? ' ¦
He called for continuing war
in: Wisconsin included 3 in Green and peace efforts in Viet Nam.
Bay and Eau Claire arid 6 in In each , he said, there cari be
Milwaukee. The highest of the "no substitute for victory" — ho . day was 11 at La Crosse and withdrawal and no . negotiation
Lone Rock. Earlier it was -15 at from weakness which "would
La Crosse.
/
mean defeat before we ever
Temperatures were near zero reached the negotiation table."
or below in northern Illinois, "Let the peace efforts continincluding -7 at O'Hare Interna- ue," he said. "Let the military
effort continue. Let it be intensitional Airport.
fied if necessary, as sound miliIn Michigan, Houghton la- tary judgment dictates."
bored under 31 Inches of snow
as temperatures hovered at Ford denounced the "inflationary policies of the Presizero.'-' .
Near-zero temperatures in dent" .. ...which . . .he said had inIowa kept the 1 to 4-iricb isnow- creased the cost of: government
fall of last¦ week intact on the $26 billion in two years. He
called, for sharp budget pruning
ground. - . ¦• '"
of domestic programs he said
Snow fell in south central and would eliminate the need for $1
southwestern New . Mexico and billion in new taxes Johnson has
the mercury hit -11 at Red Riv- asked,
er in the northern mountains,
Democratic reaction was
Scattered frost was predicted speedy.
as far south as the Florida Ev- House Speaker John W. Mcerglades, but rain and clouds Cormack said the Republicans
over the Rio Grande Valley held were "a little presumptuous" in
billing their effort as a GOP
temperatures above freezing.
"State
The normal night temperatu re It was ofthethe Union " message.
President's job to
in Miami , Fla., is about 57 at make such a report , he added,
this time of year , but the However, Senate Democratic
Weather Bureau expected it to Leader Mike Mansfield said he
drop to 49. Temperatures were is glad the
leaderexpected to average seven de- ship "had a Republican
chance to deliver
grees below , normal throughout its message to
the people of the
Florida.
United States. "
Sen. Joseph S. Clark, D-Pa., a
Senate Foreign Relations committeeman , said Dirksen was
"blowing both hot and cold" on
Viet Nam while purporting to
support the President.
"Particularly immature , in
my judgmen t, is his reiteration
of the old cliche that 'there is no
substitute for victory, ' " Clark
said. "Throughout history most
wars have ended at the conferNEW YORK Wi - President ence table far short of total vicJohnson today ordered Treas- tory ."
ury Secretary Henry H . Fowler House Democratic Leader
to boost interest rates on U.S. Carl Albert said , "If what we
heard him (Ford ) say tonight
savings bonds ,
means that there's going
ba
Fowler Snid at a savings bond an about-face in Republicantovotluncheon here he would imple- ing on such crucial issues as
ment the President's order education , health , and war on
soon , He did not specify a date . poverty, we can look forward
to
Fowler gave no indication of a very productive
second seshow large an increase was be- sion of the 89th Congress.
ing considered,
Tho present interest rate on "If , on the other hand , all that
series E nnd H savings bonds we really saw and heard was
window-dressing intended to
is 3s/4' per cent.
confuse the issue and conceal
the Republicans ' 'Teal record ,
then I think it was largely a
waste of time. "
Sen , Georgo D, Aiken , R-Vf.,
who had joi ned Mansfield ' In
saying after a world tour that
the chances of Vict Nam negotiations were slim , said ho waa
puzzled by what Dirksen had to
MIAMI , Fla. (AP ) - The say .
number of refugees airlifted
"If ho means wo cannot get
from Cuba to the United States out of South Viet Nam until satsince Deei hns passed 5,000.
isfactory
arrangements are
With 100 arriving Monday, U'« mad e, I agree, " Aiken said, "If
total reached 1,257 men, 2,205 he means wo should intensify
women and 1.S02 children,
the war there , Hint is another
Under a rotating system with matter , That decision is not
other airlines , Mackey Airlines ours to make ,"
began flying in refugees from
Vnradero Bench , tho Cuban de- The Republican lenders chose
parture point. The flights , paid the old Supreme Court room of
for by tho U,S, government , nre the Capitol for their televised
mndo twice a day on weekdays . addresses, They packed it with
Meanwhile , six men , including a partisan audience of about 200
some of military ago ineligible — including about 00 of their
for the airlift , fled Cuba in a 23- House members and a dozen
foot hoat. They reached Key senators — ranched in advance
Sal , north of Cuba , and were to give "vigorous applause "
brought here by the U.S. Coast that could bo recorded for tho
television-radio audience.
Guard.

Deep Snow Adds to
Bitter Midwest Cold

Cuba Harnpers
Shrimp Fleet

A week ngo, in his State of the
Union address , Johnson said he
could not forecast the future in
Viet Nam , "We may have to
face long, hard combat or a
long, hard conference, or even
both at once ," ho said.
Dirksen , assigned to handle
foreign affairs in a Republican
appraisal of the State of the Union , did not suggest any cutoff
in the bombing lull which has
withheld air assaults on North
Vietnamese
targets
since
Christinas Eve.

.
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Political infighting among
South Viet Nam's military leaders again raised fears of trouble
for the seven-month-old government of Premier Nguyen Cao
Ky. He was reported to have
told a battalion of army troops/
at Saigon airport Monday that By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
"5 to 50" generals were seeking Arctic cold sent the temperature below zero in some seer
to overturn his regime.
Rumors of an impending coup tions of the country today and
invaded
the Southswept Saigon over the weekend frost again
¦
¦
during the visit -of Secretary of land^ ' "- ' . - ' .: ' ' ¦State Dean Rusk. Most of the A deep snow: coyer added to
country's top military . leaders the bitter cold in some areas.
w;ere in Saigon at the time. The The mercury plummeted to
15 below zero at Green Bay ,
rumors subsided later.
7
The new American arrivals wis./ : 7 , ND. had a low cf
Bismarck
were 4,000 infantrymen of the
U.S. 25th Division's 2nd Brigade -10, while Fargo shivered with
from Hawaii and 3,000 Marines
from Okinawa. They brought
total American troop strength in
South Viet Nam to 191,000 men.
A U. S. spokesman announced
earlier that 4,500 Marines had
landed but later said he had
counted one battalion twice.
The Viet Cong before dawn
fired mortars at a U.S. military
TAMPA, Fla. CAP ) - The
compound in Quang Ngai City; Caribbean grows ever smaller
325 miles northeast of Saigon.
for America's shrimp fleet ,
The shells fell into a nearby orphanage and a Vietnamese reg- caught in the web of U.S. relaimental headquarters . Five chil- tions with Latin America.
dren and three Vietnamese ci- The detention of nine Tampavilian caretakers at the orphanage were wounded.
None of the 200 Americans
was hurt , but an unofficial report said two Vietnamese soldiers were killed and 14 were
wounded.
"It was really close," said
Sgt. Wayne Mabry of Philadel- MILWAUKEE (A P ) - A Milphia. "After the first round we waukee mother found on the
were up and in the bunkers. We sidewalk in front of her home in
could see the rounds falling."
sub-zero weather was listed in
Other Communist mortars poor condition Monday night,
caused light casualties at the Police said Mrs . Mabel Brantgovernment outpost of An Lo, ner, 68, and her daughter , Miss
on north-south Highway 1 near Mae Brantncr , 47, were found
the northern frontier 8 miles huddled together early Monday
from the old imperial capital of morning by a newspaper boy .
Police said the older woman 's
Hue.
The Viet Cong exacted their body temperature was only 74
heaviest toll in the past 24 hours degrees. Normal body temperaby ambushing two platoons of ture is 98.6.
government militiamen on road- Miss Brantner was treated for
clearing work 16 miles south of exposure and released from
County Emergency Hospital .
Saigon Monday afternoon.

ed at the coming peace drive ,
said Dec, 9 ho was determined
"that every prospect for peace
bo exhausted before other hard
steps are taken. "

'

Interest Rates
Ordered Up on
Savings Bonds

5,000 Refugees
Fly From Cuba
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By ABIGAIL VAN BUREN
DEAR ABBY: My husband ¦and I raised three fine children. Two sons are now happily '¦.married,- ' arid both had beautiful , weddings to remember ; Our youngest, a girl 23, has
fallen in love. with.an assistant , professor who doesnvt have
enough money even to buy : her an engagement ring.. They
have known each other Only five months and how they: want
lb get married , but with "no muss, no fuss' v (her :words),
fhey want just his parents , us: and the preacher at the wedding: Should we allow our daughter , a fourth-generation
American, to get married without dignity — like a hillbilly?
V / iUPJHAPPY'PARENTS
PEAR UNHAPPY : Every bride is
entitled to the kind of wedding she v
wants: Just be glad she wants : YOU
there, It sounds "dignified " enough to
-. V - me. - ' v.
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DEAR ABBY: We live in ohe of the
best neighborhoods in town. There is not
one house on our block that is Worth less
than $75,000. Some hew: neighbors moved
in next door '-:to .' .lis '.".and I understand they
bought the house for the asking price: and
¦¦¦ ' ¦;-¦. - . - ¦ . - ¦¦¦¦. paid CASH: ' ¦: .: ' " ¦. ¦
¦:.;: ¦
¦
They seem very nice, but : they are
.:' : ' - ABBY
strange. The first thing we noticed was that they didn 't
have a television antenn a, so my little 7 boy asked their
little boy about it , and he said they didn't have a television
set ! They have only one automobile (and a two-car garage!) and the father drives the car to work every day and
the children and mother all use the bus. They rarely go
anywhere, except to church. The wife doesn't have any fancy
clothes or jewelry or furs, the children do not have any
toys .dealing with war or violence, Could they belong -to
some offbeat religious cult ? What, do you. make of them?
CURIOUS
DEAR CURIOUS : Mayb e they 've' -'- .just got cash,
conservative standards, high moral . ' .principle's- and paci' ' • ¦'. ; . fistic ideals,
DEAR ABBY: My husband is deeply troubled by his
knowledge of an affair ' that is going on 7 between his brother 's wife and his sister 's husband , (This is not just ''hearsay "— he has all the facts.) Neither his brother nor his
i
sister is aware of it , but it is slowly breaking my husband
both physically and mentally, there are young children on
both sides; My husband doesn 't know what , if anything, he
should do about it: He has asked for my help, but I don 't
know what to tell him. Do you think the innocent brother and
sister should/be told? It is really their problem. Please sugNO NAME
gest something.:;
- /- /
DEAR NO: Your husband should talk to the guilty
parties privately and ask them to end the affair in the :
name of decency and out of respect for their respective
families. Under no circumstances should the innocent
brother and sister be told. If ¦your ' husband's efforts fail ,
he wifi at least know that he tried .
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Problems? Write to Abby , Box «9700, Los Angeles,
Calif. For a personal reply, enclose a stamped, self-addressed
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envelope.
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CONFIDENTIAL TO '^HOW COME?" IN WORTHINGTON : I don't know the answer to that ene < either. But take
my word for it, neglect and poor examples never helped to
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Recertification
Of City Pli
Still Delayed

Recertification of the city's
Workable Plan for Community
Improvement is still stalled, the
City Council learned Monday
night.
A letter from the Housing
and Home Finance Agency informed the mayor . and council
that no progress has been reported on neighborhood analyses by the city . Because of this
lack , said the letter, recertification cannot be approved bv
,' . : . ."v .
HHFA. y ' v,
WINONA should secure professional services for completion of the '
a n a lyses in v - /w . Vt h e absence ¦ CltV
olya. : s t a f f "' . ' . .;;• ' 7y
planner , t h e 7 /•'¦' ¦'
•!
letter advised. V^QUnCII
¦ ¦¦ ' ' ¦'• ¦
Financial help
. . - ..- .
is: available through an ^Urban
Planning Assistance Program ,
the letter continued. - Information can be secured from the
state Department of Business
Development, St, Paul , the council was advised.
Recertification of the workable .plan is necessary for the
city if it is to qualify for any
further, federal aids for urban
renewals A progress report
and request for -recertification
were filed with HHFA late last
fall brutV approval has not yet
been secured:
. Neighborhood ^analyses are
studies of various parts of a
city showing present conditions,
possible or existing sources p'f
blight and forecasts of potential conditions.
.
NEIGHBORHOODS iare defined as parts, of a city that become identifiable units because
of one or more common local
interests. Among these factors
are geography, ethnic groupings, commercial and other
economic influences that tend
to create small communities
within a larger one.
Council President H a r o I d
Briesath said he would refer
the matter to the city engineer .

Hearing Asked
In Death on
Highway 61

TWO HOURS FOR THIS . . . Fire reduced a two-story, 40y by 60-foot barn to
rubble on the Mrs/ Neola Scheil farm two.
miles south of Minneiska this morning. Pure-

bred young stock were saved , the steel silo
at- the left seems intact , but the machinery
stored inside was wrecked and feed burned.
(Daily News photo)
:

Fire Destroys
Hay Barn on
Scheil Ridge

The defendant in a criminal
negligence ca?e asked for a
preliminary hearing at an appearance today in municipal
court with his court-appointed
attorney;; . y d :
Jerry H. Oldendorf ,' 19, Lamoille ,vwill appear Jan. 28 at
9:30 a^m. in the city Court to
hear the state present evidence
against him sufficient to show
that criminal negligence did occur and that there are reasonable grounds for a belief that
he was negligent.
Oldehdorf is charged with
negligence in connection with
the accident Nov. 26 on U.S. 6114 which took the life of his
passenger, James C. Roberts,
25. also of Lamoille.
Pending his preliminary hearing, Oldendorf is free on $1,000
bond set by Judge John D. McGill. William A, Lindquist is
the defendant's court-appointed
a t t o r n e y. Oldendorf was
charged Jan ' 6. v

¦
Jiist
,
Scared
permission^ Aid. James . StoltBy FRANK UHLIG
man said hev recalled an occa- MINNEISKA , Minn, - A" twoDaily News Staff Writer
sion several years ago when the story barn , about 40 by 60 feet , Woman Says of
in
A briefly flickering interest
and contents had nearly burned
'
equalizing:ward populations ap- council had changed the lines to the ground by noon today
on
peared ,.; then died , at Monday on its own authority.
; Neola Scheil farm two
the
Mrs
'
s,
of'
evening' meeting
- the City
Hit-Run Accident
Council
SINCE THE 1st Ward Is miles south of Minneiska on
The topic was ¦introduced
¦ by ¦
J o h n C a r t - ¦ . . - . ' .- . . ¦ • V :;' ;. -.
er, city ree- j ••• -1 order , w h o
V lTV¦ ' ¦¦
d o u b I e s as
.*
c o m m i s- y*
*|
sioner of reg- L.OlinCII
¦
.. ' . - . —-*
istration a n d •
official keeper of voting lists.

GROWTH IN the 1st Ward
has made V it "top heavy" in
comparison to others, Carter
said:, Registered . voters for the
last city election ( April 1965)
showed the following distribution : 1st : Ward 3,800, 2nd Ward
2,800, 3rd Ward 3,000, 4th Ward
2,600.
By shifting some ward boundaries , suggested Carter , these
registrations could be xearly
equalized Vat 3,000, 3.100, 2,900
and 3,200. Under such a plan ,
he noted, 2nd Ward Aid. Henry
Parks would be in the 3rd Ward .
Parks did not comment directly
on the possibility.
" Carter said he would ask the
city attorney whether the council has authority to change ward
without legislative
The Goodview village coun- boundaries .
cil took action Monday night . on
two long-standing problems.
Councilmen authorized Duane
Peterson , village attorney, to
draft a snow removal ordinance
requiring cars be kept off all
streets in the village during
designated times .
They also instructed "Marshal
Bids for a truck chassis and
Ray Kulas to issue parking tickets to all cars parked on the street flushing tank will be
Airport Road between .' fith asked by the City Council
Street and the railroad tracks. shortly.
The council moved Monday
"No Parking " signs are posted ,
but are generally disregarded , night to prepare specifications
for a 31,000-pound chassis and
the council was informed.
18,000-gallon tank at the reAPPOINTMENTS made: Of- quest of Aid. Henry Parks ,
ficial paper — Winona Daily street committee chairman.
News; village banks — Wino- Other council business:
na National k Savings, MerA resolution was adopted
chants National and First Na- calling for payment of $2,297.tional; acting mayor — Lester 09 in court costs arising from
Berg; poor relief , garbage and Holiday Inn lawsuits brought
nibbage disposal — Charles by a group of citizens against
Smith; operation of .sewer and the city.
water system — Herbert KleyPurchase of a dictating mala; dog control and gas inspecchine
for the welfare departtion — Gerald Feils; streets
ment
was
deferred . Aid. David
and street lighting — Lester
Rcrg; liquor store manager — Johnston asked whether a maAlfonse Symicek; weed inspec- chine now used by the health
tor — Rex Johnson ; deputy department could not be shared
weed inspector — Elmer Obitz ; and the additional costs saved.
village buildings — Rex John- Aid. James Stoltman , chairson ; village clerk — Clarence man of the appropriate comRussell , and village treasurer mittees , will investigate.
City . Assessor Donald O'Dca
— Carl Opsahl. All appointments were made by Mayor and his deputy , Lyle Haney,
were authorized to attend perRex Johnson. .
The council voted to pay ."MOO sonal property tax short coursns token payment on a total es at Rochester beginning next
bill of $1770. no for repairs Monday. Conducted by the state
made two years ago on 54th Department of taxation , tho
Avenue. The balance will he courses are presented on three
paid nt a Inter date , not yet successive Mondays.
scheduled.
The villa ge dog pound hns
been transferred lo Tri-State
Kennels on old Highway fil.
A ' special mooting was scheduled for Jan. 24 al 7:.'!0 p.m. to
review wages paid lo village
Winona County voters , along
officials ,
with other Minnesota ns, soon
Johnson.
Russell will be caufih! up in Ihe quickMAYOR
and Trustees Smith, Berg, ening tempo of election year
Kle .v la and Foils will atlend a events.
Party caucuses and convenSoutheastern League of Minnesota Municipalities conference tions get under way next month
Thursday at Mabel.
and filings for federal , state
At n special meetin g Friday, and county offices open July 5.
tho council reviewed specifica- Filing deadline is Jul y 19 at 5
tion ,1; f or II new fire truck . No p.m., accordfurl Iter action was taken ,
ing lo County
Auditor Richp 0 |i|-i CS
a r d SchoonMasons
City
Lake
over. The lust
/z i
O0
I..AKK CITY , Minn. -Officers day for withI
of Cornelian Lodge 40 , AF & drawn! from
AM , have been installed liy Ar- t. h e primary
thur J. Gray, They arc: Donfr ballot Is July 25.
Statewide primary elections
las ,1, O'llarn, muster: Otto (' .
Peterson , senior warden; Wil- will be Sept. 13 and Ihe general
liam A, lUtker, junior wiwikn; election is Nov. ll. Finul withRobert W. Wallace , treasurer ; drawn! date from the general
A. ,1, Schafer , secretary ; Scott election ballot is Oct. 10 , SchoonK. Peterson , junior deacon; over snirl,
Minnesotans will vote for a
Carl W. Bremer , chn|)lain; .lorry M. Nihart , marsh al: James United Slates SKNATOH and
M, Nordlne , fylor. niuf Maice night l/.N, represcntiilives , The
I,, Wallers , trustee for lliiec Senate incumbent is Sen. Walter Mondale , appointed to (ill
years.

Snow Remova l
Ordinance Set
For Goodview

City to Ask
Flusher Bids

steadily expanding to the west,
suggested Aid. Paris, the council should consider establishing
a new ward . This would meain
two more aldermen on the council, he . noted, Vv
There is trouble enough with
the present nine aldermen, commented Stoltman , implying that
such obstacles to consensus
would increase along with a rise
in personnel. . "¦,- . '.. .
Carter explained his plan to
achieve a fairly even spread of
voters. The present line between
3rd and 4th wards , Hamilton
Street, could be moiyed two
blocks westward to Laird Street,
he said. The jine between 2nd
and 3rd Wards, now Main Street,
could be shifted two blocks
westward to Washington . Street,
Moving .the 4th precinct of the
1st Ward into the 2nd Ward
then should equalize these districts, Carter said.
The present -line between 1st
and 2nd Wards is Sioux Street.
Under the proposal , that part
of the line north 'of the Milwaukee tracks would - be set . .along
South Baker Street and Harvester Street. - 7 : 7" . 7 .. ' ,
REMOVAL of homes to allow
Winona State College expansion
has almost wiped out the ; 3rd
and 4th precincts of the 2nd
Ward , said Parks . It was suggested that the 2nd ' Ward be
given part of the 1st Ward but
Parks said "We don't want it."
In any case, he said , no decision is required immediately.
Council
President
Harold
Briesath concurred and proposed that the council take the
matter up again next year ,
which is a city election year:

One Gas Victim
Home, Other
Still in Hosp ita l
Mrs. Walter T. Serwa. 51, 658
W. 4th St., was discharged from
Community Memorial Hospital
Monday afternoon , but her husband , 53, is still hospitalized ,
an official said today at noon.
The Serwas were nearly overcome by carbon monoxide gas
being sucked into their home
through a fresh-air intake Saturday morning, Mrs. Serwa ,
who had been oul of the house
severa l times during the morning, was less seriously affected by the poisonous gas than
her husband.
The Serwas were hospitalized Saturday at , noon when a
visiting daughter and a neighbor finally suspected what was
happening.

Scheil Ridge. The fire started at
10:10 a.m.
Destroyed with the structure
were between 900 and 1,000
bales of hay; 800 bales of straw,
two tractors; manure spreader ;
a pickup truck ; cultivator and
other equipment and tools stored in the hayloft.

THE BASEMENT was used
for housing the 40 head'of purebred Holstein . heifers Mrs.
Scheil owns. They walked in arid
out at will to ifeed, aind hone-was
lost, she saidAlso saved was a steel silo adjacent to the barn. It is full of
silage. .
Three volunteer fire departments, called when John Scheil
Jr.i discovered flames in the
barn basement, were still fighting the : blaze at noon. They're
from Rollingstone , Altura and
Lewiston, .
Mrs. Scheil doesn 't know the
cause of the fire. She said John ,
who works for her, was in the
barn trying to thaw but pipes
which had frozen in this morning's zero weather , when he
called ; her to summon the fire
departments,
. The absence of wind helped
firemen keep the blaze froni
spreading to the nearby . chicken
coop and corncrib. The large
dairy barn where the 38 cows
are milked is some. .. 150 feet
away and was out of danger.
More hay and straw are stored
here.
MRS. SCHELL said the barn,
which she described as the
"small one, " is between 55 and
60 years old—but in good condition. She said she carried insurance. She could make no estimate of loss.
She has been running the
farm since the death of her husband - 2V4 years ago. Her seven
children are grown. Besides
John she has two sons in the
U.S. Navy, one in officer 's
candidate school, one a high
school senior and two married
daugfiters.
The Scheil farm is in Mt. Vernon Township.

Chimney Fire Causes
Smoke Damage in
St. Charles Home

ST. CHARLES, Minn. (Special)—Considerable smoke damage was caused in the living
quarters of the Avery Barr
farm home about 8:30 a.m. as
the result of a chimney fire ,
Fire Chief Del Huhberg said,
One fire truck was called to
the farm about one mile southeast of here.

A Winona housewife who "just
got . scared" paid a $50: fine today in municipal court after
pleading guilty to a charge of
leaving the scene of a Jan. 8
accident;
Mrs. Karen M. Laganiere, 23;
56 Fairfax St., admitted that
her car struck the rear of a car
turning into a driveway at 118
Fairfax St. Jan; 8 at 5:25 p.m .
The car, owned by Donald E.
Vieth of that address, received
$50 damage.
"Didn 't you know that is was
your duty to stop and identify
yourself at the accident scene?"
Judge John D. McGill asked
Mrs. Laganiere. She replied, "I
knew it after I got home, but
I just got. scared." 7
She paid the $50 fine levied
by Judge McGill as the alternative to 17. days in jail. There
was $150 damage to the Laganiere ' car. ¦' ¦
Assistant Police Chief Marvin
A. Meier.said that Vieth had
heard the impact of: the collision as he turned into his driveway and saw -Mrs. Laganiere
park her car about a block
away; "Vieth called police, who
found;. -. Mrs/. Laganiere's car
parked in front of. here home
with damage; to its front end,
Meier said.
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By C. GORDON HOLTE
Dally: News Staff Writer
Skirting a specific doljar and
cents request for public school
teacher wage increases for the
1966-67 contract year, a teachers committee Monday , night
submitted to the Board of Education a three-point proposal
that recommends:
• A general overhaul of the
basic salary structure.
• Benefits , of a. full-coverage
— medical arid hospitalization
plan .
• Adoption of ' a sabbatical
leave policy for teachers.

THE SECOND meeting of
teachers and school directors
on 1966-67 contract matters,
Monday's two-hour session was
devoted mainly to a discussion
¦
of the philoso- ;. p_— ' "• ¦ ¦
phy and im•
Q V
jCtlOOl
pact of an
"index guide"
for s a l a r y
Board
P ar
Y °
s c h e d u 1- I
ing proposed
by the teachers for implementation here over a three-year
period , v
Basically; the index guide
system embraces a concept that
a teacher at the highest level
on the salary schedule should
receive a salary approximately double that of the beginning
teacher with no previoub .experir
' y . . . "ence.
In other words, if a schedule
were drafted to provide a starting wage of $5,000 a year for
the new teacher, it would provide, ideally, for a $10,000 a
year .. salary for an instructor
whose training and experience
places him at the top step in
the schedule.;

WINONA teachers aren't asking for quite that spread ;
they're recommending that an
index figure of L9 (or 1.9 times
the base salary for the teachers on the top step) be used in
scheduling here and that this
goal be realized over a threeyear period.
The index guide system has
been recommended by the National Education Association and
Minnesota Education Association which have proposed index
figures: ranging from 2 to 2:12,
After hearing the presentation
by the joint teacherisv committee of 10 — representing the Witiona Education Association and
the Winona Federation of
Teachers — Board President
Lawrence Santelman assured
the committee th at the recommendations would be taken under, study and would be discussed in detail by the board ,
probably at a meeting in February '.. 7- . ' .
Santelman said that he hoped
that after this discussion the
board would be able to come up
with some specific proposals on
wages and other benefits for
the next contract year and that
another meeting might then be
scheduled with the teachers to
A Stockton youth was making discuss the board approach,
arrangements to pay a $75
THE PRINCIPAL spokesman
fine, and a Mazeppa , Minn.,
youth was preparing to stand for the teachers Monday was
trial on a charge of parking in Meryl Nichols , chairman of the
a snow removal zone after ap- joint teachers salary commitpearances today in municipal tee, who prefaced the presentation of the teachers requests
court .
Hadwin L. Henry , 23, Stock- with the comment:
"Teachers realize the board
ton , pleaded guilty today to a
charge of . driving while his has a dual role to play: The
driver 's license is under sus- obligation to the taxpayer in
pension (second offense) at the handling of public funds and
U.S, 61 and Orrin Street Thurs- to maintain a high standard of
day. Judge John D. McGill or- education in the W i n o n a
dered Henry to pay a $75 fine schools. This is a difficult task
at the present time when
or serve 25 days in jail.
The judge ordered Henry to economic trends in business , insurrender his license plates and dustry and the professions show
vehicle registration, but the a very rapid increase in inyouth said that he was about to comes. This surge in the economy makes your job very diffijunk his car in any event.
Lowell Grosbach , 21, Mnzeppa , cult for education must keep
pleaded not guilty to a charge pace.
"We have been thoughtfull y
of parking in a snow removal
zone on Johnson Street between and carefully studying our sit2nd and 3rd streets Friday at uation ," Nichols continued , "We
12:110 a.m, Judge McGill set believe that our suggestions are
trial for next Tuesday at 9:30 feasible and fair . The trends ina.m. Grosbach posted $25 bail dicate upward increases of 3 to
set by the judge .
7 percent and considering these

Youth Fined $75

On License Count

Minnesota Political Machinery Moving

_——————
_____

the unexpired term of Vice
President Hubert H . Humphrey .
In the 1st Congressional District , Cong. Albert H. Quie will
seek re-election to his fifth full
terra.
Terms of governor , lieutenant
governor and state constitutional officers expire this year. In
addition to its ' two top executive oHkcrs , MINNESOTA will
vote in an auditor , treasurer ,
attorney general , secretary ol
state and one railroad and warehouse commissioner, All have
4-yenr terms.
Two posts on the state SUPIIEMH COURT bench will be
filled for fi-yenr terms this y\ir,
These are tho positions of Associate Justices Thomas (Jallacher and Martin A, Nelson.
In the 31111 JUDICIAL DISTRICT, of which Winonn County is a part , I wo judgeshi ps will
he filled for fi-yenr terms, Ending this year nre lorms of
Judge A. O. Richardson , Austin, who i.s retiri n g, and Judge
Arnold W. Hatfield , Wabasha.

Winona Count y will elect a
stnte SKNATOR and one state
RKI'RKSKNTATIVE.
Another
representative will bo elected
by the city of Winona ,
Some revision of the county '.s
two representative district s appears almost certain , If and
when a special session of the
legislature meets to draw a new
distvicllriR plan , it is likely some
city precincts will be added to
those which now elect the rural Winona representative ,
The wildest possibility of all
is thnl representatives and senators could run at large if no
agreement is reached. While
the likelihood appears remote at
present , it could happen if another redistricting deadlock develops between tha Hovcrnor
and the legislature 's Conservative majority ,
Almost all redistrict ing proposals hayc loll the Winonn
County SENATORIAL - dislrict
unchanged II i.s considered (o
bn within Ihe population range
of senatorial districts ncecpled

as ideal from the standpoint of
population ,
Son. R o g e r Laufenburger
completes his first 4-year term
this year. City Rep. Frank Theis
and Rural Rep. Donald McLeod ,
Lewiston , will finish 2-ycar
terms in the lower house.
A long list of COUNTY OFKICKS also opens up, All are
(or 4-ycar terms. These are:
County commissioner , 2nd
District , Leo R. Rorkowski ,
Goodview , incumbent; county
commissioner , 4th District , Curl
O. Peterson , Fremont, incumbent; auditor , Richard Schoonover; register of deeds , R. D,
Tust; treasurer , Mrs, Teresa
C u r b o w; superintendent of
schools, J. R , Jcstus; county attorney , S, A, Snvyycr; clerk ol
court , Joseph C, Page ; sheriff ,
George Fort; coroner, Dr. Robert H, Tweedy, and county surveyor , vacant.
The office of surveyor can be
elect ive or appointive nt fhe oplion of the counly board , James
Kleinschmidt. Winona , w a s

elected lo the post in 1962 arid
resigned last year , Since then it
has been vacant. Unless the
county commissioners act to
change it , the office will appear
on the ballot again this year.
A m o n g Winona C o u n t y
POLITICAL ORGANIZATIONS ,
Republicans will be first to start
the round of official activities
wilh precinct caucuses Feb, 9.
These will be follow ed by the
county convention in Winona
March 17 and by the 1st District convention April 22 and 23.
The state Republican convention
will be June 24 through 26, in
Minneapolis , Still to be decided
is tho district convention site.
Democratic - Farmer - Labor
precinct caucuses will he March
1, The county convention will
be about three weeks later hut
tho exact, date :*j till is not set ,
according lo local officers.
The district DFL convention
will be in Winonn April 17. The
party 's state convention will lie
May 2(1 through 22 at a place
sllli to bo decided.

trends we'd like to make our credit hours from $8,925 to
$10 070.y V
recommendations."
^
All salaries are based on :
THE INDEX schedule philnine-month work year.
a
osophy,
Nichols
observed,
would provide a salary struc- The teachers committee esture within which salary rela- timated the net payroll increase ,
tionships remain constant al- for 1966-67 under the index
though dollar amounts change. guide to be $33,711, or a perThe index computes . .incre- centage increase of 2.5.
ments along steps on the schedIF THE BOARD were to;
ule- according to percentages
over V the base so that any grant the medical and hospichange in the base salary as- talization benefits suggested
sures proportionate increases at by the teachers the cost of
these benefits would come to
all steps and at all levels.
7 As far - . asV . teachers are an estimated $27,300 for an ovconcerned , he said , "Desir- erall increase in expenditures
able relationship is main- for teaching personnel of $61,tained ; ;between . ' minimum 011, Or 4.5 percent over tha
salary and maximum
sal- present figure.
ary at various levels of pre- There was no projection of esparation. Experience and. train- timated costs for the succeeding are considered with fair ing two years during which
and constant increments and in- the teachers recommend tha v
dex
scheduling
encourages board move toward the ultiteachers to work for higher lev- mate index figure.
els of training. "
Nichols said that teachers
Advantages cited by. the who attended a meeting at
teachers in support of the in- which the joint salary commitdex schedule include encour- tee proposal 7 had been presentagement of college graduates sented unanimously endorsed
to enter teaching, freeing of the the, index guide concept.
teacher from economic worries,
encouragement of active teach- BOARD -members were also
ers to continue in graduate told that of the 100 teachers
study and maintenance of an who attended a meeting at
equitable wage differenti al be- which the staff was polled on
tween the beginning teacher whether it was in favor of a
and the experienced instructor. paid-for plan of hospital and
medical benefits the endorseNICHOLS said that teachers ment of such a policy also was :
feel, that .: the . index concept
unanimous. Oh a plan for medir
could avoid the necessity for cal and hospital benefits on a
periodic revisions of. salary
paid for by
schedules and would allow for group basistheand
vote
was 88 for
the
board
,
a uniform plan of salary scheduling for all schools in the state! and 12 against and, directors:
Board members were told were told, it was felt that perthat some 120 school systems haps 75 percent of those who
in Minnesota have , adopted an were opposed to the plan preindex plan for the 1966-67 con- sented were not opposed to
group benefits as such but had
tract year. .
Although state and national different ideas on who the carteachers organizations are re- rier should he.
There was virtually no discommending an index of 2.00 or
higher , Nichols said that teach- cussion Monday night ; of the
ers here felt that a 1.90 figure request for sabbatical leaves
was more realistic for Winona for teachers which had been
and submitted a recommended considered at the first meetindex schedule to cover salar- ing of directors and teachers.
Santelman said that he
ies from the beginning level to
the maximum for teachers with thought this was an area in
13 years or more of experience which the board should study
and a master's degree and 30 feasibility with . the superinor more additional credit hours tendent of schools, on whbsa .
recommendation such leaves,
of graduate work. ¦';¦
if allowed , would be granted.
THE recommended Index Staff representatives were in
guide 7for Winona teachers at agreement on this.
four training levels as submitted by the faculty committee RECALLING the teachers*
would provide ranges of: 1.00 statement ; that 120 school systp 1.60 at the bachelor degree tems in the; state had adopted .'
level ; 1.05 to 1.66 for those the index guide, Santelman askwith four-year degrees and 30 ed whether Winona teachers
credit hoursi of addition al work ; had any data on exactly wh at
1.12 to 1.82 for holders of mas- indices were being used elseters degrees and 1.18 to 1.90 where and Frank J. Allen Jr.,
for teachers .with a masters 3rd Ward , was interested in
and 30 credit hours. V ;
knowing which schools had the
The specific amounts at each longest records of experienca.
step on the schedule , then , are with the index.
based on the starting salary for The t e a c h e r s committee
the four-year degree teacher wasn 't able to furnish the inwith no previous experience.
formation immediately but said
In other . words, a . teacher it would obtain the requested
with a bachelor 's degree and 13 data. " .
or more years of experience Superintendent of Schools A.
would receive 1.60 times the L. Nelson said that he thought
base salary, one with a bache- the only system of relatively
lor 's degree and 30 credit hours comparable size in this area usalter 13 years of experience ing the index guide was Manwould receive 1.66 times the kato and that it had been in efbase salary, the holder of a fect there for about three years.
master 's degree after 13 years
would have a salary 1.82 times FOURT H Ward D i r e c t o r
the starting level and with 30 Franklin A. Tillman commentcredit hours beyond the mas- ed on Winona 's present schedter's and 13 , or more years of ule which provides salaries at
experience the teacher could varying increments for experiexpect a salary 1.00 times the ence and , training and asked
whether, in effect . Winon a
minimum.
doesn't have an index system
DURING Monday 's dlscns, now.
sion with the board the teach- Teachers agreed that It could
ers emphasized that they were- be interpreted as an index in'nt making any specific propo- sofar as there are percentage
sal on dollar increases in sal- increases for different levels of
aries over the three-year period training and experience but that
in which it recommends the it isn't in accordance with tho
index schedule be implemented , index philosophy as recommendSolely for the purpose of ed by state and national teachshowing how an index would ers groups.
work , however , an illustration
Tillman was concerned about
was shown using the index flexibility in the plan suggestguide recommended for Winona. ed by the teachers nnd the comThis example antici pated a mittee replied that changes in
$100 annual increase over three the schedule could be effected
years in tho base starting sal- in the light of changing economary which is now $5,000.
ic trends by revising the basa
This $100 increase |n the figure or, if necessary, in a restarting salary for four - year vision of the index itself.
teachers with no experience in
BOTH Santelman and Tillman
each of the next three years
would raise the maximum (or expressed reluctance for any
four-year teachers from the plan that would commit a hoard
present $7,725 to $8,840 in J9f>«- to action over a three-year pe69; or bachelor 's plus 30 hour riod ond n member of the
teachers from $8, 125 to $8,708 ; teachers group explained that
for master 's degree teachers the three-yea r full imnlementafrom $8,725 to $9,646 and for (Continued on Page 11 Col. 6)
those with a master 's and 30
TEACHERS ASK
~
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Clue No. 2

Treasure Hunt
Now to Samuerciemens lane—
The name that always precedes Twain.
Then left to the opposite of goings
En route to your treasure sowings.
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They'll Do It Every Time

By Jimmie Hatlo^

MdCcthhsmtM ^

Vgccmaficri s Free ,
He Takes Several

By EARIyWILSON y
" MEXICO — My Wife keeps claiming; it 's funny that 1 was
. able to get vaccinated ; free twice in the last four months.
I hope, the humor of this.will seep through to me one of these
days, fiy Beautiful Wife is always overjoyed when . she can get
something at bargain rates. Getting a nerve killed; if offered
her at half pricey she would find hard to turn down, even if
phe didn 't need it. And I don 't want to be around when some
funeral promoter suggests they 'll put me away free , but the offer
is only good for three months.
Four . months ago, in London , girl said.
en route back to New York, we "This is silly ." I said. "Must
: spoke to a nice gentleman at got vaccinated In October;"
TWA about our health cards "But you don't have proof ,
having expired. We would pro- don't you see?" '/ ' :¦'¦
bably have to be vaccinated
for smallpox at Kennedy
: Air- "Here 's my proof right here
¦
. .. look at my. arm !y I said.
port, 7 • . . ¦;¦;•' - -y 7:„
"We've got a few minutes." By B.W. was, for some reahe said. "Why not right here?" son that wasn't at first apparAnd he led us to a doctor ent to me, siding witn the oppowho gave us the needle immei- sition. '- 'X : X :
diately and wouldn't take any ''Oh, come on , it'll be fun. "
v .fee; -X .- y
she said with a glint in her eye
"British socialized •nAedicirie, that I . suddenly sensed . wag
economic;
you know," he said. ,
My BiW.'s delight at that free THE MEXICAN doctor wai
treatment was boundless!
happy,,/, too, and so was his
SOME WEEKS ago after mak- nurse, I guess they get lonely
ing a speech at Las Cruces, around there at midnight.
N.M., we went back; to El Paso, :'• "It won't hurt ," the B.W.
crossed over the bridge of the cried , "since you just had one
Rib Grande at Juarez at mid- in October."
night, to investigate the mar- .'It'll hurt me,". I promised,
guerita situation, and were not "carrying a typewriter, camrequired to present papers, or era; tape recorder , overcoat and
identification of any kind — but a bottle of bourbon for you with
we did have¦¦to pay two cents a that punctured arm!"
v Vpersba. . ; - ; ;.' '¦;
.1 went through it . of course
So, in coming to Acapulco the ..' ..; . and then when . I offered
other day for "the season," we the nice doctor some American
knew, we required no papers. pesos, ; ana " he waved > them
But, at Miami, we learned away; with a grand gesture, I
different •parts of the border realized what it meant to my
seem to have different rules. B.W: We had another vaccinWe must have proof of U.S. tion free, even though we didn't
,
citizenship or we couldn't get need .it . How many of her
friends:.
could say they'd wanon that airplane goiiig to Acaforeign, governments
gled
two
pulco.
of
free
vaccinations? :,
out
I presented all my cards — By the way;
I wonder how are
none proved my citizenship.
things down in El Paso where
"We can . let you fill out an you don 't need health cards. But
; affidavit," a mian at the airline let's don 't go bringing that up!
said. Well, that was $2 to the My wife might Want me to get
: notary public, and; we got our a free Vaccination down there.
tourist's cards and we got on TODAY'S BEST LAUGH : A
V the big bird and they served sec'y
complained about the
tequillas and life was sweet.
N.Y. transit strike : "I got In so
"YOU DO HAVE your health late ; I hardly had time for ¦a
cards,; of course?" asked two coffee break before lunch." -.
girls from the Tourist Commis- WISH I'D SAID THAT: Walt
Disney says his Florida projsion , who met us.
r ''N-h-n-nb," I said .; "we al- ects will co^t him several milways keep them in our pass- lions, and Bob Orben adds,
ports,, and you know we don 't "Yeah , I've stayed in hotels
have to have pur passports." like that, too. "
"But I'm afraid you'll have to REMEMBERE D Q U 0 T E :
get vaccinated again then," one "The trouble with many people
in these trying times is that
stop trying:" — Ariori,
WINONA DAILY NEWS they;
EARL'S PEARLS: The division between the sexes isn't
TUESDAY, JANUARY 18, 1966 .
nearly
as serious as the multi. VOLUME . llO, NO. iO
plication . — Arnold Glasow.
Published dally axcept Saturday and HolBill Kennedy of LA. reports
iday! by Republican and Herald Publishing Company, 601 Frtnklln St., Wlncna, the Beatles may be going to
Minn. .
Viet Nam: "It wouldn 't stop the
war — but you won 't be able to
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hear it." . . . That's earl, broth'
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COLUMBUS, Ga. (AP) '. — A
counseling service for veterans ,
dependents , servicemen and
future servicemen is comparable to a new . industry, says Pete
Wheeler , state Veterans Administration director.
Wheeler said the service
would probably involve enough
money to compare with acquisition of a new industry.
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Man Takes Blaze
To Fire Station

HERE COMES 7HE
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Deer in Danger
- The second winter in a row
of deep snow .in the North
Woods menaces the 500,000 deer
herd of Minnesota and probably
an equal number , in Northern
Michigan and Northern Wisconsin. All three states suffered
considerable deer loss in the
winter of 1964-65.

the food patches.

the Dresbach dam was pnv
during some ; fair walleye
fishing. White jig s and sonars were the preferred
lures there. Warrh clothing
and even a charcoal heater in the boat was required
for comfort.

Until recently, George tell us,
a lot of deer preferred the
acorns on the ground;bene ath
the oaks in sidehill groves.
However, the present snow
makes this natural food more
difficult to recover and there
has been a heavier demand on
the food patches. Other wild- There were a few fishermen
on the ice on Lake Pepin delife and birds also use the corn
spite the break through on the
The Minnesota Conserva- patches. '.; ";;¦
Lake City to Stockholm ice
tion Department ¦ has mailroad.
Ice for fishing was . safe.
ed to all its field .- personnel
Incidentally, the Forest
a pamphlet on ''emergency
Service recommends that . The native . are aware of the
.¦
winter care of deer ," setbrowse trees be cut at the usually soft areas
"
, ¦
ting forth methods of deer
snowline which is, in most ,
NELSON PATIENTS
yard care which applies
cases, now about three feet
mainly to Northern Minneabove ground. This explains
NELSON. Wis. (Special) ! sota. Locally, that is over
the stumps one observes Three Nelson residents are paSoutheastern
Minnesota ,
during the hunting season
tients at St . Elizabeth' s Hospithere appears to be no danin such areas.
tal , Wabasha: Nels Tuner , Mrs,
ger of starvation.The deer
Alma Yoigt , who has been there
yard up in small herds , and
Fishing Reports
several weeks, and Mrs. Barfeed mainly on harvested
Fjshermen seemed to be pret- ney Kennedy, rural Nelson.
corn fields . This year , ac- ty well scattered out over the
cording to George Meyer , weekend although the cold CHAIRMAN AT ETTRICK
Whitewater Refuge superin- blast from the north Sunday
tendent , there is also an kept quite a few at their tele- . ETTRICK , Wis, (Special) abundance of acorns.
vision sets. Reports indicate Leonard P. Sheehy is chairthat crappies made up the bulk man of the March of Dimes
The state does not recom- of the catch .
campaign for the National
mend artificial feeding of hay
Foundation of Infantile Paralor grain in the North Woods.
Open water fishing below ysis in Ettrick village and town .
Instead , the proposal is. for state
personnel to go into the woods
with chain saws and axes and
drop natural browse in areas
as large as several hundred
acres. Deer do not prefe r hay,
it's not a natural food for north
ern deer. The waste due to
trampago is high , and transportation costs to inaccessible
dcor yards , is high when (lie
hay is dropped (rom planes. .
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Despite the popular appeal of "Buy h a y- f o r tho
starving deer ," state deer
personnel recommend no
such campaigns , Cash contribut ion lo hire woodsmen
to go into yard areas and
drop trees under stale personnel i.s much heller. '
On the Whitewater Refuge,
a heavy local yard area , patches of standing corn arc shown
above provide for the deer.
These patches are scattered
over the refuge where they are
easil y reached by the animals.
There arc also fields of soybeans , a food local deer seem
to enjoy.
During past winters , we
have plowed through tlio
knet-deep snow of the refuge
yarding areas with Meyer in
a four-wheel-drive truck
to some of these fowl palchP.N where Iho snow is packed
down by the <|eer, like livestock pack it in a barnyard,
There wa .s some waste but
the animals were gelling
most of Ihe oars. Soybean
pulehes were cleared io the
ground. The ureas had regulur tramped trai ls loading from bedding areas to
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Seems to me that a little notice oil how nature is so well
balanced will give rise to the
conviction that there is a God.
Ah| far be it for me to sermonize in these short columns. It's
just that Pm a bit amazed at
the evidence that nature has
been carefully balanced; _
Man's emotions are easily
aroused when , he faces various
acts of nature at their realistic
best or worst. Watch one animal
or bird mother another of a
different kind or species, and
We feel warm and content.
Watch a vicjousc.ani.mial tear
anotffer to death arid our first
reaction is hate for the aggressor. The fact is that in the sense
of the balance of nature, that vicious animal has fulfilled a worthy service by killing the apparent Irinocent animal, whatever
it is. Let me explain .
TAKE THE beaver, for an
example. This energetic little
animal is equipped to fulfill a
marvelous role in life. It's at
home in water arid does much
of his labors around ponds and
creeks. The beaver prefers a
quiet pond about three feet deep
the year around, but he has a
problem — most natural ponds
get low during the dry season
and streams will get ."top. swift
during spring rains, etc. So, the
beaver builds its own ; ponds.
He constructs a vdam across a
stream with sticks', stones, logs,
and mud. By the way, beaver
families will often work together
to get the job done. When the
pond is .complete, then they
head for the center and build
their houses.
v
Now note this — the beaver
will not only build a dam to effect a pond, but he Will construct canals so complicated
that some even have locks to
keep the water level . While
they build these dams effecting
canals and ; ponds for their own
purposes, they help to balance
nature by fulfilling some real
heeds. Beaver dams last a long
time, thus their service to nature is lasting. For example, a
beaver dam will help prevent
floods by holding water back
during the rainy season. In the
dry season they keep moisture
for trees and plants . These
ponds or lakes backed UP by
the dams also provide water
for such animals as deer ; fish
will breed in beaver ponds ;
birds often flock nearby as food
is more plentiful near a water
source. At this point the beaver,
it would seem, can do no harm
and man would be quick to
come to this energetic little fellow's aid if he encounters trouble. Yet, here's the other side.

IF THERE are too many beavers, land will soon be flooded
and ; forests destroyed by the
buzz-saw like activity of the
beaver. Once again nature balances this. You see, the beavers
are kept down by their natural
enemies, the coyotes, being a
main instrument of nature in
keeping the beaver from too
rapid a growth .
Strange isn't it: every facit of
life , even.' natural resources,
has its mysterious interwindings, serving purposes that certainly must be more than mere
happenstance , The human becomes so involved with materialistic aspects of life he's apt

M^

By LESLIE J. NASON Ed. D.
University of Southern Calif.
College professors take the
responsibility for presenting
their subjects in an interesting
and logical fashion . In most instances; they do;this well. But
learning is an individual thing.
The initiative must be taken by
the . student. With all the guidance and expert counseling
available in various fields of
knowledge, the opportunity for
learning cetrtainly is there.
in some college communities,
there is a growing number of
non-students who participate in
student activities and social life.
Some have never enrolled,; some
to
to
have; withdrawn voluntarily
pleadevote their^full time
sure, and excitement, some have
be*en> dropped v academically.
They are joined by those who

enroll for just a few credits to
qualify as students .

STUDENTS Jhould enter college well oriented as to their
individual goals; Many are be- ;
ihg; placed on their own for the .
first time and are unprepared
to make important decisions.
Mary is a typical examples ;
of a disillusioned freshman. A
precocious child who graduated
from high school with honors at
age 16, she entered a top-rank-:
ing women's college with high
hopes for an exhilarating life in
an intellectual community. V
r vinTiervown homey Mary had
been surrounded by book's arid
intellectual discussions both
within the Immediate family
and through frequent visitors.
The atmosphere she found at
college was-a disappointment to
her. Some of her fellow students
were primarily interested in
maintaining a sufficient scholastic standing to remain in school
and participate in social activities. Grades, not learning, wa*
the primary goal ,
Not mentally prepared to
choose a path of her own , Mary
had a frustrating and unsuccessful freshman year. She was
ready to drop out She needed to
be reoriented in her thinking
before she could renew interest
iri college attendance:
CAP)
Ky.
FRANKFORT.
Gov. Edward T. Breathitt's THROUGH discussions with a
state civil rights bill has hurcounselor, she came to underdled one house of the Kentucky stand that her mistake was in
Legislature , and is given a good placing the whole responsibility
chance of passing the other in
upon the college professors. She
the next two weeks.
made an about-face and deterThe Kentucky House ap- mined to explore the possibiliproved the governor's bill 76-12 ties of developing her own indiMonday night¦ ¦without signifi- vidual programs of learning.
cant change. .- •. ". She entered a local communi ty
If the;Senate passes It. Ken-; college, and during the course
tucky will become the first state of the next academic year, resouth of the Mason-Dixon Line gained her position as a happy
student interested in learning.
with a state civil rights law.
!
as «
The measure exceeds, cover- Straight v "A's ' followed
;V
matter
of
course.
,
age of the federal law. It prohibits discrimination is places The next step was a state colof public accomodation and in lege, then a larger state university. In her;senior year, she
employment.
was chosen as one of an honor
The fair employment section group who were allowed to work
applies to businesses with eight with minimum demands of class
or more employes. The public attendance and specific day-by- V
accommodations section exby her
empts barber and beauty; shops, day assignments. Thus,
she;
had
earned
and
senior
year,
small boarding houses and prireceived the opportunity to lead
vate clubs.
the scholarly life - she V had
Ten Democrats and two Re^ thought would be handed to. her
publicans voted against the when she entered as a freshmeasure in the House where man. ;;'
Democrats
have a 64-36 majori¦
ty. ¦'. '

Civil Rights
Bill Advances
In Kentucky

- . - ¦ ' :¦

Nev/ Jersey Needs
Vocational Teachers

/\ SMORGASBORD yr

V TRENTON , N.J. (AP ) ' New -Jy : . ' : ¦ ' ;EVERY' v ://4f / - ' ¦ ':¦ '
Jersey will need at least 1,500 vV
WEDNESDAY ^**
new vocational education teach- I
'
5-9:30 P.M, :v ,
\ '
ers by 1968, a committee of col- rj T ^
lege deans saysy
The committee told the State
Education Department that
teachers are needed to accommodate new and expanded programs ranging from the war on
poverty to federal manpower
training programs.
to miss the joy of all that's
beautiful , categoried under the
heading of Nature. It' s good to
be alive when we contemplate
how much nature itself has
granted us "Something to Live
By."
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SERVING 5:30 to 8:30 P.M.

Primed fnr Rrn.it ant ing . . , our Famous Worlncsdny
Il I
N K 11 <', rll0n n,lffet - And, you'll alwnys find some' '
'
llrl
j|
l il tliuiK new bn our buffoL Still nil you can eat for
'
llj ljl $1.75 . .. BO what nre you waiting for?

^L Adults $ 1.75—Children $1.00
^
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Start fast hy zinging on over to your Buick dealer. Finish happy by driving homo in n
H
now LeSabre, Continue your happy feeling by thinking of the low price and magnificent
¦trade-In you got. Price is no handicap In the tuned car tradln ' derby.
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You are invited to see Winona s
newest and mosf beautif ul
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Register For These Wonde rful

Yes, Ihe Big, Beautiful Kelly's is as new as "tomorrow ". Come out and visit us during
our grand opening. Get to know Kelly's as the store where good taste , unusual service
and attention to your needs are Kelly's first thoughts. We have the largest selection
of brand name furniture in Southeastern Minnesota and at prices you can afford. Stop
in today—register for Free Prizes and browse through our store.

'
I— r / ____ $ \J r \ ~7 £z c
/ / CT C- I I L Z, CO

1. King Koil Mattress and

8. Rembrandt Table Lamp

2- 9x12 0val Ru9

9. Maple Spice Rack

B0X Sprin9

{jrrai d Openin
special s
¦ ¦ ¦ . ¦;¦ ¦ ' g
" . ¦ •¦¦ ¦ ' ¦ . ' ¦ ¦ . . ' ¦
*-: ' • . . • .
DuPont "501" Nylon Carpet. Comp lete ly
installed With foam rubbe r pad Sq. Yd. . . . . . . . . . ; .

3. Lazy7 Boy
Rediria-Rocker
7
' ' **"" ' °
& ^ Chai iv

£T95
7

3-Piece Bedroom Set. Double dresser with
mirror , 4-d rawer chest , bookcase bed .
Walnut finish

., ' ' - _ . " A H
I
6. Ethan Allen n
Rocker

„ ,
11. Murphy-M iller- Rocker

14. Cloverlea f End Table

°™* iegi>» er .
OPEN WEEKDAYS 9 A.M. TO 9 P.M.
in

JL

Free Parking
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13. Table Centerp iece

No purcliase nocc5i^y- Just *°p

\J I

'

'

-Mod
.
: 10.
,, _¦ . *™>
, • ¦;/ . , '. ' ¦

15. Shadow Box

7. 4-Drawer Maple Chest

„.
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SO/ L OO

NvlOn COVer

¦
¦
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12. Record Cabinet

5 Masterp iece Tre e Lamp

Contemporary 3-Piece Room Group. 90" Sofa
and matching Mr. and Mrs. Chair. Color
<t r\^^%r.r.
coo rdinated
21 9
7-Piece Dinette Set Table 36x48x60. Bronze
or chrome ,6 chairs .........

\
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Robert
Kelly

Harry

Allaire

¦
»¦
John

O'Connor

Claudia
Henry

fc

Jim

¦ ¦¦

J

¦¦
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Tom

Wloczorek

Smith

Kelly's - In Westgate Shopping Center
V
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Tim6 For Congress To
Question McNamara
NOT SO LONG ago when Secretary of

Defense McNamara returned from another
trip to South Viet Nam he said , "We have
stopped losing the war.'' ' /
Encouraging if true — and we hope he.
is right.
But at the same time — and whil e we
have 200, 000 American troops tied up in a
frustrating situation — we are told of air
bases to be shut down , bombers to be
phased out, Reserve aiid National Guard
flying units to be deactivated. All this is a
bit difficult to figure, out and we hope the
Congress, which returned , to Washington
last Week , takes time to ask Mr . McNamara .7 a few pertinent questions.
NATO was warned by United States diplomats at its recent meeting of the potential
threat that lies in the untapped bower of
Red China. The draft is being stepped up
here7 at home and may soon reach that of
the Korean War* Yet Reserve and National
Guard units are being merged and other
military organizations deactivated. . .
DOES MR. MeNAMARA'S crystal ball

or the Department of Defense computer
predict no more trouble spots elsewhere either during or after Viet Nam? This might
be something else for Congress to inquire
about; - .'
In phasing out the Air Force B-52s and
cutting down the powerful striking arm of
the Strategic Air Force, has Mr. .. -McNamara overlooked ¦the capability of modern
airpower?
in World War II, the only truly strategic
air offensive ever waged brought Japan to
her khees without a surface invasion. In
Korea, iairpower was first the savior, then
the protector, finally the offensive spearhead for our military effort.
Today, in South Viet Nam , the dominance of the air arm is even more dramatic. The infantry does most of the dying,
and glory to its name. But the airmen do
most of the killing— or at least they did
uiitil the air offensive in North Viet Na iri
was suspended just prior to Christmas- . —
far beyond the range of the television: news
cameraman or the eyeball view of the news
correspondent.
THIS IS NOT close support. It is more
nearly search and rescue.
At the same time the importance of airlift as wholesale supplier to the theater, as
retail distributor in the; combat area , as
swift transporter of the wounded back to
Stateside hospitals, has been constantly
growing. The. fact is that the Military Airlift Command , formerly known as MATS,
is operating on , a full wartime footing, utilizing its; resources to the utmost.
Why then : did the Secretary of Defense
choose this time for. the deactiva tion of 11
Air Guard and Reserve flying units , - each
with . a badly needed . airlift capability that
is not rusting but is being used regularly?
HOW> WITH ITS first line airlift tied

up in South Viet Nam , is tlie Air Force going to support Stateside Army training . requirements with Reserve C-119 units in
short and dwindling supply? Why are an
additional 18 Air Reserve and nine Air
Guard units earmarked for extinction within five years? ; ¦
'¦
¦
. --

Rochester Happy
Witli New YMCA
(Rochester Post-Bulletin)
THERE NEVER WAS much doubt that

a hew "Y" building in Rochester woiild 'do
well, but Ihe reception lhat the . combined
YMCA-YWCA has received since its opening in May. has exceeded the fondest hopes
of everyone
connected with its. develop¦
ment, v • '
,
The place is literally jump ing from 8 in
the morning until 9 or 10 each evening on
weekdays and until midnight on Saturday.
Membership, which was onl y a little more
than 3,000 total for the two organizations
when they entered the new building, now
is nearl y a .OOO .
'Attendance fi gures are almost staggering: 240 ,000 in cij >hl months of operation ,
or ,30,000 a month or 1 , 000 a day.
Through close coopera tion , Iho two
groups manage to get maximum use out
of the facilities , ' scheduling activities mainly for housewives in the morning, then
clearing the way for men 's sports for a
couple hours at noon , and then in succession scheduling events and program s for
women , younger children , students an d
adults inlo Ihe evening and night .
AS AN EXAMPLE of unexpected Interest , the handball courts which nearl y fell
before the budget ax in preliminary planning, are used by between 500 and 600 people each week. Two courts are now in use
and two others are installe d but not finished. They aren 't idle , though , being used
daily for wrestling and karate , among other things ,
Not unexpectedly, the swimming pool
has proved extremel y popular with atten dance of well over a thou sand each week.
With a famil y oriented schedule , it is open
from fl to il six days a week.
Another facilit y getting heavy use is Ihe
wain floor all-purpose room. It is used hy
hundreds . each week for a variety of purposes, climaxed Friday and Saturday
nights with youth dances drawing up to
400 und .WO students .
ALL THESE F IGURES give Ample
proof of the need that has existed in ItoChester for increased re creatio nal facilities . Those who invested thoi r dollars in
the new "Y" can be assured thei r money
was well spent.
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BanksxResurhe

Political Fund
Reforms Asked

AhMusf Batth

¦'¦¦'. WASHINGTON W")—President . .Johnson has
renewed a call , for political fund-raising, reforms urged upon Congress four years ago by
President John F. : Kennedy.
The subject is one Johnson had not pressed since moving to the White . House. After
two years of sile-nce on the matter , he welded,
the reform proposals into his State of the Union message.
"As the process of election becomes more
complex and costly," he said , "we must make
it possible for , those without personal wealth
to enter public/ life without being obligated to
a few large contributors. "
To do that , Johnson proposed a . tax break
for people who make political contributions.

By DREW PEARSON
WASHINGTON - The bitter battle over . banking
mergers resumes this week
behind the closed doors of
the House Banking and Currency Committee.
The economics of the battle are tremendous, affecting the rights of banks to
merge without prosecution
by the Justice Department
under the antitrust laws.
Billions of dollars, plus, the
control of newspapers , department stores and factories, are involved. V
The personalities of the
battle are bizarre, involving
elder statesman Wright Pat-'
man of Texarkana, Tex.j
watchdog of the bankers,
and dapper young Tom
"Lud": Ashley of Toledo,
Ohio, champion bf the bankers. Both are Democrats.
This is a new role for
Ashley, a champ ion;; of labor , a liberal legislator and
a popular extra man at dinner . parties. His sudden
switch from . pro-labor to
pro-banker has his . , colleagues puzzled . Only clue
is the fact that Lud's charming assistant, Kathleen Lucey, has a brother, Charles
Emmett Lucey, who is a
lobbyist for the bankers .

GIVEN TODAY'S fund-raising pattern, a
tax break for the Small donor could . be a boon
to Republicans. The GOP reports increasing
success with small givers .
Democrats, on the other hand , have become
more dependent on big contributions.
In the last presidential election , the Den>
bcrats raised $1 million more from $l,0O0-andup contributors; than did the Republicans;
Johnson said he wants to broaden the par' ¦ people, and stimulate small
ticipation of the ¦
contributions.
HE coupled that proposal with a call for
stern nev/ laws to guarantee full disclosure of
political money and its sources...
Past Congresses have shown little zest for
this undertaking, eyen though v present federal
law requires reports on only a slender fraction of the contributions and costs involved in
television-age elections/ ' \
Candidates for House and Senate are required to report their campaign spending —;.
but some successful contender's .have filed : accountings which show no outlays at all:
CURRENT LAW has been interpreted as
requiring, an Vaccounting only of contributions
and spending by the candidate himself. In fact,
most campaign spending is handled by state or
congressional district- committees in behalf of
the candidate.
; That means campaign spending filed in Washington ! may show only a tiny slice of the actual expenses involved m a House or Senate
race.v
Johnson said he wants local ;and state campaign committees brought . -under the federal
disclosure law.
At the same time, he promised legislation
to change what he called unrealistic limits on
contributions. There is a $3-million ceiling on
fund .raising and expenditures by a single, national political committee, and a $5,000 limit, on
the amount anyone can donate to a single candidate or. political committee.
IN PRACTICE, this has led to multiple; committees and to contributions channeled through
state and local organizations.

IN YEARS GONE BY

J en ^esrs A ^o .

.;.

1956

Dr.
¦ C. P; Robbins celebrated his 84th birthday ¦¦ 'in an educational manner . ' — .' . going to
college; Dr. Robbins , who has how served Winona as a physician for 61 years , attended his
regularly scheduled art course at Winona State
College. \
Roy C. Bedore , who h^s retired after 21
years with the Gamble Robinson Co. here , was
honored by fellow employes at a dinner.

twenry ^Fi ye Years Ago . . . 1941

. Resignation of John A. Johnson as manager
of the local processing plant of the ArcherDaniels Midland Co. of Minneapo lis was announced. Kenneth W. Robertson of Minneapolis ,
affiliated with the company in the engineering department , is here as temporary manager ,
pending appointment of a successor to Mr.
Johnson .
To the list of those wdio gain fleeting renown
in their home communities . becau.se of achiever
ments extraordinary in the field of flower culture should be added that of Mrs . Louis Groff
of West Burns Valley who in her kitchen has
blooming a five-inch morning glory of the kind
known as "Heavenlv Blue. " ——

Fifty Years A go . . . 1916

Miss Florence Richards , dean of women of
the Winona Stnte Normal School, will deliver
the commencement address at the first midyear
commencement exercises and graduation
ever held by the Winona- High School.
W . B. Parsons will leave for a tri p to
Florida.

Seventy- Five Years Ago . . . 1891

(! . W. Gregory and wif e loft for Washington ,
New York , Host on and other points in Die KasI ,
expectin g lo !><> absent six weeks.
¦ A lively interest is being take n by many
citizens in the erection of the new railway
bridg e across the Mississi ppi River at the lower end of the cily.

One Hundred Ycj rs Ago . . . . 1 866
Gen. ' J. W. Rishop arrived in town from
(lie F'^ast. The General was regarded ! while
in the Army, as one of "the brav est of the
brave ."

Being llierefoi e justified by faith, we liavi
peace , with (iml (liiiingli our Lord .lesiis CluiM
—Romans 5* I.
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v Mayor Answers
Critic of Renewal
To the 7Editor :
I do not intend to . start
a public debate in the press,
but the letter which v ybu
published which was signed
by James A. Mullen needs
a reply. . Apparently , it. is
an attempt : to criticize my^
self and other citizens who
spent a full day studying
problems of Winona , including the plan for Urban Renewal. In my judgment , the
conference was a valuable,
educational experience for
all who attended; I think
it would be an excellent
idea if everyone became
better- inform ed about this
subject as, in my opinion ,
the economic future Of Winona depends upon it. As
mayor I have appointed an
Advisory Committee on Urban Renewal, and speakers
and information are available for any conference or
meeting, on this subject. I
do suggest th at before writing letters to the editor , a
person should be informed
about the¦ subject . For instance: '¦.'
1. Mr. Mullen s l e t t e r
states , "I do . not want my
money to erect a building
for a comparatively rich
businessman unless it is
tbe only way." The Urban
Renewal plan has nothing
whatever to do with erecting buildings for anybody.
Under an ' Urban Renewal
plan properties which have
deteriorated
and depreciated to a point which
they cannot economically be
modernized are acquired by
a public authority at their
market price . The procedure is exactly the .same as
when the public acquires
property for.schools , streets ,
highways , parks or public
buildings , unci the owners receive just compensation as
provided in the Constitu tion .
The land is I hen cleared
and sold for development in
accordance -. villi a prep ared
plan; The development is
done entirely with private
capital. However , (he cost
of acquisition and clearance
i.s done witli public funds .
Federal assistance is available onl y if the community
needs it.
'I, It i.s the conclusion <>(
everyone that 1 know who
has studied Ihe subject nnd
renewal plan thoroughly
thai without the renewal of
our downtown area according to a plan , the future of
this city is bleak . The tax
base is decreasing and further loss of business can
only add lo the tax burden
of everyone, lt is also the
conclusion thnt renewal cannot be done without Federal
assistance , The projects
proposed in the downtown
THE WIZARD OF ID

renewal . plain total . slightly
less than 12 million dollars
over : a ten-year period. To
add this cost to the present
tax load on property in this
city is unthinkable. Yet ,
with Federal assistance
and the credit's available
because of existing renewal
at Winona: State . '".College
and city improvements such
as parking which will7 be
done, the City's entire cash
costs of these projects , are
estimated at only $627,000,
over the ten-year period. It
is estimated that renewal
will increase the tax base
over eight million dollars
which will more than make
up. the city 's share of V its
cost. X:
X . Mr . Mullen 's letter infers that if there is no
referendum on this subject ,
that it is an example of
"totalitarian dictatorship. "
It is disquieting that an educated person should use such
language. The city ; council is elected by the people
to govern the city, and I
think that statement is an
insult to them. I would like
to point out that the council
has decided many other important matters , such as a
contract for approximately
two million dollars in Federal aid for building dikes
withou t a referendum and
without being called dictators. I am certain that individual council members welcome the views of citizens
before making any decision
for which they are responsible .
4 . Admittedly, there are
differences of opinion oil
Ihe urban renewal program
as there are about practically every piece of legislation , Both the United States
Congress and the Minnesota
Legislature have found that
public assistance is necessary to cities who need renewal and can 't do it themselves. Personally, I see
nothing to be gained now
by a theoretical debate on
this subject. What I am interested in is what is clone
in Winona and not in some
other city. I would suggest
to Mr. . Mullen and others
who might at first agree
with him , to take u trip to
cither Minneapolis or St.
Paul and see what has been
accomplished in those cities
with an urban renewal program. Our problems are not
as large as theirs , but they
are more important to us.
The threat of our deteriorating downtown is every hit
ns real as the threat of tho
flood of last spring (at which
time Federal aid wa.s much
welcomed) , and I hope the
people will unite as they did
then so that we can live in
a modern city of which wa
aro nil proud. /
\\. \ \ EHin gs ,
Mayor

Urban Renewal Not Full
Answer But Is a Start
To the. Editor :
It seems that we find ourselves concerned with grave
issues concerning Urban Renewal; We shall , no doubt;
hear many sides to the
story. Many of Mr.
¦ Mullen's
remarks - ' ' were -. - very good
and. while I do . not totally
agree -with him , he has said
many things that others
^wish they had said . 7
While I Salute the men
who complete the new
formed committee on Urban Renewal ., ! always
seem to be wondering the
same thing. Where is tlie
average homeowner in any
citizens organization dealing with Urban Renewal ?
It always seems to be taken
from the top. and the answer always seems to be,
"We 'll tell you what it is
all about."
It seems that the plan
proposed . for Winona will
cost between ten and 15
million dollars and will take
fro m ten to 15 years to
complete.
If you check figures com-piled 'by the housing administration , you will find that ,
the . average plan for the
city, of our size has been
from less than one to five
million dollars.
I ask the council and all
present citizens committees ,
are we biting off more than
we can chew?
Urban Renewal is not the
full answer , but its a start ,
but we must never sacrifice personal freedom for
progress . The Urban Renewal commission has assembled a very impressive
plan for the redevelopment
of our city, there is no
other plan and if this one
passes from our view , there
will never be another.
It is a chance we should
'
if we want to lake.
dcc nle
If Urban Renewal succeeds, il could have the
greatest growth possibilities
beyond our dreams. It could
mean the finest shopping
district in our trade area,
ll could mean more jobs
and a greatly expanded tax
base . It could mean lower
tax rates for nil , but if Urban Renewal fails , Winonn
will or will not. fail , for It
will still be here.
Our city is not dying, it
is far from dead. It. is like
n Rip Van Winkle not. quite
asleep, not quite awake.
New shops , jobs and families will come and others
will go. It. will be a town
to educate its youth and
then wave good-by as they
leave for greenor pastures.
• We have seen and hoanb
a committee formed hy a
very impressive list of our

city 's business, professional and religious -men.;' however, I believe-in " including
all the -clergymen 7 for we
will heed all v the prayers
we can get,.and just maybe
if we all could call on God,
our problems would be
solved.; 7;
The basic promise7 on
which the . prograrh was
started, is that Urban Reney/al eliminates slums,; prevents , the spread of blight
and revitalizes cities . One
of the most effective arguments in initiating Urban
Renewal programs has been
the promise of increased tax
revenues,7 this may not be
the; case. I t is possible
that
¦
Construction on' ¦¦"' . renewal,
sites could and would be
built elsewhere in the city.
Potential benefits from a
well executed program appear to be substantial . However, we must understand
that these benefits are only
potential benefits and these
achievements will c o s t
greatly. '.
The Urban Renewal prograin does not build these
programmed buildings , they
are all done by private
enterprises and , gentlemen ,
we must have buyers for
the product.
Quit dreaming, gentlemen ,
and get doWn to facts .
Recognize the advantages,
as well as the disadvantages and realize that we
are all concerned , from the
infant " to great grandma,
for it will include all of
us. Include all life in Winona and do not look down
at the average voter , for
Ihey are the reason lhal
you are where you are.
David J . Kouba
20:i E. King St.
TURKISH COFFEE
ATHENS Wi - Despite
mounting competition from
American coffee and Haitian espresso, tiny cups of
strong, black Turkish coffee are still the favorite
drink of Athenians. Two
million cups of turkish coffee are consumed daily in
Athens.
CAN'T GO FAR
NEW DELHI i/1l - Police
warned New Delhi' s 500,000
cyclists lo use bicycle paths
and stay off the streets.
Then someone discovered
there are only 15 miles of
paths in this city of 1,050
miles of streets.
KICK SINCE ICE ACE
SRINAGAR , Kashmir un
— Four terraces built for
rice cultivatio n on hanks of
the Itavi River in southwest Kashmir date back to
the Pleistocene Epock (Ice
Age), according to the Archaeological Survey of India.
By Parker and Hart

IN ORDER to appease
the dapper ,, congressman
from Toledo, h o w e v e r ,
Iteuss proposed that, the
committee validate . his
sneak committee meeting.
This , however , did ; not
please the elder statesman
from Texarkana. : '
"I am for the legislation
you advocate,'' . rumbled
Patman , - 'but I'll never
countenance a validation cf
the rump meeting. That I
can't stomach."
"Well, I feel the same
way about the substitute bill
Henry proposed," snapped
Ashley. - 'We already have a
legitimate bill before the
rules committee;"
; 'That's the whole point
of this discussion, Lud ,"
Rep. Cpmpton White , Didaho 7 challenged Ashley.
"Some of us don 't think
your, bill is. legitimate. It
was never officially approved by this committee. We're
all wasting our time unless
we agree/ on some kind .of
compromise. "
,.

WHILE THE Democrats
were arguing, the American
Bankers Association lobby
was again busy trying to
win votes. John Holton , ABA
legislative counsel , sent the
following telegram, to a
number of bankers in big
cities and small towns:
Rep. Reuss has suggested amendments to Ashleypttinger bank merger bill
which are unacceptable.
May I urge you to contact
your member of Congress
who is on House Banking
and Currency Committee
and . urge his support of
Ashley-Ottinger bill. Respectfully request you let
rne know , of any pertinent
response the congressman
may make. "
When Senate -Republican
Leader , Everett Dirksen
turned down an invitat ion
to celebrate his birthd ay,
.Tan. 4 , at. the LBJ ranch ,
President Johnson protested: "I thought you were
mv friend. "
"I am your friend ," purred Dirksen ' in his most mellifluous manner . "You have
no better friend in the United States , because it is my
sworn mission in life to
save you — to save you
from yourself .''
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LUD IS ALSO oiie of the
fastest moving cloak-anddagger legislators on Capitol Hill and last fall pulled
a sneak /meeting of the

Banking and Currency Com*
mittee on the third Tuesday of .October- — when a
meeting was supposed to be
held —- but when Chairman
Patman had not called on*
and was ' absent. , Before
anyone could protest, Ashley* presiding oyer the rump
session, gavelled approval
of the banking merger bill.
Committee members hyye
been rowing ever since as
to whether Ashley's: sneak
meeting was legal. Many
claim a quorum was not
present, also that it: was no
way to take action on a bill
Which , if it becomes law,
would affect the business of
hundreds of American communities.
This week the hassle gets
hot again;- in fact has already erupted at one secret
caucus called to try to patch
up a compromise.
Rep. Henry Reuss, D-Wis.,
a member of a Milwaukee
banking .-' .¦family, who believes that banks cannot be
exempt . from the : antitrust
laws, had been asked by
Chairman Patman to work
out a compromise. He proposed junking the. Ashley
bill in favor of a substitute
which supported Supreme
Court decisions against certain bank mergers but permitted mergers whert they
did not endanger banking
competition and free enterprise.7 :. ;- " - ,
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Two big stage shows, featuring The Willis Brothers, stars of
the Grand Ole Opry, and area
country western bands, plus a
talent show, will be held at Winona Senior High School auditorium Sunday.
Junior Ferguson, president of
the Winona Activity Group and
general chairman of the Winona
Winter Carnival , will be mas^
ter ot ceremonies.
A COW": '*- . western jamboree will begin at 2 p.m. with
Junior ; Ferguson and the

TRANSPORTATION CXUB
* Winona Transportation club
will elect officers and directors
at a meeting Jan, 25 at the
American
Legion Memorial
¦
Club.; - .'

-^-The delegate from the Lew^
iston Jaycees to the national
Jaycees convention at St.! Paul
over the weekend got an extra
thrill when they were in ah
LEWISTOIV DELEGATES
elevator Friday night. Harold
LEWISTON, Minn. (Speciaiy* Wadewitz, Allyn Tews* Hicbard
¦" " '
¦ ¦
¦
' •

¦

'

''' ¦

The Willis Brothers, Guy,Skeeter and Vic, originally
known as the "Oklahoma Wranglers" of radio, television*
screen and recording fame, are
nationally recognized as one of
the top country and western entertainment groups.
They began their radio careers in Shawnee, Okla., and
from there went to the "Brush
Creek Folly" show in Kansas
City, Mo. World War II interr
rupted ; their career's temporarily ; and, after your years in the
service, they became regular
OSSEO CHURCH ' ." .' ¦ '-. United Church of Christ,XQsseo,
members of WSM's. Grand Gle Wis., formerly khowh as the First Congregational Church,
Opry from 1946 until 1949, fol- is observing its! 98th year. The Rev. J.":..G. Morrison Is pastor
lowed by eight years on the Ed- and Lyle Stair, lay pastor. (Mrs. James Tilly photo)
dy Arnold Show. In January
;;;7v vvv; 7v:;:;v
1960 they rejoined the Grand
;;
and Sunday school of 87 pupils.
:
Ofe Opry as featured perform-r
The Women's Fellowship, five
ers7 ¦
Circles and the Junior UCF and
They have three important
the> Senior UCF also are acfirsts in the world of country
tive.- ,' ¦ - '
music. They were the first
The Rev. J. G. Morrison,
group to back the. late Hank
¦
.. . " -. ..
B , - \\\_^ ^ ^^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^_ _
pastor, was ordained at the
0_^gftfr^V ' . ' S-Sfijiiti*ji!i{ :: i ''y'^^^^^^
\ - j' i / J _
Williams, later becoming known
chiarch
Dec.
13,
1964.
Lyle
as the original "Drifting Cow- OSSEO, Wis.; ( Special;) - At
boys";, they were the firist fea- the 98th annual meeting of the Stair is lay pastor.
tured act on the '-Jubilee, USA" United Church of Christ mem;- . -¦' ¦ -. show at Springfield, Mb., and bers voted to approve the $12,they, along with other Grand 760:60 budget for tbtf coming Hollow but small cooked beets
Ole Opry acts, were the first year , an increase of about $300 and fill with egg salad . Serve
for ; lunch with salad greens
country and western musical en- over last year's budget,
and cottage cheese or cream
Blended Whiskey 86 Proof < 37%% Sfr»tgl\t Whltkte* 4 yurt o* Mb*j <M : ':•
7
tertainers to give a concert in Named to the 1966 board of cheese.
- . . - .. 62V4 % Grain Neutral Spirit* > Qlinmor* DilL Coy Lpul$yill^Owefltboro. Kjr.
Constitution Hall; Washington, deacons and deaconesses were
msmmmm^
D.C., a place normally reserved Harom Hanson ,
Don Seig, Rog
for classical musicians.
AFTER LEAVING "Jubilee , R b s e n berg,
USA," they were featured on a Grant C o l by ,
Show "Midwestern . Hayride" Mrs. W a l t e r
from Cincinnati, for several C a r t e r , Mrs.
years, followed by two Colum- Millard Davidbia motion pictures, recordings son and Mrs,
for record companies and by Hugo Hangartner; 1967, John
personal appearances across the Johnson,
Roy
country. They have taken USO Thorpeh
,
Hartours to armed forces bases old Ison ,
Gary
around the world and have play- S p e.i c h, Mrs. Rev. Morrison
ed numerous private engage-, Marion Peterson , Mrs. Roy
BROTHERS
ments in Europe. In 1963, while Thprpen and Mrs. Lyle Stair,
playing in Holland, Germany and 1968, Lyle Stahy Clarence
and France, the brothers play- Campbell, William Cox, John
ed before the then Vice Presi- Behm, Mrs. Dan Andreas, Mrs.
dent and Mrs. Lyndon B. John- Ellwood Carter and Mrs. Elson, at the U.S. Trade Fair in mer Herman.
Amsterdam, and Qiieen Julian- The 1966 officers are : Clark,
na and Prince Bernhard. They Mrs. Ira Haskins ; financial
na County, $8,728.77, No funds also have played engagements
were listed for 1965, when the in Ireland, Greenland, New- secretary, Mr. Opal Gilbert ,
treasurer, Mrs. Eva . Kittelstate program wasn't set up. foundland , Labrador , Puerto and
so'n.
-. Money apprbpriiated from the Rico and the Bahamas.
fund and apportioned to a state v They have established them- On the board of .trustees:
will be redistributed among oth- selves as a top act ih every Millard Davidson , Leonard Giland Robert
er states if not matched ..and. aspect bf country Show business. bert, Eldoh; Larson
7;T
used within two years following Guy, the oldest and emcee of Perry; 1967, Georg6 ' Martin ,
the year in which it became the show, plays guitar ; Skeeter Norris LaBarron , Jerry Jacobson and Marshall Harriman ,
available.
is known as the "smilin* fidGov. Rolvaag has designated dler," iand Vic, accordionist, and 1968, E11 w o o d Carter,
the Department of Conservation doubles on piano. AR do solo or James Baker, Roy Cox iind
as state liaison agency for the group-type work, including nov- Walter Carter.
act, according to Wayne H. Ol- elty numbers and impersona- THE UNITED Church ol
:
^* >¦*¦*¦/>*¦»¦* > "vv w jv>^ ^-f- v o ^ y y w v>«££*?^& .
^R" t <^~?.*a* r <. w^, *^ *^
t
r^_ W^
_
^^^___^
^^
^r ^
son; Commissioner of Conserva- tions of other artists.
Christ of Osseo was organized
tion. . ;'
The brothers' latest record- in July 1878, Services -were first
Public Law 88-578 empowered ings are "Give Me Forty held in the schoolbouse. In
Congress to make grants to fed- Acres," "Blazing Smoke Stack," 1879 a parsonage was built and
eral and state agencies for "Six Feet, Two by Four," and in 1880 a church building complanning, acquisition and devel- "Strange Old Town." Their al- mittee started a church edifice
opment of , land and water bums include: ''Give Me Forty on the lot where the present
areas for public use, but not for Acres," "Code of the West," church stands. The lot, dedimaintenance, according to Ar- and "Willis Brothers in Action. " cated in 1883, was purchased
land Elstad, Preston , Fillmore DURING THE 8 p.m. grand from Stoddard Field for $25.
County chairman of Marvelous
finale show, the Willis Brothers In 1882 a Ladies Aid was orMinnesota, Inc.
Rangers again ganized. Its first work was to
The distribution to local units and the Rhythm
Competing
in the furnish paint for the church.
perform
will
.
— such as Lanesboro which has
for
$100
in
cash The church was remodeled in
plans for improving Sylvan talent show
Ro- 1908 and a pastor 's study and
Park and restoring the mill prizes will be Nylene Chase, La a dining room added.
baton
twirler;
Fax,
pond — would not be in ex- chester ,
rock and roll group ; On Dec. 31, 1924, a fire comcess of 50 percent of the cost of Crosse,
Faye
Freiliche
, Winona State pletely destroyed the church. A
the project,
singer;
Jane Rivers new building was dedicated in
College,
Local project plans would
Winona , July 1926 and the church faced
and
Christy
Schneider,
have to be approved by the
Winona a debt of $5,800. Another fi re
dancers
;
Dennis
Aase,
County Board of Commissionianist; Futura's, threatened the church on Feb.
State
College,
p
ers, but no county funds would
rock and roll group ; 2, 1957, but because of the
be involved in local projects. Winona ,
prompt service of Osseo fireSteve Arnold, Winona State Col- men it was soon under
control.
THE STATE anticipates that lege, singer; the Betkers, Ro- However $10,000 damage was
and
the
Exot,
dancers,
chester
its allocation will be approxidone and again the church
mately $1,500,000 for fiscal 1967 ics, Owatonna , all girl rock and members began the repairs.
and approximately $2 million roll band.
At the annual meeting in
Judges will be Lindy Shan- 1960 an affirmative vote gave
for each succeeding fiscal year
starting in 1968 and continuing non , La Crosse, and Wayne Val- the ''go ahead" to , build a $50,entine and Ronald Krueger, 000 addition to provide Sunday
for eight years.
Among area people attending both of Winona,
school rooms as well as an adthe meeting were Ole M ordahl , Admission is by Winter Carni- ditional sanctuary space and a
mayor, Clarence Johnson , coun- val Buttons.
new chancel. A dedication serwas held November 1961.
cilman , and Mr. Elstad, Lanes- vice
In
1964
the First Congregationboro , and from Houston County, al Church of Osseo changed
Sig Evenson , Spring Grove, and name to the United Church its
of
Virgil Johnson , Sheldon , county Christ ( Congregational). The
commissioners ; Charles Shee- church has had 27 ministers.
han , county engineer , and Miss
MHBHMHHMM
HMM
THERE ARE 2(i0 members
Dolores Hauge , auditor.

Rhythm Rangers as host group
for the Willis
Brothers a n d
t h e following
area top count r y western
bands*. M o harchs, ; P l a i n view ; Boot Heel
Boys and Misfits, both of Rochester; J i m
B e e Quartet,
Galesville, Wis., ; • ¦ '
and; the; City Ferguson
Slickers, Winona.

oid^

Osseo Church
Ups Budget
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Federal Aid on Recreation

TO ENCOURAGE local participation in recreational program's, Minnesota has allocated
a portion of its share to local
governmental units oh a matching .basis, V
A c c or. 'df n g to distribution
sheets passed but at the meeting, Fillmore County could receive $6,625.90 for this year ;
Houston County, $5,747.96; Olmstead County, $11,743.04; Wabasha County, $5,798.17 and Wino-
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SALE STARTS
JANUARY 19th
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EVER T MAYTAG WASHER AND DRYER IS REDUCED
TO SELL QUICK!

EARN

Optica bij . PLYMOUTH
CONTACT LENSES
Bring out
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«ya beauty !
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Contact lenses have come n long way slnco they were
first introduced to tho human eye. Now they nro wafer
thin and smaller than a dime. In most instances, they
(*ive ynu better vision , aro undetcctnhle. Kven your
closest friends won 't know you 're wearing theml
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Winona

AIL ACCOUNTS INSURED TO $10 ,000
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Are Right tor So Many Eyes

172 Main St.

THIS GREAT SALE!
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Area Counties Could Get
Several area representatives
attended a statewide conference at St. Paul on aid to local
units of government for outdoor
recreational development under
the federal Land and Water
Conservation Act of: 1965,
Funds were appropriated by
Congress for 1965 and 1966, Allotted to Minnesota was $183,000
for 1965 and $1,489,268 for 1966.

Fischer and Clifford Pierce had
a short but pleasant converse*
tion with two famous fellow passengers—Ed White, astronaut,
and Raymond Burr of the pop*
ular television
series. Perry Ma¦ ¦¦
son. ¦ • '" ' ¦ ;.'¦ ' . -•¦ ¦¦, v ;-;. ' ¦; . ¦¦ - '•; . ' , ' . . ' -

Satisfaction Guarnntood
— Buy Factory Direct & S«v« — $65 Pair —

Plymouth Optical Co.
78 West Third — Ground Floor — Phone 6222
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$9.95 SINGLE VISION GLASSES
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MAYTAG ONE-BUTTON WASHERS — ALL FABRIC WASHERS —
WRINGER MODELS — HALO-OF-HEAT AND ELECTRONIC
CONTROL DRYERS.

You'll never buy Maytag Dependability For Less!
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Installs New
Officers

Cathedral Council Speaker

Cente r Outlined by
Members of the Cathedral of
National Council of Catholic
Women, at their January meeting Monday , evening, heard
Miller Friesen, director of the
Hiawatha Valley Miental Health
Center, explain the long-term
plans for operation of the center as he hopes to See it.
HE STATED that mental Illnesses are the number one

Senior Piano
Recital Set
At St. Teresa
The College of Saint Teresa
department Of Jnusic will present Sisferliaile Cecile Powell;
in a; senior piano recifal Sunday at 4 p.m. in the College auditorium. Slsteir Marie Cecile is
a student of Sister M. Faber.
Sister . Marie Cecile's program will include "Organ Prelude in G Minor," Bach-Siloti;
Sonata In E Minor Op. 7; First
Movement, Grieg; "Dance of
the Gnomes," Liszt;; "Ballade
in F Major Op. 38," Chopin ;
"Three Little Dances — To
Clara, To Hans, Their Wedding
Day," Toch, and "Concerto in
D Minor," Mozart/ 7 ROmanza
and Rondo.
Orchestral parts will be played at the second piano by- Miss
Nicole Rath , ; senior music major of Easton , Minnesota.
The public Is invited to the
recital.
'¦' ¦

¦; ¦

Kellogg Auxiliary
Votes Funds to
Two Charities y
KELLOGG, Minn. (Special)
—Kellogg American Legion Auxiliary met .Jan. 10 in Legion
hall with Mrs. Victor Klein presiding. ' ' .". .'
Members voted to give $5 to
the; mental health fund; $5 to
the March of Dimes fund , and
to sponsor a girl at the Legionville School Safety Patrol
Training Center at Brainerd ,
Minn, next summer. , Mrs. Victor Holland is chairman of the
Legionville program.
A film on cancer from the
American Cancer Society was
shown. Mrs. Klein and Mrs. Victor Holland were program
chairman.
. Lunch was served by the
Mmes. . Richard Hartert , John
Hager . Glen Snider, William
Arens, Warren Timm and William Graner. ¦
¦

Mrs , E. F. Hebe rling
Flies to Colorado
For GOP Meeting

health problem , that 80 to SO
percent of industrial accidents:
are . due to emotional stresses
and that 50 percent of all private doctor's case loads are
based on emotional complications. Mr. Friesen pointed out
approach of
that the traditional
one therapist ¦¦to one patient
must be; changed by a center
that is to serve 80,000 people as
does ours. ¦/
Counseling and dealing with
emotional distress and stresses
is a basic human skill , he said ,
and the work of the center will
be tor strengthen .and coordinate
the community and human resources already working in the
field. He pointed out that by
working with teachers, policemen and parents who are working with troubled individuals,
the impact of the center can
be greatly increased and more
people reached indirectly.
Although the center will; work
from a public health approach
of preventing illnesses, Wr.
Friesen is aiming . to provide
emergency help in times of
crisis for the residents of the
three-county area served by the
Hiawatha Valley Mental Health
Center , he said.

McGill , reports were heard including that by Mrs. Ed Klonecki, parish family dinner
chairman. She reminded the
guild chairmen that since the
dinner, is an.all-council project ,
each woman will ba asked to
donate a pie, or money or work
for the dinner. \
The social hour was arranged
oy St.: Louise guild , with Mrs;
John McDonald and Mrs. Roman
Wiczek as chairmen.

Osseo Chapter 265 ,
Easte rn Siar ,
Holds Installation :
OSSEO, Wis. (Special )-Osseo
Chapter 265; Order of Eastern
Star, held an Open installation
Thursday at Masonic Temple.
Mrs. Harold Seller was installed as worthy* matron and Milo
Johnson as worthy patrOm Others installed were Mrs. . Carl
Foss; associate matron; J\lvin
Diinn, associate patron; Mrs.
Royce Olson, conductress ; Una
Klundby, associate conductress ;
Mrs. Ralph Oftedahl, chaplain ;
Mrs. Robert Nelson, warder ;
Mrs. : Melvin Krienke-, sentinel ;
Mrs. Leonard Gilbert, organist ;
Mrs. Park Ross, marshal; Sylva
Matchette, secretary ; Mrs . Gary
Speich, Adah; Mrs. John Behm,
Ruth ; Mrs. Kendall Olson, Esther; Mrs. Clayton Skoug, Martha ; Mrs. Edward Barber Jr.,
Electa; Mrs. John Johnson,
treasurer;
Installing officers were Mrs.
Edward Barber Jr., Mrs. Rieder
Oftedahl , Mrs. Park Ross, and
Mrs , Ing Kittelson.
The soloist for the evening
was Mrs. Peter ; Johnson. The
Bible bearers were Mrs. Seller's
childre n, Randy, Howard and
Debbie.
¦

RUMMAGE
SALE

(Use West Side Entrance)

WED., JAN. 19
Starting at 9:00 a.m.
¦
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SHRINERS AUXILIARY
Winona Women 's Auxiliary to
the Shriners ' Hospital (or Crippled Children , Twin Cities
Unit , will meet nt Masonic Temple at W a.m. Thursday, Members are to bring their sewing
supplies and a sack lunch.
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Four experts on various phases of tlie law were

speakers at the all-day meeting of the Winona Branch,
American Association of University Wonien, Saturday
at Hotel Winona. The college women had a brief coffee
hour , preceding the ' morning session. Speakers were
Judge E. J. Tomfohr , Dr. Ernest Kaufman * the Rt. Rev.
The genMsgr. J. Richard Feiten and Gerald Kellum.
eral topic was "Law and the Citizen," ¦-. "Law touches lis all in manv wavs. in every facet
of life, , and more:. . and
more as the complexities
Foreign Language of"
' ; life increase," ; stated
AT THE business meeting
Judge Tomfohr, Red Wing,
presided over by Mrs. Archie Students to Give ;

Mrs. E. F. Heberling, 421 W.
Broadw ay, left by plane Monday for Colorado Springs , Colo.
As national vice chairm an of
campaign activities of the Nationl Federation of Republican
Women , she will attend a threeday board of directors meeting
at the Broadmoor Hotel this WEAVER WSCS
WEAVER , Minn. (Special ) week.
WSCS of Weaver Methodist
Church will meet in the church
social hall at 2 p.m. Thursday,
The Mmes, Andrew Peterson,
Herbert Romenesko and Vosie
Komesar , hostesses, said friends
are welcome to attend.

1153 W. Howard St.

AAUW SPEAKERS ;¦; . . Miss Maureen
VanHeerden , implementation chairman, who
was in charge of the program , visits here
with the four speakers at the AAUW all-day
meeting at Hotel Winona , They are froni

ETTRICK . Wis, (Special) Nev/ officers installed at the annual meeting of the American
Lutheran Church "Women of Living Hope church ; Thursday evening were Mrs. Gary Quammen,
president ; Mrs. Robert Ofsdahl;
vice president ; Mrs. Oscar
Strand - secretary, and; Mrs. Victor Folkedahl, ¦treasurer. Mrs.
Arnold Olson will be secretary
of education and Mrs; Robert
Trails, stewardship secretary.
Mrs. Ronald Terpenihg is cradle
left, Dr. Ernest Kaufman, St.: Mary's Col- roll chairman.
'
lege ; Judge E. J. Tomfohr, Red Wing, Minn.; .; . The financial report revealed
the Rt. Rev. Msgr. J. Richard Feiten, direc- that the sum of $845 was given
tor of Catholic Charities; and Gerald Kejlum ,
to the congregation by the auxattorney. (Daily ' News Photo )
iliary group ;
A skit, ''Over the Coffee
Cup, " introducing the new 1966
Bible study, was presented.
Theme of the year 's sudy will
be "Established in the Base."
A vocal; solo -\yas presented
by Norma" Ekern , accompanied
by Mrs; Sara Myrland -:..;
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PT/A Program

LEWISTON, Minn. (Special)
—The foreign language department of V the high school will
present a special program for
all interested persons at the
PTA meeting Thursday evening
in the school assembly room.
There -will be a short business
meeting, followed b-g a brief
talk by Michael Totzauer , German instructor. ¦
A one-act play and song fest
will be presented by the eighth
grade Spanish class. Richard
Ahrens and Nancy Ladewig
will play ihusical selections.
Mr. Totzauer and the German class will demonstrate
classroom teaching methods. A
group of German-speaking people from Rochester will give vocal selections, wearing authentic native costumes.
Mrs. Harold Kiese heads the
refreshment Vcbmmittee, assisted by the Mmes. Ro4ert Reps,
Erwin Richter, William Schott ,
Donald Sommers. Jack Sommers and Kermit Verthleh.

Trempealeau OES
Installs Officers ¦
TREMPEALEAU, Wis. (Special ) — Installation ceremonies
were conducted at the Jan . 11
meeting of Trempealeau Chapter 88, Order of Eastern Star.
Installing patron was Harvey
Neilson, who was assisted by
the Mmes. Arthur Anderson,
Eugene Paul , Asa Gibbs and
Robert Smith.
Elective officers installed
were Mrs. Carleton Towner,
worthy matron ; William Junphans, worthy patron ; Mrs. Paul
Lehmann, associate matron :
Harold Hansen, associate patron ; Mrs. Theodore Harris , secretary ; Harry Wacliter , treasurer; Mrs. Wendall Hilton , conductress Mrs. Irvin Diamond,
associate conductress.
Appointive officers are Mrs.
Roger Fenton , chaplain ; Mrs,
Arild Engelien , marshal; Mrs,
Harry Wachter , organist; Mrs,
Harold Hansen , Ruth ; Mrs. William , Junghans ,. Esther; Mrs.
Nellie Church , Martha; Mrs ,
Leslie Grover , warder; Paul
Lehmann , sentinel.
Last year 's officers were presented with gifts from Mrs.
Towner and Mn Junghans. Announcement was made of the
annual review to he held March
8 with the grand chaplain ns
inspecting officer, A guest at the
meeting was Mrs. Afines Johnson of Eagle Chapter 218, Eagle River , Wis.
Refreshments were served in
the dining room nt tables decorated with simulated snow flakes
and centerpieces of glitter-frosted trees. Chairmen were Mn.
Hershel Fiedler ond Mrs. Guy
Carlson .

¦ LYLE'S
n

JLDJO/ L Co/j suxinif ,
Highway 61
Minnesota City
for
k
"Quality Floer Coveringi
At Sensible Prices "

CARPETING
Seamless Floors
by POLY-FLEC*
No ivaxlng ever; \mr\l\ocler\.
hy heels; built-in sheen ; monolithic; iinllmiti'd color selection; rompnrnhle in cost to
olher finality floor rovcriiiRs.

LINOLEUM
CERAMIC FLOORS
& WALLS
Phona Anytfmt: 8-3105
(Winona Exchange)
Lyle A Joann 2legoweld,
Owner*

few poorer — but parents who
are willing to invest in their
kids;.'' ' .. . 'V:' - y V - v 7 ' . " .
Dr. Kaufmann of . St, Mary 's
College, deputy director of Winona Civil Defense, met with
several AAUW members interested in this facet of the law.
Dr. Kaufmann described the
flood last year as a sample of
a local emergency in which
Civil Defense acts as the temporary government in order to
Minn., probate judge of Good- coordinate trained citizens tb
hue County and a member of provide rapid and effectual aid
the; Youth Conservation Com- to those in peril.
mission of Minnesota. . He was
the featured speaker and talk- DR . KAUFMANN cited the
need for training and re-trained at the morning session.
ing
of radiology-meter readers.
"Juveniles and the Law " was
Judge Tomfohr's topic. He Governmental agencies supply
said that the judicial system; afr training at frequent intervals to
fecting juveniles originated 65 keep personnel efficiency in
years ago in Cook County, ID., Geiger counter reading ^rom
and though the entire judical deteriorating, he said.
system was inherited from. Eng- Civil Defense Is the governland , it was at Chicago that mental arm of the Army in an
the first juvenile court in the emergency, during which there
world: was established in 1899. is no time for the-democratic
Judge Tomfohr emphasized process of city, state or national
to provide decithat the juvenile code deals not governments
idly
enough
to prevent
sions
rap
with crime, punishment and the
Dr.
,
and
property,
loss
of
life
,
offense, but father with the
, : All governmenKaufmann;;
said
offender .. He Said juvenile
tal agencies function together in
courts have no authority to in- the funneling bf the required
flict punishment on juveniles. supplies v to; areas in greatest
REHABILITATION of tie danger. The National Guard is
juvenil e offender is the ' im- the police force in time of emerportant objective . He stated that gency and is prepared to act in
the Minnesota code, begun in this capacity, to save lives and
1905 and amended in 1917, was property at the discretion of the
officials, he pointrevised . again '- , in . 1959, ' with Civil Defense
''
"v
'
more authority given to pro- ed'OUt.. :X - - .y . - X X , Where
local
governmental
bation courts. step aside
After explaining; ; that juven- agencies have had to
in an emergency, Federal and
He court cases deal with neglect, Army
officials supersede, superdependency and delinquency of vise and
aid in the efficient
minors, Judge Tomfohr told channeling ; of manpower and
how the work of his court is material to danger areas.
carried out, sometimes with the
help of psychiatrists; psycholo- IN A question and answer
gists, teachers and ministers. period there was discussion of
He delineated what an act of the duties of Civil Defense sheljuvenile delinquency is and then ter managers, the need for imenumerated the ways In which mediate communications and
these problems are handled by some of the moral and psychological problems inherent in an
the court.
The judge also explained the emergency situation of any sort.
work of the Youth Conserva- Dr. Kaufmann referred to the
tion Committee, which makes situations he faced as a child in
the final decision as to wheth- the Nazi invasion of Europe and
er the offender should be sent stressed the necessity of remaining at one's assigned post
to a correctional institution .
in any emergency.
Judge Tomfohr , who said that
the number pf juvenile offend- GERALD Kellum , local attorers in Minnesota is relatively ney, inspired his audience in
small, urged his listeners to discussing "The Citizen and the
ask state legislators for great- Law." Mr. Kellum talked on the
er financial . aid to correctional particular rights found in the
institutions . They are grossly United States Constitution , such
under-staffed for the most part , as the right to freedom of relighe said , and counselors are un- ion , the right of a search warrant , the right of illegal seizure
derpaid.
"To keep good staffs in our of property and the right of
state's juvenile institutions, we counsel , as well as the right not
must upgrade salaries. We need to be a witness against oneself.
more and better - trained staffs . Msgr. Feiten , director of
to help rehabilitate our youth- Catholic Charities for the Winona diocese , discussed "Welful offenders ," he concluded .
fare and Adoption Laws in MinMEMBERS- OF the AAUW nesota. "
gathered for a luncheon in the Msgr. Feiten traced the develGold Room of the. Hotel Winona opment of the welfare laws in
at noon. A brief business meet- the United States, with special
ing was hold to vote upon emphasis on the adoption laws
branch bylaws ,
in Minnesota. The audience waa
Four diffe rent
discussion informed as to the legal adopgroups were held in the after- tion procedures and the termination of parental rights.
noon .
It is important for prospective
Judge Tomfoh r , discussed
"Juveniles and the Law", lie parents to be informed of legal
told his audience, "Juvenile procedures connected w i t h
court is a complicated court adoption through licensed childas it isn't just crime and pun- placing agencies and other in
ishment but treatment where dependent placements , he said,
jurisdiction is retained until He cited the vital necessity of
adoption laws to act as protecthe offender is either committed tive
instruments
or freed," Courts are not ad- all changes in for the child;
verse to punishment but it is with this in mind.laws are made
difficult to determine whether
Miss Maureen VanHeerden ,
Ihe juvenile offender Is to bo implementation chairman
, was
tried as a child or an adult.
in charge of the program for the
Judge Tomfohr pointed out the day,
constant risk of parole , as well
as the concentrated effort by
the court , probation officers , MEETING POSTPONED
ine meeting ot tne Uoldcn
school administrators , psychiaAge
Senior Citizens, originally
trists nnd parents to enforce
the law with consideration of scheduled for Friday at Lake
Park Lodge , will be held instead
betterment of the offender.
"Kids want rules!" , ho said, on Jan, an . Groups 3 and 4 will
"We must tench a set of rules meet jointly, with women of St,
so they can determine right Paul' s Episcopal Church in
nnd wrong. Parents must t ench charge of entertainment and
children to get along without lunch. The Encords will sing.
them , . , to be independent. "

THE JUVENILE Code lias
curbed publicity based on ,the
philosophy that the rail delinquent offends the law to obtain publicity as it Hives him
status, The Juvenile Court
Judge , by law , del ermines the
publicity ,
In summation , Judge Tomfohr snid, "The majority nre
good kids ", In comparison to
our youth wc hnvo bettor law
(¦nfnrcenient hut more kids nnd
in cases better parents — «

Rummage
Sale
McKinley
Methodist Church
801 West Broadway

THURS., JAN. 20
Starting at 1:30 p.m.

¦
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¦
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St. Felix Sodalists
Attending Seminar
WABASHA , Minn; - Four St;
Felix High School Sodalists . will
attend a week-end seminar led
by the Rev. Joseph Baglid at
the Fiat House in St. Paul Jan.
21^23. Those :attending are Mary
Wilson , Carol Jean Hall, Mary
Pinsonneault , and Jane Jomes.
The seminar includes 40 high
school boys and girls who will
live in a Christian family atmosphere for three days, sharing work, prayer;
¦ and recreation together; ' . ' ' ' ;
V In the future more Sodality
and CSMC delegations will attend similar seminars.
¦''.• Mr. arid . Mrs. Bert. Pinsonneault; plan to drive the girls to
St. Paul Friday afternoon..

Evangel ism Program
Given for ALCW
LANESBORO, Minn. - Highland Prairie American Lutheran Church Women, meeting
Jan. 12 in the church basement,
saw a progriam on "Evangelism'' presented by Mary
Circle;. Miss Mavis Dahl was
chairman.
A skit, "Saved by Love," was
presented. Mrs, Grant Wermoger gave a reading, and a duet
was sung by. Elizabeth PedersOn and Loretta Stensgard.
" Hostesses were the Mmes^
Lesster Rustad , . Carl Stensgard
and Truman Dahl.
'

' ¦
¦ ¦
"
¦
¦
:
..

ST. FELIX HOMEMAKER
v WABASHA.] Minn. — St, Felix 's High School's Homemaker
of Tomorrow is Sharon Schumacher. She scored highest in
written knowledge and" attitude
examinations taken by senior
girls Dec. 7 arid is now eligible
for state and national scholarship awards;
TOBOGGAN PARTY
ETTRICK , Wis; (Special) Hardies Creek and South Beaver Creek Luther Leaguers will
have a toboggan party at 1:45
p.m. Sunday at the Stanley Simonson hill. Lunch will be served at the South Beaver Creek
Church following the party.

IVIR; AND MRS. DAVID M. HOESLEY (Sylvia. Maxine
Dahl) were married Dec. 31 at Zion Lutheran Church, Blair,
Wis., and are now at home at Dodge, Wis., where the groom
Is engaged In farming. A complete story of their wedding
Appeared in the Jan. 12 Daily News. (Finner Photo )

Shirley Stellflue;
Engaged :to Marry

Bridge Tourney
Benefit Slated V
By Rushford dlub
: 1RUSHFORD. Minn. (Special)
— The Rushford . Federated
Women 's Club is sponsoring a
bridge marathon . Proceeds will
go towiard the American Field
Service program, vv
Interested players are asked
to get partners arid sign in for
the bridge play, which will start
about Feb. 1. Players will ie
scheduled to meet other pairs
any time within a two week period at the place of: their choosing. A small fee will be paid
each time. Cash prizes will be
awarded about May 1 on the
basis of tournament scores,
vyhich . will be reported after
each session.
. V;
Players are to register immediately with the Mmies. Robert
Highum, Theodore Roberton or
L. J.. ; Wilson, since a limited
number can be accommodated.
Afternoon or evening play eaii
7
be scheduled.
PUBLIC CARD PARTY
BLAIR, Wis. ( Special )-There
Will be a card party at; the
Lakes Coulee School, northwest
of Blair, Friday , evening. The
public is invited.
"7- ' ¦¦¦.
CARDVPARTY
ST. CHARLES, Minn. (Special)' — A card party for . : the
benefit of the annual scholarship fund Will be sponsored by
the St. Charles PTA in the high
school activity room at 8 p.m.
Monday. Frog, . 500 and bridge
will be played. The,admission
price includes special prizes and
lunch.

ETTRICK, Wis; (Special ) —
Mr. and Mrs. Donald SteUflue,
Ettrick ; announce the approaching marriage of their daughter, .
Miss Shirley Jean Stellflue, to
KehtiethTCopp, son vof Mr. and
Mrs. Russell Kopp , Galesville,
'
'Wis.
X X X '-X
The marriage ceremony will
be performed by the Rev.
James Enhfs at St, Bridget's
Catholic Church Feb/ 19. *¦
Mr . Kopp is employed by the
General Telephone Co. of Wis- ;
consin. Both Miss Stellflue and
her fiance are graduates of tha
Gale-Ettrick High School.
'

,

.;.

¦

'

¦
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STOCKTON HOMEMAKERS
STOCKTON; Minn. •' "- Mrs.
Daryl Lafky will give the lesson on "Etiquette" when the
Stockton . Homemakers m e e t 7; .
Wednesday at 8 p.m. at the
home of Mrs. Paul:Gehres.

Caledonia Commercial
Club Sets Meeting
On Tourist Promotion
CALEDONIA, Minn . — Three
persons interested in developing Minnesota as a tourist area
will speak at a meetuig of the
Caledonia Commercial Club
Jan .' 25. ¦ - . ' -;

Businessmen 's and service
clubs of all kinds from Hous- ;
ton County are being invited
to hear Robert Warren; state
director of Marvelous Minri.,
Inc.; Clyde Ryberg, legislative
assistant to Sen. McKnight. who
is a canoe trail, promoter, and
PRISCILLA CIRCLE
BLAIR; Wis. (Special)-Mrs. George Brooks , Red Wing, who
Martin Berg will be hostess to is director of the Southeastern
the Priscilla Circle of the Fag- Minnesota Tourist Council.
ernes , Lutheran Church Thursday at 2 p.m. '¦' "¦ ;.

To vary Eggs Benedict -^ that
combination of toasted English
muffins, ham , poached eggs and
Hollandaise sauce ¦— add broiled
tomato halves. ' ¦:, . .

ST. MARTIN'S CIRCLE
The Sewing Circle of St. Martin's Lutheran Church will meet
at 7:30 p.m. Wednesday in the
church social rooms. Devotions
will be conducted by the Rev.
Aimin U. Deye. Members are
asked to bring mite boxes, Mrs.
Donald Bauer and Mrs. Walter
Tarras will be hostesses.

Family Style

LUTEFISK AND
LEFSE DINNER
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St. Charles
Glad Festival
August 19-21

: ST, CHARLES, Minn. (Special) — This year's Gladiolus
Festival dates were chosen at
a meeting of 24 committee workers at the Chamber bf Commerce office last week , accord
ing to Perry, Jenks, general
chairman.:
The celebration will be Aug,
19-21. Work on selecting committees was started.
Among features to be repeated
at the fourth annual Gladiolus
Days will be the regional tractor pulling contest involving 15
Southeastern Minnesota ' counties; an expanded horse show
to include thoroughbreds ahd
jumping; a kiddie contest;
queen competition ; a festivalsponsored float ,, the theme ef
which will be kept secret until
it is unveiled at. the first parade
in which it is entered , and the
flower show.
The flower show committee
will endeavor to attract entrants
from a wider area . It will include a section for flower club
entries; and more valuable
prizes will : be awarded.
The parade committee is planning as a special feature a drum
and bugle corps competition following the; line of march.
Store window displays again
will be a main attraction. Several committees are coordinating their efforts to determine
a theme. The flower stand on
Highway 14 again will be bpera ted. The flower show committee expects to take part in the
Rochester Flower and Horne
Show March 24-27.

ITEM NO: 2

Childrens Treasure Hunt

Children of the Winona area who enter the Winter
Carnival Scavenger-Treasure Hunt have another , task assigned for today.
The ; item for Tuesday is a newspaper picture of this
year's Winter Carnival Queen, Miss Sharon Kranz. Each contestant must find one of these photos, clip it, and keep it
in the container which was described Monday. All contestants
should have these containers aiid may decorate them , if
they wishy for additional prizes.
Containers which win prizes for decorations will , be
displayed in the lobby, of the First National Bank . Contestants,
however, should keep their containers to hold the treasure
hunt items until presenting theih Saturday at 9:30 a.m.
Any boy or girl, 12 or younger, living in Winona or its
trade area, Is eugible to enter the contest. Items are published daily this week in the' Daily News. Ail entrants should
register in person or by telephone at the park-recreation
office , City Hall: before; Saturday.
Top prize will be a dachshund pup, donated by Frdsch
Kennels, Houston, Minn ., rather th an a bond : as previously
announced. ' '

Beyin f ufo

ELEVA-STRUM, Wis. ( Specialy ) — A pilot project in tutorial teaching for students who
need extra help in reading, word
concepts and general classwork
will be started the second semester in Central Area Schools.
Administrator George Heineman said the project will be
financed by federal funds under
the Elementary and Secondary

Onalaska Driver
In Three-JiM
Highway Mishap

Fillmore ARC
Hears Therapist

INVEST

Book Wins Prize
ETTRICK , Wis. (Special) A book, "Yankee Theater ," by
Francis Hodge, Austin , Tex.,
has been awarded the golden
anniversary prize as an outstanding production in the realm
of scholarship. The-atithor , son^^I^^^^^^H ^^^^^K a^^^^^^^^^^^l
in-law of Mrs . G. M. Wiley ,
B^H VM^^^^I
^^^^
k^k^k^k^k^BSsVI
•zBft^k^k^k^H Ettrick , also received a $1,000
check. Hodge is professor of
theater at the University of
B^L^L^L^L^LWIMSB^L^L^I Texas.
His wife, the former
Beulah Wiley of Galesvile, emcees a radio and television program at Austin. She recently
interviewed Celso Pastor , ambassador to the U.S. from Peru ,
and Bill Cox, a magician .

HAVEN
HOMES, INC.

BONDS

Dtncmlnttlom of
$5000, $2000, $1000, $500
Yl»ld
Maturity
6%
Nov. 1, 3008-1975
6Vfe%
May 1, 1076-1079

Remember that wild rice
takes a much longer cooking
period than ordinary white rice.
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PURPOSE
Comtrucllon «f o S«nlor Clllnn'l
Duldtnct Providing Nurilng ond
Geriatric Core , at Halting- , Minn.

HAVEN HOMES, Inc,
934 Upper Midwest Bldg.
Mlnn-upollt, Minn. 55401
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INVEST

Members of the Board of Municipal Works voted Monday to
invest $75,000 of temporary
surpluses from two department funds in interest-bearing
savings certificates.
The waterworks improvement; fund; will be raised to a
$77,000 total by a transfer of
$25,000 from the general fund
and $55,000 of the total will be
invested. In addition, the department will invest $20,000
from its improvement and extension fund which has a current balance of $22,961. This
fund is composed of receipts
from assessments.

Journalism Head
Speaker for 'U'
Alumni Meeting

La €1650611* Carrier
Applications Open

Contract OKed
LA CRESCENT, Minn. (Special) —• Applications are now For leased Post
being accepted for substitute
Dr, ; Robert L. Jones, profes- clerk-carrier position in the La
Office at Houston
sor and director of the School Crescent post office.

of Journalism at the University
of Minnesota, will be the principal speaker at the annual dinner meeting of the Winona
chapter of , the University of
Minnesota Alumni Association
the evening of Feb , 1.
Chapter President; Leo F
Murphy Jr . will preside at the
dinner meeting beginning at 7
p.m. "at Hotel Winona . The dinner will be preceded by a social hour at 6:30 p.m.

Starting pay for clerk-carrier positions is $2.57 an hour.
to apply a person must be 18
fears ol age, a citizen of the
United States arid a resident of
the area served by the La Crescent Post Office. Applications
are open . to both nien and
women.

HOUSTON, Minn. - A contract has been awarded Sigurd
J; "Vathing, Houston, to build
a new post office in Houston
by Postmaster General . Lawrence F, O'Brien.
The new building, at 120 S>
Grant St. between Cedar and
Maple streets, will be rented
to the postal department for
five years, with renewal options running up to 15 years^
It -will have 2,100 square feet
of interior . spacer and 2,560
square feet for parking and
movement of vehicles.
Completion
date is expected
¦
Aug. " ¦¦!. , The department's investment is .limited substantially to. postal equipment; the
building -will remain under priA public meeting of the Citi- vate ownership.
¦
¦
zens . Advisory, Committee for
Downtown. Renewal will be held
tonight at the municipal court YOUNG REPUBLICANS
room , City : Hall, beginning at LEWISTON, Minn. (Special !
8 o'clock; v
—Ellsworth Simon, president Of
J.D. Scott, chairman, of the the Young Republican Leaguei
committee, said William Chap- said the group. will meet at the
man , planning consultant for Cly-Mar Bowl tonight at 8, Main
the Housing and Redevelopment business will be election of offiAuthority; will discuss the down- cers. There will be a speaker;
refreshments will be served.
town plan.
An informal report on con- The meeting will be open to the
clusions reached at a confer- public/
ence of business and professional leaders : last month, attended by 25 leaders , • will, . ' he
NO JOB TOO SMALL
given. Royal Them, one , of the
participants , will summarize the
conference results, Scott said.
. the citizens advisory commit;
tee, organized more than a year
AT LOW, LOW PRICES
disseminatago, is charged with
• CARPENTRY
ing information to the public
• CEMENT WORK
about renewal plans.' It has no
• MASONRY
connection with the voluntary
' —Free Estimates—
group of renewal advocates
which met last month, and issued a general statement sup- Walchak Contracting
porting downtown renewal with
, . Phono 36W "v
federal assistance. ¦' •

Urban Renewal
Planning Group byALUMNI
ARE being notified
WITH FEDERAL FUNDS
mail of the dinner which is Citizens Group
Dpen to all who
have attended
Member
Named
the university
Ele^-Strum Schobls waterworks
BOARD MEMBERS said the
To Meet Tonight
Appointment of Leo F. Murr and to friends
improvement fund
¦

By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
;.• ¦ Three men were killed early
today in a Columbia County collision while another died in a
three-truck accident in Juneau
CoUnty Monday night.
The deaths brought WisconLANESBORO, Minn. (Special) sin's 1966 highway toll to ;37,
— "Repetition , Relaxation and compared with 51 on this date
Routine" are the three Rs to a year ago.
emphasize in helping the retarded ," Mrs. Thomas Jaeb, Victims of a two-car collision
Galeidonia, veteran therapist, on Interstate 90 around 1:30
told :the Fillmore County Re- a.m. today were Laverne T.
tarded Association at Preston. Jamieson, 23, alone in one car ;
• 'Guided by a : doctor, occupa- Edward J. Delfosse; 53, driver
tional therapy aids rehabilita- of the second vehicle, and his
tion ," Mrs7 Jaeb said. She said passenger, Leonard W. Schothere are 32 accredited . colleges oled, 58. All were of rural Poy¦where degrees may be obtain- nette.
ed in the field.
The accident occurred about
The fifth year of the course a mile and a half west of the
consists of studying in the par- Dane County line. Columbia
ticular areas of physical dis- County authorities had not deability, " pediatrics,; general termined how ; the cars met
medicine, surgery and psychia- headon on the divided highway.
try; 77;
An occupational therapist
Robert L, Baser, 24, of Decawould be of value for a train- tur, Ind.,. ¦'. ¦was killed around
able class in guiding develop- 10:45 Monday night on Interment : of coordination , personal- state 90 about four milgs east
ity, trust in others, and feeding of Mauston. . ,
and dressing progress;
Member of the State Traffic
The association discussed
trainable classes in Fillmore Patrol said Baser's semi truck
County . A camp fund was set had broken down and he was
up for local children , and a do- flagging; other vehicles for help,
nation for the Shrine circus pro- They said a trailer truck of
Gateway Transportation Co. of
ject was approved.
Charles Every, Preston , chair- La Crosse, driven by Lawrence
man; appointed Mrs. . Roger Stezter, 51, of Onalaska , slowed
Himlie of Rushford as member- down for Baser. The Patrol said
ship chairman. Next meeting a truck of the Dart Transportawill be Feb, 8 at Rushford Lu- tion Co. of Minneapolis, driven
by Elmer Van Meter, 47, of
thera n Church.
Madison , collided with the rear
of the GatewaV truck and in
some manner Baser was caught
between the trucks . The latter
vehicles went into a ditch .
The drivers were hospitalized
at Mauston.

(Minn, Ritlgloui Non-Profll Corp.)

Water Board
Has Money
Io Invest

Education Act of 1965, Title 1.
Some $33,796 has been : alloted
the district for the program,
which is listed as having 120
children residing in Trempealeau and Eau Claire counties
ivho qualify for this aid.
The project has been author?
ized in three centers: Eleva and
Strum grade schools in kindergarten though grade 6, and at
Uie high school building in
grades 7-12.
Three additional staff members have been added , one in
each denter. A part-time clerk
and part-time nurse also are
included in the program. The
project grant provides for new
equipment, teaching aids, student materials and salaries;
Students in the project will
be selected by achievement
testing, teacher evaluation,
class progress, and pre-reading
tests. The program is designed
to assist students in obtaining
greater skill in reading, leading
to better progress in general
school work.
The program will include
ahout 20 percent of the student
body in all the grades.
Instruction will be in small
groups of 2^6 students per teacher at one time, with stress on
individual help.
"This program has in essence
the material values we have
needed in education for a long
tiirie," Heinemann said. "Long
range ; projects developing from
this ; program y are summer
classes in reading, mathematics,
science, language arts , health
and other subjects. "

lake Gilyfo Host
Foreign Students
January 28 to 30

LAKE CITY, Minn. - A n
American Field Service weekend will be sponsored at Lake
City Jan . 28-30.
The program will start the
28th with arrival of students at
the high school between 4 and
6 p.m., when they will have an
opportunity to meet the hosts.
At 8:15 there'll be a basketball game between Lake City
and Kasson-Mantorville ,: followed by a teen dance in the high
school auditorium to music by
the Jivaros,
There'll be tours of Lake
City industry Saturday between
9 a.m. and noon, A variety
show will be presented at 8:15
p.m., for which guests will
practice between 1 and 3:30.
Dinner will be served at St.
Mary 's Church for the guest
studen ts between 5 and 6:30.
On Sunday the students may
attend the church of their
choice . Following dinner and
a visit with their hosts, they
will return to their homes.
Joe E. Den2er, publicity chairman , also suggested skiing at
Frontenac Saturday afternoon ,
dining at on of the restaurants
in the city, and staying overnight in a motel or hotel ,

surplus would not be needed
until a new Sugar Loaf storage
tank is completed this spring.
Contract price for the milliongallon tank is $81,275. It is at
Skyline Drive and West Burns
Valley Road.
v Members indicated the department probably will install
the tank's connecting main using its own equipment and personnel. The connector will be
about 225 feet long and will fie
the tank into the city system
where it will function as a reservoir and help maintain pressure throughout.
An additional 1,100 feet of 8inch main extending east; from
the new tank along West Burns
Valley Road was temporarily
shelved. This extension would
link the tank with a main at
Sugar Loaf Road. Thus the
tank would have two connections with the system instead,
of one, said Water Commissioner Gi O. Harvey who proposed
the ' idea.;.
BOARD members also gave
brief study to a proposal by
the city engineer for extending
water service to Burns Acres,
a newly platted development
on East Burns Valley Road.
The engineer's letter noted
that sanitary sewer lines are
now being designed for the area and asked the board to consider extending a main to the
new :. ''addition:-yThe ' extension
would be southeast from the
present Glenview main, a distance of about 700 feet; The
trunk main would not be assessable but lateral connecting
lines would be.
No action was taken.

Preston Firemen
Name Officers
.-; PRESTON, Minn. — Two new
officers . were elected by Preston fire department , last week.
Bud Bastian is secretary succeeding Neil Bremseth and
Loren Woellert is treasurer replacing Robert Sethre. Clyde
Bosen, chief , iand Laverne
Knoepke, truck maintenance
man , were re-elected .
Thir ty one attended the Red
Cross first aid school sponsored
by the firemen after the meeting. Persons wishing to attend
the first aid school are permitted to miss one meeting and
still get their certificate.
¦

Wesley Foundation
At Winona State
Names 2 Officers

Leo F,, Murphy Jr.'V¦;

phy Jr. to the City Planning
Commission was ratified Monday night by the City Council.
Murphy was ;appointed by
Mayor R . K, Ellings to replace
James Klein, who has left the
city. Klein , formerly manager
of the Froedtert Malt Corp.
plant , had been commission secretary. . ¦" ;/ .
Klein's term expires in 1967.
The new appointee is an attorney and parther in; the law
firm of Streater , Murphy &
Brosnahan. He is a World War
II veteran and served overseas
with the Army Engineers. He is
a graduate of Winona Senior
High School, attended St.
Mary's College and later was
graduated from the University
of Minnesota law school.
He is a member of Cathedral
of the Sacred Heart parish, the
Holy Name Society, Improved
Order , of Red Men and the
American Legion. He lives with
his wife, three sons and two
daughters at 311 Huff St.
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Social Security
Meeting Friday
At Wabasha High

The Winona State College
Wesley Foundation has elected
two new officers.
Roy Wilsey, Houston , has
been elected president, and
Eunice Iverson, Dakota , has
been elected state conference
representative.
The Wesley Foundation is a
religious organization sponsored
by the Methodist Church , but
is open to students of all faiths
who seek fellowship and spiritual guidance.
Wilsey, son of Mr. 'and Mrs.
Charles Wilsey, Houston , and
Miss Iverson , daughter of Mr .
and Mrs. Ray Iverson , Dakota ,
ANNUAL MEETING
aro juniors. Both will take ofLA CRESCENT, Minn. (Spe- fice at the beginning of the
cial) — The La Crescent Vol- spring quarter ,
m
unteer Fire Department will
hold its annual meeting Jan.
25, 7:30 p.m.' at the Commo- Buys Preston Building
dore Club,
PRESTON, Minn. - Dr . J.P. Cochrane-Belvidere
Nehring has purchased the
former Farmers & Merchants Firemen to Serve
State Bank building ami will Smorgasbord Thursday
move his office there after reCOCHRANE, Wis. - Cochmodeling.
¦
ane-Belvidere volunteer firemen will hold their second anLA CRESCENT PTA
LA. ^nu&uJKiNT , minn. (spe- nual smorgasbord at the Miscial) — The La Crescent Public sissippian , Buffalo City, ThursElementary and High School day, with serving from 5 to 10
PTA will meet Jan. 24, 8 p.m. p.m. There will be 30 items on
in
the High School gymnasium. the menu. Tickets are available
^^^K^^^^
Classrooms at the elementary from firemen and Cochrane
school will be open for visita- State Bank , Cochrane Hotel and
Ann 's Coffee Shop.
tion at 7:15 p.m.
¦
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and his doctor- Dr; Jones
ate in 1951. He has been a member of the faculty since 1946
except for a six-month leave
during which he served as acting chief of the intelligence research branch cf the Human
Research Institute at Maxwell
Air Force Base, Ala.
He was appointed associate
professor of the university
School of Journalism and director of the research division
in 1952, became associate professor in 1957 and has been professor and director since .1953.

State Increases
Aid tor Airport

Mm ^&^
_ \____\\ S ^jSijf
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HIS MAJOR concentration
has been on studies of newspaper readers, their reading
choices, attitudes, interests and
marketing behavior. He has
also specialized in pioneering
studies of newspaper and industrial publications personnel.
In 1954 he was research consultant for the National Project in , Agricultural Communications and has served as reA resolution passed by the search consultant for the InCity Council Monday night ternational Press Institute and
makes the city eligible for extra various publications .
state funds for airport snow removal — if it snows enough.
Under a; supplemental agreement with the state Department
pf Aeronautics, additional funds
v v V. v ' .- ':. '
will: be 'supplied to help
>»«V.
clear runwaysGlTY
in any month
where snow- /" _ , ;_ -^j i
f a 11 reaches |V.QUnCII
or exceeds 15
WABASHA, Miiin. — The Wiinches. State aids will pay half nona district social security ofthe cost of removal.
fice, In cooperation With Mayor
Under the previous aid plan , Ray Young of Wabasha , lias
state aids were limited to $500. arranged a special meeting, on
The new agreement allows state Medicare at the Wabasha High
aids to increase up to an addi- School gym Friday at 2 p.m.
tional $500.
James A. Casey, field repreThe new increase also will ap- sentative , will answer questions
ply if the total snowfall for any and take applications for health
November-April period is 24 insurance benefits, He is parinches above what is considered ticularly interested in contactaverage for the area by the ing people 65 and over who are
U.S. Weather Bureau.
not presently receiving social
security payments, whether or
not they have ever worked . in
employment covered by social
security, or have never had a
social security number.
These people are eligible for
Medicare, said Casey. He said
the deadline for people over
Police Chief James W, Mc- 65 to enroll is March 31.
Cabe is the new president ol
Persons attending the meetthe Southeastern Minnesota Po- ing should bring their social
lice and Peace Officers Associa- security number, if they have
tion, it was announced today. one, plus proof of age if readily
Assistant Police Chief Marvin available. The fact that they do
A. Meier, secretary and treas- not have proof of age, however,
urer of the 17-county organiza- should not deter them from attion, reported . Chief McCabe's tending the meeting.
election today. He said that
election of new officers took
place Monday afternoon at the Durand Sportsmen
group's meeting in Mantorville , To Present- Awards
Minn.
Gov, Karl Rolvaag and AtDURAND , Wis . - The three
torney General Robert Mattson top sportsmen of the year will
spoke to the policemen's or- receive awards at the annual
ganization , held in a Mantor- award supper of the Durand
ville hotel.
Sportsmen 's Club today at 8
Other newly elected officers p.m. at Lone Pine tavern eight
include: Willis Fryer , Dodge miles east of Durand on HighCounty sheriff , as vice presi- way 10. Host Tom Anibas will
dent; Edward O'Brien , Fari- serve venison, Members were
bault police chief , as ser- asked to bring their wives.
geant-at-arms, and Charles There 'll be music for dancing.
Ellis, Blooming Prairie justice
of the peace, as chaplain.

for Cozy Winter Comfort

*%
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of the
¦ - university7; . . '¦¦ ' ¦'• ¦
Dr. Jones is
a native of Kansas who received his master's d e g r e e
from the uni-

Direc tors Nominated
ST. PAUL, Minn. — Among
the record-breaking 49 nominations miidc for Ihe 22nd annual
distinguished service a w a r d
Riven by tho Minnesota Education Association ut its meeting
Inst week were three school
board members from this nren:
Anna G. SchmltJ*, Cnlcdonln ,
Irvin Vciter , Lu <:rcsc(>nt, and
Bernard .J. Kennedy, I,«> W I N 'OII .
The winner wan Mrs. Fred L,
Paul of St. Paul.
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Standard Lumber's
Wall Paneling Depot

1. See the Room-of-the-Month
At the Paneling Depot a full-size, decorator-styled
room section. Brings you new ideas for home decorating.

2. Full-size prefinished panels displayed
A separate showroom devoted entirely to wall panelinga—Hint' s the paneling Depot. Browse through Ihe
largest selection in the area.
WELDWOOD

PALAWAN
*7 ranch- :...
Vxv Panels

$4.45
$4.95

RICH DURA-GUARD
VINYL COATED
V-PLANK DES.GN

Cocoa Pecan or
Sahara Walnut

4' xB' Panels . . . .

4>7«I J

Unique Antique

Birch Paneling
V-P.^ D.s|Bn

4 '*«' Panels .... $7.75
Tha Two NeWMt

Panel* for 1966

|
,
|

^ J^

Briar Nut
4'xfl' Panels ...5>H. "o

Mviny other kinds of Wall Pawlino
also in ttock at Sensible Prices!

Weldwood Paneling Is Guaranteed For the Life oi

Serious or not,
an accident can

be expensive!

. Loss of income, medical
bills , (he rlsiiiR costs of
nulo repairs , . . our accident policy (likes pu re
of all this for you. I 'lieo*
wilh us now ,

CLARK & CLARK, Inc.
H, W CInrk

F. W, N.ini

C. G. Brown, Jr.
117 Center St.
F'hona 2904

the Building In Which It Is Installed,
Weldwoocl . . . best-known noma In paneling
now at tha Pa noting Depot at
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Your bast STANDARD for reliable aavlngtl
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Travel tb Lei Vegas ,
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With Your Friends
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T. CHARLES GREEN'S

WINONA TRAVEL AGENCY
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JAYCEES 10 OUTSTANDING YOUNG MEN , . . The
10 Outstanding Young Men of; 1965, named by the UJS.\
Jaycees, get together during a round of meetings before
an awards banquet in St. Paul. They are grouped around
Richard Chaput, Nashua, N.ff , who is an invalid. Others,
1-r: Donald Williams, Inglewood, Calif.; Frederick Whiddon ,
Mobile, Ala.; Charles Conrad Jr.;- Houston, Tex.; Sen. Fred
R. Harris, Lawton, Okla.; Fred Adams Jr., Jackson , Miss.;
Jerry Herman , New York, N.Y.; Bill vMoyers, Alexandria ,
Va.; Edward White n, Houston, Tex., and Arthur Turner ,
Midland , Mich. (AP Photofax)
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I DANCE TO LOUIS SCHUTH BAND SAT. NITE
| Friday's Seafood Buffet . . . . . . . . . $1.50
¦
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I Sun. Smorgasbord, 1. 1:3.0 a.m. to 8
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LIQUOR STORE
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CALLAHAN'S [!
Leonard J, Tichumper
I1» Main Open Fri. to 9 P.M, Sal. to 10 P.M.
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OFF TRACK . . . Fifteen persons were slightly hurt
when six cars of 15-car Rock Island passenger train , en
route from Chicago to Los Angeles, derailed at the southwest Kansas town of Minneola Sunday. Three passengers,
two crewmen were admitted to a hospital, Others wero taken to Liberal , Kan. and put aboard another train. (AP
Photofax)
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At Community
.;- - -Mciinbrial' 'HospitaT''. .'
Vlsltlnj. hours: Medical and surgical
patients: 2 to 4 arid 7 to 8:30 p.m. (No
children under 12.)
Maternity patients: 2 to 3:30 and 7 to
1:30 p.rn. (Adults only.)

MO

ADMISSIONS
Ta m¦ ¦ m i ¦Lietha , Cochrane,
Wis. . ' -¦ ¦ •" :- ' 'V -V-V y . .". ¦vV
^rs. Paul Schultz, 159 Chatfield St. - ,;
Donald Glover, 711% Winona
Sfc- - : v
DISCHARGES
Falls; .427 E. 4th
Mrs.
¦ ¦ Rose
'¦
St. -

' "• ,

Mrs. Herbert Bierce, 701 Huff
St.
¦. Mrs; Darrell RuSseau, 470 E,
Wabasha St .:
John Marsolek, 179 W. 4th St.
BIRTH
Mr. ' and Mrs. William Pritchard , 653%, E. 2nd St., a son. ¦
BIRTHS ELSEWHERE

: DURAND, Wis; (Special) ' —
At :•; St. Benedict's , Community
Hospital : v
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Bignell . a
daughter Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Hartung,
a daughter Sunday; : ,
:
Mr; arid Mrs. Richard Wilkinson, a. son Sunday.
ETTRICK, Wis; - Mr: . and
Mrs. David Trachte , Madison,
a daughter Dec. 31 by adoption.
Mrs. Trachte is the former Dorothy Thomas of Frenchville.:
LANESBORO, Minn. (Special)
— Mr. and Mrs-v Robert Risloye,
Rushford , a son Friday..
TODAY'S BIRTHDAYS
¦
. Bruce Allyn ' "Muel ler7 .826 W.
Broadway, 3.:
FIRE CALLS
:
¦
-X :'X : ' Today
V
v 12 midnight - 514 Wilsie St.,
car . fire; owned by R . Duell :
man, fire underneath hood was
out on arrival.

Weather
OTHER TEMPERATURES
High Low Pr.
Albany , cloudy - 7.: 29 25 ..
Albuquerque , cloudy 36 24 , •.'.. '
Atlanta; cloudy yv 44 V27 ; : ..¦
Bismarck , clear ., . 10 r7 '
Boise, clear v.. , .. 39 20
Boston, clear V. . ..... 36 24-' . . ¦;'.
Chicago; show ..... 10 -1 '„'. ¦
Cincinnati, snow ... 29 17 ,01
Cleveland , snow ... 23 9 ¦ .02
Denver ; clear . . . . . 42 13 " . '
Des Moines , snow . 1 0 4. ." . 'T
Detroit, snow ..v. . 24 17 T
Fairbanks , clear . -38 -42 ' .'• ,'
Fort Worth , snow . 40 .33 .09
Helena , cloudy . ; . , 35 12 ..;
Honolulu , clear ' ;. '. 81 66 ..
Indianapolis , cloudy 25 ,13. . . ..
Jacksonville, clear . 59 34 ;. .
Kansas City, clear . 2 6 13 . ' .;.
Los. Angeles, clear . 67 .45
Louisville, snow - '.; ' 31 22 .01
Memphis , snow ..... ' '. 36 27 .22
Miami , cloudy . . . . . 69 57 .
Milwaukee , cloudy . 6 -6 ..
Mpls.-St . P., snow ... 9 -9 T
New Orleans , cloudy 53 42 ..
New York , cloudy ., 39 31 . - ..
Okla. City, clear . .:' 30 19 v .
Omaha , clear . . . .. 14 1
Phoenix , rain . . . . . . 60 45 .2H
Ptlnd , Me., clear .. 34 22 ; .
Ptlnd , Ore., cloudy 43 38
Rapid City , clear '. ' . 30 8 .' .
St. Louis , cloudy .. 24 14
Salt Lk. City, clear .36 17 ..
San Fran., clear . .. 64 48 , .
37 34 ..
Seattle , clear
Washington , clear . 38 22 ..'
Winnipeg, clear .. -2 -19 ..
(T-Trace)
AIRPORT WEATHER
( North Central Observations)
Mix. temp. 11 today at noon,
min, temp. 4 today at 8 a.m.,
clear sky, visibility 12 miles,
wind is calm , barometer 30.35
and steady, humidity 54 percent.

Two-State Deaths
Helmer C, Call

OSSEO, Wis. (Special) Helmer C. Call, 84, died Monday morning at the Lutheran
Home, Mondovi.
He was born March I, 1881,
in the Town of Sumner to John
H. and Carolina Call. He farmed
in Town of Garfield, Jackson
County, until 19-40, when he moved to Osseo. H« Worked in the
canning factory and at other
jobs in Osseo until retiring. He
never married.
Survivors are : Two brothers,
James Sr.; and Charles , and
three sisters, Mrs. Alfred Johnson, Mrs. Edwin Anderson and
Mrs. Martha Person, all of Osseo. ;.vv
Funeral services will be Wednesday at 2 p.m. at King's
Valley Lutheran Church, the
Rev. Ray Nichols officiating.
Burial will be in the church
cemetery.
- Friends may call at Oftedahl
Funeral Home from today until
Wednesday noon , then at the
church , v
Andrew DeVries
PLAINVIEW, Minn. — Andrew DeVries, 55, ¦ a former
Plainview resident , died Sunday
riight at Excelsior, Minn.
Bom May 1, 1910, at Parkersburg,. Iowa, he lived in Stewartville and Plainview until 1953
as a .mechanic for John Deere
Co! He moved to Excelsior in
1953, and worked -at the :Minnetonka Boat "Works.
He married Isabel Buche Feb.
26, 1936, at St. Peter, Minn. . '
Survivors are: His wife ; two
sons, Martin , Plainview, and
LeVefn, Mountain Lake, Minn.;
two grandchildren • r one brother, Steven, Rochester, and : five
sisters, Mrs. Ervin (Dorothy)
Hove, Rochester; Mrs. Harry
(Sena) . Finley, Kasson;, Mrs:
Corniel (Meta) Dirks; Spring
Valley; Mrs, Maurice (Martha)
Flbrand , Austin , and Mrs. Alfred (Ella) Broceker ,; Plymouth, Iowa.
V
Funeral services will be
Wednesday at 1:30 p.m. at Immanuel Lutheran Church , the
Rev. A . W, Riese officiating.
Burial will be in . Woodlawn
Cemetery, Stewartville.
Friends may call at JohnsonSchriyer Funeral Home Wednesday until noon and at the
church after 12:30 p.ni.
Pallbearers will be Frank
and y Joseph Pietsch , Alvin
Hoist, John Lyons, Lloyd
Pugh and Marvin Richardson.
William Roschen
v LAKEVCITY , Minh. (Special )
— William Roschen, 6?,. died
Sunday evening at Lake City
Municipal Hospital where he
underwent surgery a week ago
today.. ; 77
He : was born Feb. 6,; 1898,
in Florence township, Goodhue
County, to Mr. and; Mrs. Louis
Roschen. He marrftd Adelia
Klein here Sept. . 11, 1918. They
farmed in Mount Pleasant
Township until seven years ago
when they moved to Lake City.
He was a member of St.
John 's Lutheran Church , Lake
City ; secretary of the Lake
City Farmers Elevator Co., and
also served on the Mount Pleasant Town board.
He is survived by his wife ;
four sons, Dallas, Red Wing;
Harold , Rochester; Carl , Lake
City, and Kenneth , Farmington . ';
one daughter . Mrs. William
(Anna Maye ) Grobc , Lake City;
15 grandchildren and three sisters, Mrs. Tena Tomforde , Mrs.
Lester (Alice) Yotter and Mrs.
Frank (Marie) DeFrang, Lake
City .
One brother and one son have
died.
Funeral services will be at 2
p.nv Wednesday at St. John 's,
the Rev. T. H. Albrccht officiating. Burial will he in St.
John 's cemetery . Friends may
call at Peterson-Shcchan chapel all day today and until one
hour before time of service
Wednesday, then at the church.
Pallbearers were William E.
Peters Jr., Edward Peters, Edward Hinck , Glenn Klenke , Alfred Hoist and Conrad Schnd

Haider- Bye

TUESDAY
JANUARY 18, 1966

Winona Funerals
Mrs. Roger Anderson

Funeral services for Mrs.
Roger Anderson , 125 W; Mill
St., will be Wednesday' .""at 9
a.m. at St . Michael's on the
Hill Church, West St. Paul. Burial will be in Ft. Snelling National Cemetery.
Friends may call tbday after
3 p.m. af Devlin Funeral Home,
St. Paul . V V
;A memorial¦ is
being arrang¦ " 7 v ' •' • ' ¦¦ ¦ » ¦ ¦ ¦..
ed.

JAMES P. GARRY

¦ Mutual$ \

Moderating t e m p . er atures,
moving across southern Minnesota, saved Winona and vicinity
today from what had been expected to be bitter cold.
From a high of 9 above Monday afternoon j the thermometer
dropped to —4 overnight but
was zero at 7 a.m. At noon today the reading was up to 11
and promising to rise to 15 tonight. ;

MOSTLY FAIR tonight is the
forecast for the area. Increas-

City Requests Storekeeper
in
County Road Wounded
Night Holdup
Program talks

Joint discussion with the
Board of County Commissioners
of future county highway plans
was approved by the City Council Monday, night. '
¦ Several aldermen said they
could attend the next county
board meeting to go over plans.
Aid. Barry Nelson suggested the
' 7 ' 7 ¦• council inquire
into provisions / /••j .
of a; proposed • ^iTy
five-year program of coun- Council
ty road im- |V *OUIIUI .
p rovement.
This long - range plan would
go into effect at the conclusion
of the present five-year schedule now in : its fourth , year, Nelsohv. said.vV ; ' ,; : 7 ' '
Among areas that should, be
jointly pondered are West 5t.b
Street, Gilmore Avenue, Sarnia
Street and CSAH 17. Aid. Nelson said. The latter road serves
the planned, site for a new vocational-technical school.
Aid. Henry Parks agreed such
a meeting would be useful but
added th at he thought actual
planning should be left, to engineers; vCity ; Engineer Janies
Baird said designs for West 5th
Street improvement are finished
and will be approved by the
state Department of Highways
soon . The project is to be financed jointly by city and county. ' 7
Aldermen will attend the Feb.
7. meeting of county7 commissioners if: mutual arrangements
can be made:
Rev; Donald Myhres officiating. Burial will be in the church
cemetery.
Friends may call at Hagen
Funeral Home , Pigeon Falls;
Wednesday afternoon and evening and at the church Thursday after 10 a.m.

James Hawkins

LAKE CITY, Minn. (Special )
—James Hawkins, 90, died Sunday afternoon at St. Elizabeth 's
Hospital , Wabasha , where he
had been a patient since Dec.
22. . '"'
He was born here April 17,
1875, to Mr . and Mrs. Edward
Hawkins. He spent his entire
life in the area.
He married Catherine McNulty July 25, 1905, in Saskatchewan , Canada. She died in 1948.
He was a farmer and was later employed in construction and
plant nursery work.
He was a member of St.
Mary 's Catholic Church .
He is survived by two daughters , Mrs. Leona Mason , Anchorage, Alaska , and Mrs. Richard (Rose) Bayles , . Denver ,
Colo; five grandchildren and
nine great-grandchildren. Two
sons, one brother and four sisters have died.
Mass was held at 11 a.m. today in St. Mary 's, the Rev.
John Mountain officiating. Burial was in St, Mary 's cemetery .
Pallbearers were A l b e r t
Hoops, Walter Blattner , John
Peters, Leslie Breuer , Elmer
Geppcrt and Otto Peterson.

Two-State Funerals
James P. Caves
WABA SHA , Minn. (Special) Funeral services for James P.
Caves will bd Wednesday at 10
a.m. at St. Felix Catholic
Church , the Rt. Rev. Msgr, John
A. Gengler officiating. Burial
will bo in St. Felix Cemetery.
Pallbearers will be Andrew
Theismann , Jnmes Geislcr , L.
W, Davis, Walter Bruner , August Pfeilsticker and Anthony
Gosse.
Mc was horn Nov. 10, 1BB2,
at Columbus City, [own , to Mr.
and Mrs. Willinm Caves, He
moved here from Oswcpo, Kan.,
35 yenrs ngo . He married Marv
Reisinger nt St., Felix Church
in November 1920.
Survivors nre : His wife , one
son , Harold , Wabasha; five
grandchildren , nnd ono brother ,
George , Denver , Colo. Six brothers have died .

OSSEO, Wis. (Special)-Halden Bye, 80, Osseo, died Sunday
at 10:40 a.m. at Tri-County
Memorial Hospital , Whitehall ,
where he had been a patient
since Saturday.
He was born Oct; 1(1, 1885, In
the Town of Hale td Anton and
Ci','!"- '»''';*'<iiS't<l *¦ ''**y 7ti>tt(i^i Johanna Bye. Never married ,
he spent his entire life on the
home farm now being operated
by his nephews, Anton and Ernest Bye.
A GOOD NEIGHBOR
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Forecaster Says If It Watkins Makes
Rural Changes Sewer Extension
Get Warmer Tonight

ST. PAUL CAP) - A dairy
store operator was critically
wounded Monday night in a holdup at his place of business.
The victim was Edwin F.
Muzyk, 52, of 532 N. Bear Ave.,
Vadnais Heights, who op erates
the Dairy Store at 1090 Earl St.
on St. Paul's East Side.
V
Muzyk told police he was shot
by one of two young men wearing stocking caps and red ski
masks. He said each had a gun
and he lunged at them when
they demanded moneyPolice said Muzyk, wounded,
staggered to a nearb y service
station and his assailants—- in
their late teens or early 20s—
fled , possibly in a stolen station
wagon later found abandoned
nearby.7"

Municipal Court
¦y . '. V .: WINONA
Forfeitures:; v . 7 ' .,
: John H. Michalowski , 571 E.
3rd St., $25 on a charge of
speeding 70 m.p.h . in a 55 zone
on U.S. M51 : Saturday at7 . 7:15
"p.m . Minnesota Highway Patrol
made . the arrest. ¦
John L. Thurston , ^3, Dakota
Rt. 1, $25 oh a charge of speeding 40 m.p.h. in a 30 zone at
West Broadway a n d Wilson
Street (radar) Thursday al
11:30 p.m.
Bruce A. Hol-ui, 18, 651 Main
St., $25 on a charge of speeding 40 iti.p h. in a 30 zone on
Main Street from the Milwaukee Road tracks to Broadw ay
'
Sunday at 11:51 p.ni.
Victor K. Huff , 304 E . 4th St.,
$10 on a charge of parking in
a snow removal zone on ' Mar^
ket Street between East 3rd ahd
4th streets Friday at 1*25 a.m.
Marilyn J- Ehleshfeldt, UUca ,
Minn., $10 on , a charge of: parking too close to a fire hydrant at
East 2nd and Carimona streets
Sunday at . 7:40va.m.
Edward M. Jacobseri , 21, 1767
W, Mark St., $10 on a charge
of going through a red light on
U;S. 61-14 Sunday at 8:55 p.m.
Highway Patroil made the arrest. V ; '
Dismissals:
Bernadette Peterson , 19, 352
E. Sanborn St., a charge of driving with no valid driver 's license in possession at East 3rd
and Lafayette streets Sunday at
1:25 a.m.
Allen L. Rothering/18, 315 W.
Belleview St., a charge of driving with no valid driver 's license in possession at West Sth
and Hilbert streets Sunday at
11:28 p.m.
WABASHA
WABASHA , Minn. (Special)
— . Luverne Luhmann , 24, rural Lake City, was sentenced
to 30 days in the Wabasha County jail by Municipal Judge
Kenneth Kalbrenner Monday after pleading guilty to a charge
of drunkenness. The sentence
was suspended and he was
placed on probation for one
year. He was arrested Saturday night at Zumbro Falls by
Deputy Everett Lorenz and held
in .jail until his court appearance.

State GOP Chairman
Here on Wednesday
George Thiss , state Republican party chairman , will . address Winona County Republicans Wednesday nt fi p.m. at
Hotel Winona.
The meeting, nt the hotel' s
Sky Room , is open to the public , according to Robert C. Olson, county GOP chairman.
Main business sessions will be
devoted to discu.wion and training sessions for the precinct
caucuses to be held next month ,
Olson said.

East Wabasha Crash
A two-car collision at Fast
Wabasha and Vine streets Monday nt 4:-14 p.m. caused $250
damage but no injuries , police
reported. Robert Balder , S07Vj
E. King St., wns driving south
on Vine Street; Mrs. Kenneth
B. Troko , 473 Chatfield St., was
driving east on Wabasha Street.
Damage wns $150 to the right
side of tho Bablor car nnd $100
to the front of the Troke vehicle ,
TAYLOR (JIRL ILL
TAYLOR , Wis. (Special) Colleen Benedict , daughter of
Mr. nnd Mr.s, Levin Benedict ,
underwent an emergency appendectomy nt Blnck River Memorial Hospital Monday morning.

ing cloudiness is predicted for
Wednesday with scattered light
snow by late afternoon and
moderati|ig^ temperatures. A
high of *5 is expected then.
Snow flurries and colder Is
the outlook for Thursday.
In addition to the cardinals,
bluejays and other birds which
remain here all winter, a flock
of robins has been, eating from
the bird feeders in yards adjoining . Lake Winona ia the
Johnson street area: ' - ¦'
Members of the Winona Bird
Club were taking pictures of
them Sunday;
In the long-time this week
averages is the coldest of the
year when the average mean
temperatures drops to 15. The
15 reading runs from Jan. 17 to
20 and beginning on 21 the average will rise to 16 - and then
higher each few days until it
reaches the mid-summer peak
of 75 from July 16 to 27.
A, YEAR AGO today the Winona high was 31 and the low
6. All-time high for Jan. 18 was
53 in 1880 and the low --43 in
1873, which is the lowest on record for Winona. Mean for the
past 24 hours here was 4; .
Morning readings in Minnesota generally were above the
zero mark today with only
Brainerd and Redwood Falls reporting zero and International
Falls and Bemidji having 2
above.'.
Rochester had a morning
reading of 3 after a 3 above
high Monday. La Crosse had a
low of 6 after a Monday high
of 11. It was; snowing at Duluth
where the morning temperaN.D.,
ture was 2 above.¦ Fargo,
¦
had a low of —6 ^ ¦ ¦ .- ¦'. ;

WISCONSIN very nearly took
honors as the coldest spot in the
nation : during the night as the
temperature dropped to 16 below zero at Green Bay.
. Roseau, Minn., with 18 .below,
edged Green Bay.
The Milwaukee airport reading was 6 below and it was
matched by Beloit, Racine arid
Burlington. Wausau registered
2 below, Madison 1 below . Park
Falls and Eau Claire I above,
Superior 2, Lone Rock .3.
Lone Rock recorded ll ;degrees for the state's high mark
Monday. Racine's high was 10
degrees ,. Madison 9, Burlington
7, Milwaukee and Beloit 6, Superior 5, Wausau, Eau Claire
and . Park
Falls 4 and Green
¦
Bay 3. ' .

Scattered light snow fell over
most sections of the state during the night. The only measurable amount was one inch at
Superior, '\Som e moderation of temperatures was forecast for today:
THE HIGH in the nation Monday was 69 at Miami, Fla.

Rushford Flood
Hearing Feb. 19

RUSHFORD , Minny-A hearing on the completed plans for
flood control at Rushford will
be held Feb. 19 at 2 p.m. in
the fire hall of the city hall ,
said Stanley Holland , chairman
of the/board of directors of the
Rushford Area Drainage and
Conservancy District.
The plans were drawn by the
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers , St. Paul. The project
would cost approximately $1.5
million in federal funds and
involve diking, channel work ,
highway and bridge raising,
among other things .

Mondovi Man Named
Assessor at Durand
DURAND , Wis.-The Durand
City Council has hired Houser
Rockwell , Mondovi , for a comp lete reassessment of property
in the city this year at a rate
of $3.50 per hour. He will be
provided assistants from Durand.
Robert Blair has been serving
ns assessor by appointment but
said he would resign as the
work conflicts with his positions
as Pepin County veterans service officer and civil defense
director.
¦
'
DURAND RKD CROSS
DURAND , Wis.-The Durand
branch of the American Red
Cross will hold its annual
n-iectin/j Friday in the public
library nt 4 p.m. Officers will
be elected. Mrs. Joseph II.
Riedner is chairman,

Plans 16 Be Asked

. Plans for at least two exten- said the law permits assessment
sions of the sanitary sewer sys- hearings simultaneously with •¦;
bid openings but that contract¦
tem should be completed as letting can be delayied If the
soon as possible, the City Coun- council wishes.
cil agreed Monday night.
A motion wias adopted directAgreement was reached aft- , ing the engineer to draw plans
er a discussion of sewer serv- for both projects and submit
them for council approval.
ice
for a portion¦¦¦¦of Lake
McDougall
Karasch
; v ¦¦
¦ Boulevard and far .' - ¦ ¦- -¦ - ¦¦ -¦
new developf'L
ments in East
V-Ify
Burns Valley.
Both projects ; /•£.|r|r :|
have been pro- I'VW '**?"
vided for in
the city budget, City Engineer
James Baird said . In the valley,
a new line is being designed for
extension to Burns Acres, he
said. It will be large enough to ^\KE CITY, Minn — The
meet future needs of what he only Minnesotan to be cited asv
-.. ¦.¦'.'¦' ¦. .Kuhn ;;
Nicolay
x said is highly desirable residen- part of President Johnson's
Three Winona men In the tial area. Building will increase natural beauty program will be
rural sales department of Wat- greatly in that vicinity within a Postmaster Clarence Zillgitt,
Lake City./
kins Products, Inc., have been few years, Baird predicted.
Zillgitt will be among only 14
appointed to new positions, acthat the new postmasters in the U.S. tp '. be
cording to H. M; Meyers, vice BAIRD concededjustifiable
at honored in Washington Thursline is scarcely
president of rural sales.
economic
present
from
the
day morning by the U.S. govM.
They are E. J. Karasch,
J: McDougall and D. J. Nicc- standpoint. It will lead south- ernment : for beautification of
east from a point hear State post office building grounds. He
"': '¦¦" ' ¦'
lay.v
CSAH 17. A cost will receive a special merit ciKarasch , Winona Rt. . 2, was Highway 43 and
rough esti- tation from Postmaster Generappointed manager for rural of'$15,000 is ,a very
said.
It
would be al Lawrence F. O'Brien.
Baird
mate,
region. 1. He had been district
partially assessable. ; .
sales manager for East Iowa
Considerable landscaping was
Costi notwithstanding, there done at the Lake City building
prior to the appointment.
is great emphasis today on anti- and flower pots were installed
McDougall, 4625 6th St., pollution , measures, Baird said.
Goodview, was appointed rural Housing certainly will develop by Zillgitt, who has been posttraining director. Previously, in the area and if sewers are master here 21 years.
he was district sales manager not provided pollution will oc- Emphasis on postal beautiflV
of -West Iowa.
he said. The council cannot cation began last April. "Be- ¦
Nicolay,' 675 Olmstead - .St:', cur,
conscientiously permit this to fore and after " photos of the ,.'
replaced McDougall as West happen, he suggested.
post offices {md grounds were
Iowa district manager, This
submitted for judging.
A request has been made to
area was added to the NebrasWorks
ka district which Nicolay has the Board of Municipal
for water service at Burns
been managing during 1965.
E. J. Kuhn , Fort Atkinson; Acres, Baird noted. The :board
Iowa, has replaced Karasch as has not acted yet, he said, and
district manager of East Iowa. may need a little encourage:
ment from the council. Council
Kuhn formerly was dealer de- President
Harold
Briesath
velopment manager.
observing
that
the
agreed,
: All four are in the company 's boarcl can finance improvehome office here '
ments only through revenues ETTRICK, Wis. (Special) and assessments, a fact that Ettrick Mutual Fire Insurance
makes caution necessary. .
Co., largest commercial insurance company of its kind in
( Continued from Page 3)
ALD . Barry Nelson pointed Trempealeau County and one
out that the department gets of the largest mutual fire intion had been suggested because $20,000 a year " for the watertachers felt the board might works improvement fund . Presi- surance companies in Wisconnot be in a position to put the dent Briesath said these - funds sin, held its 88th annual meeting
proposed guide into effect in a will help pay for the new Sugar here Saturday.
The report showed that insingle year.
Loaf water tank, to be finished surance written in 1965 in Jack' Director-at-Large David F. this spring. Its cost
is $81,275. son, Buff alo, Trempealeau . and
Wynne asked the teachers if
K:
Ellings
asked Eau Claire counties amounted
Mayor
R
.
they would be satisfied if the
board took an initial step to- about immediate . potential of to $27,724,345. Re-insurance reward adoption of the index with the area. Burns Acres has nine ceived amounted to $30,305.62.
the thought that such a philoso- lots, Baird said, but there . is Policies totaled 1,848 according
phy would be used in future much space beyond the develop^ to Treasurer Ed F.. Erickson.
wage action, without a specif- ment. Individual septic tanks dc • Losses paid totaled $93,947.17.
ic commitment for the three not work well there, he added, the. financial statement, showed :
because of the clay soil.
years.
that dwelling losses last year
If developers erect homes cost the company ¦] $21,993;
The teachers said that they
though t acceptance of the phi- arid drill individual wells, said barns destroyed or damaged ,
losophy of index scheduling was Briesath , they may not elect $32,941; horses killed , $683, and
,
the most
¦ matter to use city water when it be- cattle killed or injured , $15,189.
¦ ¦ ¦ . important
comes available later. Mayor Losses, however,: were considernow. - " . ' •.
. . • • '¦ '
Ellings said that sewers will be ably less than the previous
"THIS whole thing, " Nichols used regardless of individuals ' year VK. A Underheim , secresaid , • "that; we have recom- water sources, an observation tary,. said.' .
mended to you is simply a goal which brought agreement from
The company conducted its
toward which we're aiming. Baird .
business in 1965 at a cost of .
We're not suggesting in any wav
Introduction of water has helpwhat you should do with the ed development of other areas , $167,306, including salaries and
base salaries over the next two said Aid. Donald Klagge , and equipment.
or three years. We've only used should likewise spur buildup in Officers are: William G. Hensome figures, to show you how the valley. There are a number derson , president; Irwin Hogan index guide would operate; " of possible customers now, den, vice president; Underheim ,
.
StellSantelman had a somewhat Baird
said , and the number will secretary; Mrs. Thomas and
assistant
secretary^
different philosophy
flue,
on
salary
¦
grow.
scheduling. . ' ¦ ' . ' .
Erickson, treasurer .
He said that he felt that it
Other directors are Lloyd
FIVE property owners signed
was the teacher with six or sev- a petition for sewer service on Quammen and Stanley Herreid. .
en years of experience who east Lake Boulevard last year , Joseph^ Rindahl and Arthur
should receive the largest wage City Recorder John Carter told Thompson are auditors and
increase.
Briesath. Answering Briesath's Clayton Casey Is building custo"It's at this time that he's request for cost figures Baird dian.
working toward advanced degrees , has a family to support
and probably needs the larger
increase more than someone at
the top of the schedule. "

Lake City Postal
Head fo Receive
National Award

Ettrick Mutual
Pays $91947

TEACHERS ASK

SANTELMAN said that the
board would like to resolve
1966-67 contract matters as early as possible and said that efforts would be made to draft a
board proposal early in February.
Although no specific date was
set for another meeting with
the teachers it was expected
that a meeting would be called
after a board plan '"htfs been
worked out and submitted to the
teachers for review.
¦

Turn on winier comfort...
' -^_____ W ^lBSlSAb"

' J ^_ W m m Y_ _ m¦«4»»'
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K. C. MEETING
LA CRESCENT , Minn . (Special) — The Knights of Columbus Council will hold a social
meeting Jan. 26, in Crucifixion
School at tl p.m.
If you want to prepare an unthickened tomato sauce , simmer
ennned tomatoes (j uice included) along with seasonings until
you have the consistency you
wish.

NOTICE

Residents of Rollingstone
Water bills are due Jan. 20.
Delinquent bills will force
discontinued service.
Village of Rollingstone

^^^^

MisticAir Deluxe Console Humidifier
Just set the dial, sit back and enjoy the solid comfort
that comes when dry, heated winter air is changed lnto
a moisture-mea sured blend, perfect for comfortable
living. Crafted to look like fine furniture , this rich
walnut-grained , brass-trimmed humidifier It portableblends with tho tlocor of any room and goes right to
worM cieliverin R comfort. Provides, up to eight gallons
of air-refreshinR moisture every day to help your whole
family rest better , look better, feel better.
¦
Whisper quiet
^
¦¦¦¦¦ i
^h
performance
^K^wl^S
¦
^
0nl V
• Humidifies average ¦•^(• is»S'
home for 24 hours
m'lXy-MM
iTf l QH
83
or more
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¦
¦&j g j g | | I U
Reduces fuel bills
Fingertip
H
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H^
¦
Full year warranty
^B
i^

Frank O'Laughlin Plumbing & Healing 1
207 E. Third St.- Winona,Minnesota
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By BOB 1UNGHANS
are hard to find , but it 's; even harder to find; one have some
¦ ¦ pretty impressive credentials of their only amazed Preston and area fans , but also 40 points and giving up a season high of 62 to
Ofstun ,
. Chatfield.; :
like Proesehel who moves like a cat and has own. ' - .. '
Daily News Sports Writer
¦ tremendous spring in: his legs. .
"My entire opinion of my team has changed
a
10-0
record
into
the
8
Preston
will
bring
Hayfield is no slouch in this category either,
;
PRESTON, Minn — Earlier this year Preston
But Proesehel isn¦ 't .the only, big player on p.m. contest compared tbyHayfield's 8-0. Mike since Christmas," he said.-.' "I didn't expect our allowing an average of 48.5 points a contest,
High School basketball coach Dick Ofstim thought
Frederickspn , who Knies , a 6-3 standout , is hitting at 23 points each kids to be playing this kind of ball. Our shooting twice holding opponents to less than 40 points
his team was over-rated. Now he doesn 't, but the Hayfield squad . Mark:
amount
of time as Proe- time out , but he has plenty of help.
has picked up and there's been only one game and giving up a season high of 70 to Dodge
plays
about
the
same
he thinks the team his squad faces tonight , Hay-:
Bill Hall , 6-2, Jerry Himli , 6-1, and Jerry since Christmas when we haven't shot over 50 Center.
sehel and is averaging over 14 points-per-game,
field, is definitely under-rated.
7 "Hayfield is really tough," he said. "They 're is ' a husky 6-3. Between . these ; two they sweep Rislove, 6-0, are three more starters who are percent. We've shotting: 48 percent for the year.'
"I don 't think they're as quick as we are,"
averaging nine points a game or better.
the rebounding cupboard bare.
And the rebounding and playmaking aspects summed up ¦Ofstun, "but we'll be giving away
the best team in the area." :
7 "The fifth, man will be either Steve Hall , of the Bluejays leave little to be desired , either. :'. some size. ' :,
Larry Edlund and. Steve Arendts are a jaair*
.
.
What's the reason that Ofstun thinks the
who
put
the:
"fast"
into
of
quick
5-9
guards
And while both teams have shown their abilSteve
Trende or Chuck Lammers," said Ofstun .
"I can't think; of a bigger game for the small
Vikings are No. 1.
First of all there is a 6-5, 220-pound fellow the . Vikings ' fast break; The sixth man is_ either, - "Lammers (6-0) would give us a little more ity to score both from fast break and pattern schools in this area this year. It should be a
size. He did a real good job against Harmony. offenses, their defenses have also played major close game. I have> quite a bit of respect for
named Dan Proesehel who has played only Steve Fritze or Wayne Johnson.
But despite , this amazing array of talent ,. But it all depends upon how things look at game roles in their undefeated strings.
their defense, but neither team throws the ball
half or three quarters of every Hayfield game
;
Preston has given up an average of 48 points- away much.
and is still averaging near 20 points-per-game. y Ofstun and his Preston crew aren 't going ' - to:'-, run ' , time, ;. V : ' .; ' .
These are the seven cagers who have not per-game, twice holding opponents to less than
"It should be a dandy:"
SJx-feet , five-inch, 220-pound basketball players : away and hide; As a matter of fact , the Bluejays .
'

Suddenly Redmen
Can't Buy Victory

. '^jgaMB(BjMiewB««wraj *\«fw*wiwrawivv/ ^^v« ^

LZT 'S
TALK

By GARY EVANS
Daily News Sports Editor
"We just can't win one so we
can get happy 7 '
St. Mary 's/Coach Ken Wiltgen
Said it following-his team's 65
63 loss to Lbras College at Terrace Heights Monday night , a
game that was decided in an
overtime session .
The loss dropped the Redmen
record below . .500 for the first
time this season. Their slate
now shows six games won and
seven lost.
Though a second-half Loras
zone finally was the. deciding
factorV there were 20 minutes ol
satisfaction for Wiltgen and his
hardback Redmen.

^Ga^JPQ^JJv
HOW ABOUT THAT Winona State College Wrestling team?
You certainly can 't say enough for. Bob Gunner and his
standout group of athletes, who Thursday hight head for their
tenth; straight victory ' at ' Luther.:
A glance at the Warrior; roster does one proud also , since
Gunner ' has proved you can build a power with talent found
in this area.
No less than 10 of the. 13 boys , who have
V been seeing action for the Warrior varsity are
from the state of Minnesota itself and 12 of
the 13 are from a radius of less than 125.
miles from Winona.
• -.- . The only notable "exception , . of course ,
is one big reason the Warriors are undefeated.
John ZwolinSki , standout heavyweight who has
pinned nine consecutive opponents, is from
North Tonawanda , N.Y., about 666 miles from
here as the crow flies. ;
; Incidentally, since me warriors nave
. Gunner
beaten Mankat o (No. pranked NCAA small-college. . . team; ) and
Marquette in their last tw/o outings,-w e 've heard quite a bit of
talk from people who plan on seeing the next meet.
That will be Jan. 29, against Superior. But a word of
caution : Get there before the 7*30 7 p.m. starting time or you
may not find a seat! v:
IF THE ST. PAUL Pioneer Press poll means anything,
Austin has 'the; edge Friday night.
Oscar Haddorff brings his Packers here to battle John
kenney 's Hawks. According to the latest survey, Austin (8-1)
Is the state's fifth-ranked team, while ' Winona occupies the
12th spot , slippin g three notches from a week

' .y ¦ ¦ ' ;¦

ago. :

' GO 'WAY , IT'S MINE . . .. Tim GindOrff
' ¦
at Terrace Heights Monday night. Looking
of Loras College jerks the ball away from St. ; .over Gindorff's: shoulder is Torn Keenan . of
Mary 's Jim Buffo during first half action ¦ St, Mary 's. (Daily News . Sports Photo).

(^sti^sNa^
Skaters 3rd Defeat

The Wmona slide is easily diagnosed , even
though the Hawks beat Coon Rapids handily .
Pollsters must have their ballots in by
noon Saturday. Winona beat Coon Rapids Saturday night.
Tim McNeill , first-year coach title , but they are going to have the MIAC and 9-0 for the seaHad the results of - that game been in
•'" ¦ . '
' ; before the voting, Winona would have jumped. of the St: Mary 's College hockey to have help—lots of help, and Vson.
,
McNeill
does
not
want
it
that
stood
quietly
in
the
team
team
'
:
St.
Mary
s now stands .4-3, all
vou know ,' beat the state 's ninth. . Coon Raoids.
*
' *
, head bowed. j way. .
room
equipment
} ¦¦¦'¦:' ¦¦ y ' I
of
the
games
coming in the conranked ¦ team , Alexander Ramsey, Friday ' Several hours earlier his team
ference,
" : Vi * ' ' flight •
"WE
AREN'T
OCT
of
it
until
: ..
'. had absorbed its third consecu;
¦
¦¦'
Just as McNeill picked lip a
".' •.- ' '¦'•' •..
.• .
Kenney .;. .
tive Minnesota Interscholastic ; we are mathematically elimin- stick and idly examined
it ,
"
he
said.
ated.
"But
if
we
're
SPEAKING AGAIN OF AUSTIN. Haddorff pointed to the Athletic Conference defeat at
i coaching cohorts Ken Wiltgen
going
to
win
any
champ
ionships
's
the
hands
of
Gustavus
by
the
following things after his team 60-54 victory over Red Wing; ,
we don 't , want help, we want to [and Max Molock walked in.
"Our boys did a real good job on the. boards against their score of 1-0.
beat Gustavus and Augsburg. i Wijtgen 's basketball team had
;
.
It
marked
the
Gusties
second
'
two 6-7 giants (Mark Aldridge and George Wilson) , which
i
It' s no fun to get the title if you I just suffered a 65-6:1 overtime
I think was the big factor in the game , Our ability to hang 1 1-0 conquest over the Redmen ; don 't beat the top contenders. " Moss |o Loras.
together in the final hectic seconds was another big factor in : in the short span o! one week. The game was decided on the
"It' s a good thing we didn 't
It could well have ended St.
our winning. "'
j basis of spare Tim Biirggren 's , play baseball today because
hope
.for
a
third
straight
j
Mary
's
Said Red Wing 's Pete Petrich: "We 're supposed to have a MIAC title ,
. unassisted goal at 2;27 of the iwe 'd have lost for sure ," openleader out there , but had none . I think the big factor in Austin jj But the worst part was , the ! second period ; Before and after (ed Molock.
'¦
'
. '
winning was its ability to out rebound our big boys. We had loss wa.s hardly justified.
that , the only blots . in th e box I .
,
"FRUSTRATING
' isn 't it?*"
_ . , . ' . ' 'score were five penalties , four
absolutely no attack , Let's just say we were
queried Wiltgen. ''You can 't get
lucky to stay in the game. "
j ' ST. ' MARY'S had controlled of them assessed to the Redmen the puck in the net
. . . and ve
,
,
Ihe action out-skated out-shot in the third period.
can 't get the ball in the
hasI and out-played the Gusties in
¦
But in spite of i| all , St. ket. " ; ¦ . ' .
. ¦•
FROM THE BIG NIKE came <h<- follow.
every
respect
but
one
—
the
j
Mary 's held period leads of' 7-5,
ing quips and laments :
l one that counts.
9-5
and 9-7 in shots attempt ed. j "I' ve got an idea ," said McRochester 's Kerwin Engelhart : "jt was
¦
¦
Neill , a grin hreaking across his
,
'
i . "We just can 't , beg, buy nr
V "We put the puck around the face. "You take the hockey
our best team effort (78-66 over Mankato ) of i steal
a goal !'' shot a dejected
the year. No' doubt about it. The team seemed ( McNeill. "In those three games , i cage and over the cage , but , learn to St. Cloud and I'll run
to have some pride , something that hasn 't ; we 've controlled Ihe ' play ¦ at I we. just can 't get it in the net; " tho basketball team. Maybe
said McNeill. "What do you toll ¦we 'll. 'both win , "
been too evident in some of our piny. "
I least 75 percent pf the time. [the boys? We played one heekFaribault' s Al Wold after 5<>-.r>.r> loss lo i But wc can 't get a goal!"
"It' s an ideii , " chuckled Wiltuva hockey game .and got genAlbert Lea: "It was a cood wrestline match
Since the advent of the scor- . bent. That' s tough. "
Petrich
but a poor basketball game. "
The Redmen skaters now take
ing slump . St. Mary 's has bow^
A not too satisfied Dick Nielsen of Albert Lea: "Maybe p(l twice by . 1-0 to Gustavus and
NO DOUBT Giisliivus left Tor- part in two non-league gam es
the mistakes came all in one game. Let's hope so. "
3-1 to Augsburg .
race Heights extremely thankful with Northern Intercollegiate
They
No . (he Iledmcn lire not rnath- thnt its victory string was still Conference inombers.
Petrich again: "We could be a big winner in the Big Nine
to SI. Cloud Thursday,
from the intact. The Gusties rank 7-0 in [travel
I
this season if we had the desire. These boys have enough cM)rti iti '[!;,\'.lly..... eliminated
Mi*'
then return home for a 2 pTn .
talent to cut out quite a niche. I still feel we're us good us any
.match with Hernidji Saturdav team we 've faced , but we have not shown anybody yet. "

^¦.

. . :.. ¦

¦

-, :

¦

~
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•
HERE'S SOMETHING

•
everyone

Kentucky Neors
No. One Duke

•
should want

to . get In on:
A chance to correspon d with a sports-loving princ e;
Prince Znid Oki , 18 Saba Court , Massey St ., Lagos , Nigeria ,
wants American pen pals.
He says : "I am nn African boy, ll) years of nge , 114 pounds
In weight . 5-3, light in complexion , dark hair with a flat nose.
1 would like to have pen pals from all over the Continent nf
the . United Sl ates of America. "
Hy Till': ASSOCI ATKl ) I'HKSS
The prince is open-minded. Regard less of age or MIX ,
The competition between the
he 'll take as many letter writers as he can find.
Duke Blue Devils and the KenIn addition to his love for sports , he 's somewhat of a tucky Wildcats for first place in
trader. He wants to swap the following African goods for some- The Associated Press major
thing from America : Kboriy carvings, wallet , handbags , slip- college hnsl -etbiill
poll has
por.s, billfol d , cal'il-'irsh , coconut carvings , dagger. He 'd like re.-K'hed Ilie clifl 'linnger stage
spun stuns , ironsris , lies , tee stuns , mut- with Duke cliii( *ing precariously
flers , .sunshades, lints , sweaters and bell buck- to ils slim lend.
les in return.
Ncillier is scheduled lo play
There ' s your chance to star t swapping this week because of midyear
e\amiiiiilitiiis . Undefeated Kengoods ns well as info.
tucky i.s idle iinlil Jan , :M when
y
Till'; SWAMl Gl'KSSKO cnrre ctlv on .IS il Uikcs on I.iinisiana Stale
J of 4? attempts Friday night , running his total while Duke lakes a longer rest
before meeting • North Carolina
lo 'M of 3112 for a .744 percentage.
Stale Jan . :»!) ,
For tonight :
In the balloting by a special
WINONA STATU over Bethel 7:i-li7 . "It' s
panel
of 11 regional experts ,
lime for a Warrio r win . ' ,'
Duke polle d .'M!>< points , only
5
Luke
City
over
Zumbrot
l,a
1)7-56
,
Ores
n
*^
three more thj iii the Wildcats.
cent over Peterson .16-50, Mabel over Spring (.'rove 61-6:1,
The Hlue Devils hail :M firstCaledonia over Housto n 66-61 , llangor over Arc adia 611-5(1, place votes to Kentucky ' I" .
s
Preston over Hayfield 71-00 , Klgin over Dovor -Kyotn 7:1-60, The \nl ing is based on games
r
Wykoff over Mazeppa 60-.>!l . Randolph over Proscot) 67-6.'l, tllt'oiii 'li last Saturdav
Altoona over Augtistii 7.1-57, Taylor over Wnir 74-71. Wabasha
St. Joseph ' s of I' eiinsylviiiiiii
St. Felix over Gilmanlon 611 -17, Fiinrhild over Cwlol t 6!' 61, wa .s lined willi ATA poinls foi
Black Rivor Falls over Mondovi 611-6-.'.
owed bv Providence with "Jl.

•

'

•

•

Vanderbilt with 212 and Kansas ,
1611. Points were awarded on a
basis of 10 for a first-place vote ,
9 for second etc.
Kentucky, which traile d Duke
by '10 points in lust week' s poll ,
closed Ihe f.;ap j ifler beating
Vanderbilt !Hi ll.l to take over the
Southeastern t 'onfe rcucc lead.
The Wildcats are 12-0 .
Duke , M l , won three games
Inst week , healing* ( .Vinson 117H!i . Maryland 76-lil and Wake
Forest nil-Ill .
St. Joseph' s advanced one
place to thir d. The Hawks
whipped Wake Koivst 07-72 for
an 11-2 mark. Providence defeated Rhode Island and Boston
College , advancing two places
to fourth' . Vanderbilt , M -:» ,
sfrppocf from t/un f fo fifth ;
1.
?.
2.
i.
5

Ouke
141
Kentucky
I) o
SI, Joseph' s , Pa. ) l ] .
f- |0VltllM(l!
17 1
Vanclerhl(t M l
...

m
ins
.ui
71 1
717

nr,idiey
in
T r x a s Weifi n D O
Chic«no i.Dynl* IM
UCLA 10 « . ,

un
114
ii
]|

« K«nj,n

7.
B.
t
10 .

ii;

uj

St.

Mary 's

|0)

Gustnvus

11)

Donnlj Cnonoy-C~Pnt McKusky
Jcon Cardin—RW—I an Frykman
Hrlnn Dcsblens-LW—tlrad Pcdonon
Orlan Palmer-R D—Jim Marqujrdt
Dob Paradlse-L O—Jotin Moorlmd
Jerry Archa mbtau—G—Oava Showaller
St, Mary 's Sp»r«si
Terry Cildwall ,
Joo Brftnmcr , Mlhe nishop, Dav« Drckken, Al Vorslno, Gord y Tlcdcman , Bill
Rossini, Ivnn Tlilbixleau, Larty Sliorn'on.
Gustavus Sn.irfi
Rick Rnson, Dan
Vruman, Scott Peterson , Jool Han»on,
Dick
Loldcr , Jnhn
Wordwrth, rim
Burqgren, Jorry P arrcn , Cliuck UnnerOQlll ,

First Period Scoring:
None: rinil*
ll«s: None.
1.
Ouslavus,. -V:MWl..Prrl9,rt,..Se° rlnq:
TiTT. centmei:
llurqijrcn (unaifllTeii
^
Ciistavui—Miirquardl (tripping, tiiai.
Third Period Srorinu.- None; ppnaltics:
S. M. —Shomlnn
(Hooking, 1:03);
SM-Cnrdln HIMol check, i : W i SW5 (shop (Tr/pplng, t-. H I I i
5M-P«ndlie
(Clmrglno) t:30),
Saves:
Showaller (G)
7 » »—IS
Archambeau (SM)
I 4 7—U

ST. MARY'S GOT its offense
untracked for 42 first - hall
points . Only six Loras points in
the. final three minute's kept it
-,
close at 42-34; .
V
¦ But then the Duhawks sprung
their second-half 1-2-2 zone; and
St; Mary's obliged by cooling.
"I don 't know what it is,"
said Wiltgen. "First we > ' can't
play against a man-to-man.
Then we get that solved , and
We can't play against a zone,"
In the second half , Loras
dropped behind 44-34. on Rog
Pytlewski's rebound jumper ,
but the Duhawks
came rolling
¦
X, ¦
on .' ;v .v
Two free throws: by Rex Hester and a tipin by Doug Shinkurias — the big man in the
drive — pared it to 46-42 at
14:01.
GEORGE HOPER dropped
one free throw and Laddie Sula
and Hester counted for Loras
to trim it to 47-46.
The Redmen again rallied it
away on Jerry Sauser 's long
one-hander from out front , but
Shinkunas dropped a drive.
Loras finally got the lead at
55-54 with 7:34 remaining in regulation time on a Hester free
throw . He then hit a drive for
a three-point Duhawk margin .
But St: Mary 's fought back to
lead 60-59 . on a long jumper out
of the right corner by Rog Pytlewski and two free throws by
Jim Buffo.
Hester canned, a driving onehander and Sauser hit thessecond of two free throws for a 6161 tie at 3:19. '
Though the two teams traded
possession, St . Mary's finally
gained control of the sphere
with 2:29 . left. But the shot
wouldn 't drop and the buzzer
signalled overtime.
THE REDMEN controlled It
at the outset of the extra session , but both teams had trouble putting it in the hoop until
Loras finall y gained the margin
at 63-fi l on two free throws by
Joe Raj ec, who had kept the
Duhawks in it in the first half
with 16 points.
It went to 65-61 with 54 seconds left as former Austin Pacelli star Chuck Von Feldt broke
away for a layup.
St. Mary 's came back to hit
on a drive by Pytlewski at 36
seconds and had the opportunity
to tie.
With 25 seconds left , Jim Murphy dove for the ball at midcourt and wound up with a held
ball as the first-swinging started overhead.
The mild row was broken up
shortly and Murphy took the tip
from Shinkunas, But the Redmen couldn 't get a shot nnd
wound up with nn out-of-bounds

play with six seconds left, Buffo
immediately fired from the left
corner and the ball skidded off
the basket support and into Hoder's hands on the right side;
But his hurried attempt went
off the fron t rim as the buzzer
sounded endin
¦ g the frustrating
night. ' ' . ' ¦ . ' .: ' '
But the first half had been
pleasant. St. Mary 's Hfimediately riddled the Loras man to-mah
as Buffo :and Pytlewski went to
work; . .

BIG ROG hit five Held goals
in the first 20 minutes, Everyone was a crucial one.
\
The first came on a beautiful
one-hand tip of a pass that caromed off the board and in for
a 10-7 lead at .15:44. He then
dropped a hook for a 16-12 Redmen lead.
His . next was a long jumper to
widen a rtow narrow gap. to 2118 at !):33. He followed with a
leaping shot from the top of
the key at 8:30 to make it
23-18. Buffo's fourth fielder just
two secqnds short of one minute later extended it to 25-18.
The 'Redmen pushed that up
to . 40-28 on Tom Keenan 's
drive at the 3:30 mark , but Loras whittled it . down before intermission; ;.
"THE! FACT that we got to
work against the man-tb-mah is
pleasing," said Wiltgen. "As far
as the rest of it goes, I;don 't
carev: But we need:a win and
we just can 't get one." . .
St. Mary's will make: its next
victory-seeking, . effort . Saturday
night when Macalester ; conies
calling; It will be a conference
bout.
Monday, Pytle\Vski; *ho suffered One of his most disappoint
ing scoring nights against Duluth , rebounded with 20 points
and the No. 1 position for St.
Mary 's. Buffo got 12. Loras was
led by Hajec with 24 points,
Hester with . 19 and Shikunas
with 14 , 10 of those, following
intermission .
St .
Pytl' skl
Bulfo
Murphy
Hotter
Luddcn
Keenan
Sauser

Mary'i U3)
Iglfpftp
id 0 I'M
« « 2 12
3 0 5*
1 1,1 4
3 0 1 I
4 0 3 8
3 10 7

Totals

¦—.'

37 7 1143

STt - WAR Y'S
LORAS

Loral <«)
Iq ll pl lp
Lewi!
O 0 TO
Sula
10 1 4
Shlnkunar 7 O 1 14
Haj«e
» « O J4
Hester
7 S 4 1»
Kaufman 0 0 0 0
Von Feldl 1 0 3 7

Rlney

GlndorH
Gadlcnl
Totals

t o o o

00 1 0
e O O 0

5711 1145
41 1» 3—43
31 V . 4—45

Furr y Chins Ruled
Out in AFL Clubs

LIKE A BIG BIRD . . .
Tim Gindofff : of Loras College appears ready to . swoop
down on St. Mary's. Dennis
Ludden Monday, night.; Actually Ludden had just
fooled Gindbrff , as the look
on his face points but.
(Daily News Sports Photo)

.v v * [xx ^x 'f - ^ x

LaX Yearlings
top SM Frash

The St. Mary 's College freshman basketball team suffered
a 71-64 setback at the . hands ol
the La Crosse yearlings in the
prel iminary to the Redmen-Duhawk game Monday night at
Terrace Heights.
.
The Little Redmen trailed by
only 31-30 at halftime , but fell
victim to a 40-point surge by the
Indians in the second half.
St. Mary 's was paced by Tim
Balaka s with 16 points and Bill
Browne and Jerry Westmeyer
with 12 each. Emer had 20 for
La Crosse , Winker 1,1 and Bradley 10.
,
St . Mary (64)
It ft Pf IP
.
We 'er, J. 5 3 1 1?
Bakkas, T t 0 3 Is
Ayotlf
, 3 0 1
4
Pclowski
J 1 3 7
Browne
4
4
1
1
3
.
Lamb
0 3 0 3
Soucek
4 1 I »
Maslcrson 1 0 0 3
—
Tolalj
?7 10 t t 4

La

Crosse (71)
fQ fl pr tp
1 0 1)
5 0 0 10
1 J i |
I I t l
, 3 0 J I
10 0 3 ]o
« 1 oU
OO OO
0 0 0 0
T 0 1 |
10 11
13 4 1
0 0 1 (

Larson
Bradley
Jones
,
Joh' n. D,
Dooley
Emer
winker
Meunlcr
Zontner ,
Stictowtkt
Hahl
Morley
Job' on, J.

HOUSTON (AP) - Goatees
nre out in the American Football League.
Totals
33 3 13 71
The AFL , at its meetings Mon- ST. M A R Y ' S
. 3 0 34_«
day, officially ruled that all LA CROSSE
Jl 40-7|
¦
players must be clean shavPitcher Hoyt Wilhelm of the
en with the exception of mousChicago White Sox has relieved
taches.
in
7,1a major league games , a
The ruling means Ernie Ladd
will have to take a razor to his record.
goatee.
¦^¦¦¦l^^HaBnH IBHBIIB g
But Joe Namath, Vvho recently
cut off a moustache he had been
growing, can . start again if he
wnnts to.
R EPAIRS

MOTORCYC LE
•

¦

• PARTS

Canada to Compete
In Bobsled Games

• SERVICE

ROBB BROS.
Motorcycle Shop

MONTREAL (AP ) - Canada
will compete in the 1966 World
Bobsled Championships in Cortina , Italy, nt the end of this
month , it was announced Monday .

"Since when do you

drink Bourbon?"

573 E. 4»h St. Phona 4007

P|uC.

t .

_ •'

Pj MlCC 1 tasted

SPORT SCORES
NHA
MONOAY
RESUUTS
Sf l ouls IIS , Ne-w Vork 104.
TUESOAV'S GAMES
I oi Angeles >t Cincinnati,
tlplroll vs. Ilmlori at Phlladelphln,
nalllnmre at I'lillndnlphU .
New Vork al St. Louli ,
WCDNninAY'S GAMES
Dili(¦!! vi
Plillniti lptiln at iioslon.
Ilalllniom al notion .

Mil,

MONDAY'S RESULTS
Detroit », llamllton , OIIA , O , nil lbi
lion.
T O O A Y ' - S GAMES
N" i)/inin» irlifiliil'fl
WEDNESDAY'S
OAMB
New Yolk al Toronto.
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Warriors Take to Road

Squelched ih their bid for
three consecutive Northern Intercollegiate Conference triumphs by a 66-61 setback at the
hands of : Moorhead Saturday
night, Winona State's basketball
Warriors travel to St. Paul tonight for a non-loop scrap with
Bethel. >

Bob Campbell's cagers, holding a 5-8 season record and a
2-1 conference mark, will use
the game to get back on the
winning track before returning
home to entertain Mankato
State in a Saturday night contest at Memorial Hall.
Mankato State, which lost

Caledania
Murd^

CALEDONIA , Minn. — Houston, top dog in the Root River
Conference, tonight ' will .find
out if its bite is as big as its
bark;,' •¦:¦; ¦• " :. 'x x .
: The Hurricanes have trapped
six consecutive conference foes
while compiling a %2 overall
record. But they have not yet
met Caledonia, which rests in
a secondplace tie with Rushford , v
Tonight the two teams square
off at the , auditorium here vat
8 p.m. All outward signs point
to a dog-eat-dbg .battle with
Houston; utilizing its racehorse
tactics and ' Caledonia (5-1 in

Vy 7 ;.*yV' V *- . y •-,: ' . ,
ROOT RIVER

G. fts.
.
Canton• , ;;. '. . , ;:.. » M6
Don
Doug Poppe, Houiton . . . . ». 17*
Jack Hauser , Caledonia . . . .8 146
Bruce Carrier , Houston . . . » 161
John Tengsdahl, Mabel , . - i d . 150
» 132
Wayne Hasleiet , PetersonDick Hungerholt, Rushlord 10 144
10 144
Kim Loftsgaarden , Mabel
. . . . . 8 111
Jon Ask, Caledonia
Rick .-jSehnauter, Houston .. » 117
Curl Johanhsen, Canton ' .: • 114
7Fay,

MAPLE LEAF

10
Mike Knies, Preston . . . .
Bill Barrett ,. Harmony v . U
DougV Rowland, Challleld . 1 1
Brian Gardner , Lanesboro 12
Gary Northern,- .Wykoff ' v. ,1!
.11
Doi/g Hulehery Harmony
Steve ' MaGlile, ' ¦
¦ »' ::
Spring :Valley¦ " . •.
Paul Hoitan> Lanesboro .'.. :12
Hans Jorgenson,
V:
.......
Spring Valley
Colin Eickhotl, Wykoff . , : 11

Avg.
24 .1
!».<
18.3
17;9
15.0
14.7
.
14.4
14.4
13.5
13.0
12.7

230 23.0
218,19.1
205 18.6
.177 14.3
153 13.»
145 : 13,3

¦
¦
¦

lit 12.»
152 12.7
114 12.7
130 11,»

HIAWATHA VALLEY

Strandemo, Kenyon 10 251
Steve
Jim Abraham, Lake Cily V . 8 . 138 .
Tom O'Brien, K-M V .. . 11 187
Steve Haase, Lake . City . . . 8 112
Rick Gates, Kenyon ' . - ; . . . . . , , » 124
Stu Olepenbrach,
. -Lake City
-. '¦ 7 »6
Mick Goudy, Cannon Falls , •!! 150
10 136
Jirn Kindselh, Kenyon
Bob Eckles, SI . Charles . . ... ! 122
Bob Bremer, Cannon Falls IV 131

25.1
17.3
17.0
14.0
13,1

CENTENNIAL

13.7
13.4
13.6
13.6
11.9

Ron Johnson, Faribault Deaf 4 104 26.0
Dennis Iverson, Wabasha .. 7 141 23.0
Pete Ekstrand, Wabasha . . 7 134 19.1
102 17.0
Don Presnall, Randolph . 4
Tom Gorman, Goodhue , , . . 1 1 182, 14.5
Bob Tittrington, Elgin . . . . 8 128 16.0
Steve Richardson, Elgin ,. 8, 120 15.0
Mike Poop, Randolph -V • ¦¦ ¦ * . ¦•'' J 4.7
Clayton Copple, Maieppa .. 8 104 13.0
Rich Schuth, Wabasha .. . :. '7 . - ¦ 80 11,4
¦
WASIO.I A 7 ¦;, ¦-; . ": .

Roger KKaemer,

.

¦ Dodge Center
»
8
Dan Proesehel , Hayfield
Wayne Carney, : Pine Island 10:
¦ :¦ **
Merlin Cordes, Byron
.11
Pal Smith,; West Concord
Ron Zltzow, . Oover-Ey.ota , . S
i
Bill Bonser, Dodge Center
10
Grant Hoven, Wanamingo
10
Dean Hoven, Wanamingo
Don Mlllerlno, Pine Island 10

175"
152
188
149;
166
73 .
86
141
138
134

Bob Gucrthler, Gale-Ettrick 6
Les Muenzenbcrger, Bangor 10
Gory Herbert, Trempealeau 10
7
Bob Anderson, Holmen
10
Bud Benusa , Arcadia
Dave Uvenson, Holmen . . 9,
Sieve Oofllnson ,
.10
Gale-Eltrjek ' . ' .
10
Tom Peek, Onalaska
10
Gordy Horstman, Bangor
Onalaika
10
Ron Smith,

128 JU
194 19.«
193 19.3
135 19.3
173 17.3
156 17.3
161 U;l
158 15.8
157 15.7
155 15,5

11
John Stohr, Alma
John Lawsdn, Pepin .. :¦. . . '11
. . . 11
Mike Moham, Alma
Maynard Krai, Taylor .. . 10
9
Mike Latlo , Falrchlld
9
Randy. Julien , ' Fairchild . ' '
9
tlcniiis Blang, Fairchild
10
Rruco Martin, Arkans.iw
10
Curt Younqbauer , Alma
10
Brian Krciblctv Alma

220
217
191
172
153
138
134
14?
131
117

JO.O
19.7
17.4
17.2
17.0
15.3
15.1
14.2
12.1
11 .7

Dean Dale, Blair
Gene Jankc, Alma Center
.
Dick Osborn, Augusta
¦
fenqer Tollefson ,
Eleva-Strum
Bruce Ausderau, Whitehall
Lyle Soil , Osseo
, 9
Tom Clark, Auquslo
Tlm Bue , Eleva-Strum .
Jim Collins, Alma Center
Hal Chedestoi' , C F C

19'
195
175

19.»
19.S
19.4

10
9
11

tliin Lanqlois, Durand
Dale Harsclilip, tturmd
Dnnn Wilde, Lewlston
Sieve Kent, Mondovi
Joo Lnnaloll, Durnnrl

1? 216
10 157
9 123
10 136
12 158

COULEE

WEST CENTRAL

'¦•' . . ¦ . DAIRYLAND .;

10
10
9

177 17.7
Ml U.I
179 16.3
14S 16.1
10 157 15.7
10 150 15. 0
II HJ 14. 4

INDEPENDENT S

RI-STATE

Don Larson,
Onalaska
Luther
Herb Poeschcl. Lima SH
John Bill. Wabasha
11
St. Felix
Denny Fenton,
. Rolllnqstone
Ron nrccklrah, Onnlaska
Luther
Bill Brunner , Lima SH
Ken Sfratman, Onal Luther
Dave Arnoldy , Rolllnqstone
nwinis Lr-inki', Onal Luther
Joi- Tnllelson,
1
Caledonia Lorollo . 1

IM
190
tl.l
16 ,6
15.1
14.6
J4.J
14.1
13.8
13.4

5
9

lt. D
15.7
13.7
13 .4
13.1

*"> '*.«
143 15.»
171 15 7
94

7
»
9
5
7
5

13.4

«6 13.1
117 13.0
41 13.3
"4 12.0
57 11.4
133 11.3

OH-OH!
007
IS BACK!

the conference 5-3 overall ) concentrating on a winning rebounding effort.
By its coach's admission, Calr
edonia is neither quick nor
de^p. These are two assets
Houston possesses.
"We have to outshuffle them
in the rebounding department ,- '
assesses Warrior boss Felix
Percuoco. v "And when we get
it off the hoard; -we have to
work for that good shot under
the baskfet. And we can 't get
into foul trouble. "
'.' ¦That is no understatement,
since Caledonia will be forced
to combat a nine-man Houston
team with six men. .
.''Houston is quick and aggres^
sive," illustrates Percuoco.
"And those- boys can shoot —
run press and ; shoot, that's
their game."
Houston's Jim Harvey vis
quick to agree , pointing out that
right now he feels his club's
pressure game has progressed
to a fine point.
_ "If we aren 't ready now , "
says he, "we never will be. But
this one is no pushover . I feel
you have to win the one at
Rushford (Houston did 55-44 ) ,
but this game : is just as im;
portant. ''

Kaat Signs
For Modest
Pay Raise

MINNEAPOLIS . m :' - ' Jim
Kaat , a hold-out a year ago,
agreed to the first terms
offered him by club Presiident . Calvin Griffith Monday
and signed his vi966 baseiball
contract with the Minnesota
twins. '
the big, 26-year old left-handed pitcher , who compiled an 1.811 record in the Twins' American League pennant - winning
season of 1965, said he was
happy with Griffith's initial offer of a "moderate raised"
It was estimated that Kaat received a $5 000 pay hike
¦ from
^
$28 ,000 to $33,000.
:'¦' ¦""'
Griffith said Kaat earned ; the
raise , adding:
"I think he was one of the
outstanding boys on any club
last year. He pitched a lot of
times when he was sick and his
arm was sore . He showed us he
had the guts to go out there
and battle people. ".
Despite tendonitis in his left
elbow over a six - week span
in mid-season . Kaat started
more games (42 ) than any Twins
pitcher in '65 . He had a 2.83
earned run average with 154
strikeouts in 264 1-3 innings.
Griffit h' s only advice to him
was "to get a little smarter and
get a little more finesse. "
Also signed Monday were
Ted Uhlaender , an outfielder
who led the Pacific Coast
League with a .340 batting average at Denver last year , and
Jim Jankins. a shortstop who
hit .220 at Wilson in the Carolina
League.

Satan Chasers
Unbeaten in VB
YMCA VOLLEYBALL

W
Salon Chaseri 4
Setter Uppon 3
ASCO
J

»,«>MM
PANAVISWN*
|HtiJl!IMillil;l|--y!UNtrED ARTISTS

mm
STARTS

WED.

>

t(

MiniK'soln Colleges

fl, John 'i 74. Concordia «».
Macaluittr 47, MlnneioU-Dulnlh 41
OuiUvui Aclolphui It, Hamlin* il
lorn ts, st. Mary'i tl, overtime .
Mlnol 74, MovvllU 71.
Norlharn II , Orn. Stadia 53.
BASr
Lalayiiltt m/, Dalawara 70.
Sttubanvllla *i , Gannon ll.
SOUTH
Aubun j|, ramiaiMt as.
Waitarn Ky. 41, Morthttd SI ,
Murray 7f, Haatarn Ky, 71, ot ,
Bail Carolina 17, VMI 11,
MIDWEST
Indiana tl, Iowa tl.
Ohio U. M, taattla 71.
Daylon H, St. FrancU, Pa, u.
Kan, Data »4, Max, Olympic* 44,

¦.

-

It took a youngster to get Winona keglers out of t h e
doldrums Monday night and if
not for a sticky nine pilT he
might have'^ written his name in
the national record books;
Dave Ruppert , a 16-year-old
sophomore at Cotter High
School, blazed a 257—696 series
jin the Coihmunity League at the
1Westgate Bowl. ;
Ruppert's coutit is second only
to Gord y Fakler's 704 in the
city this year^.'.¦ ;

DAVE RUPPERT
Youngster Shows 'em

Dave openeEITlie night with a
respectable 206 game . and followed thiat with a 233. After
picking up spare's in the first
two frames of his third game,
he pitched eight straight strikes.
But on his second ball in the
10th , the nine-pin didn 't even
Wiggle on a pocket hit and
Dave had to settle for four pins
short of a 700. A 168 average
bowler who also fires for the
Ruppert 's Grocery family team
on Wednesday, nights in the
Men's; League at Westgate, it
was Ruppert's biggest single
game and biggest series of his
six-year bowling career.
Behind his effort , the Sunbeam Bread team charged put
in . front in the league with a
:3,048 series^ fourth high in the
city this yeaV. It came on
games of 1,073-973-1,002. .
Ruppert's series wasn't the
only big count iri the cityyEmil
Nascak held up the prestige of
the "old-timers" with a 265—657
for-v Hotel Winona in the City
League at HaMtod.
Emil's 265, built around seven straight strikes . Was the
highest of his career and placed

*

EMTIt NASCAR ; .;
In a Losing Cause

WSC WRESTLING
MEET CHANGED
Winona State College's
dual wrestling meet with
Luther College at. Decorah ,
Iowa , has been set back to
Thursday 7 The meet was
originally set for tonight.

Pm ^

him in a seventh place tie this WINON A ATHLETIC CLUB J
season. His 657 was his first 600 Monday — John Cierzan sliced
count of the year , but it was a 588 and Rich Schreiber toppled
tainted victorj- as Hotel Winona 244 both for Ahrens-Plait Oil
lost all three games to KWNO Co., but team laurels went to
which totaled 2,920 behind Joswick's
¦¦ Fuel¦ &¦: Oil with 1,073Adolph Horstmari's 241—600 and 2,908.. . ' .. ' . . . ••
Go Getters — League leadJim Konkel 's 263^-600y
Biib's Beer bit .1 ,008 for high ing E.B.'s Corner slapped 853team single, and Carl Fischer 2,510 behind Eleanor
¦ ¦' '' ¦Hansen'i
' .;: '
came up with 602. Ed Kauphus- 182-516.
HAL-ROD: Park Ret Jt.
man hit a 599 errorless aind
George Kratz a 538 of the same Girls — Wild Cats fired 623-1,195 to lead the team shooting,
vintage.
The other other 600 in the city while Carol Lilla came up with
a 262 two-game series^for TUI
came."out of the VFW loop at
Stars and Betty Koopman hit
Hal-Rod where Ray Gabrych
141 for Hit & Runners.
downed 236—603 for Wason ^ WESTGATE : Ladies '
— EleaHamm's counted 995 and Bun- nore Loshek tumbled a 224-506
ke's APCO hit 2,778:: v
errorless to pace Winona TypeBetty Schoonover led the dis- writer to 907-2,575! Mary Jo
taff side in the Pin Topplers Grulkowski toppled 523 for
at Westgate with her 539 for Grulkowskj Beauty Shop, and
Winon a Paint & Glass. Wally 's Alice Spalding smacked a. 507.
socked 885—2,619, while Irene
Alley Gater's — Carolynn
Bronk 's 213 was high single for Gerth hit 499 for Nash' s, and
Gerry McLaughlin laced 209 for
Coca Cola.
; Other 500s went to Bonnie Feriske's Body Shop. Mohan 's
Webster with a 521, Irlene Window & Siding totaled 907.
trimmer with 509, Betty Engr
lerth with 507 and Helen Eng- World Flywei ghi
lerth with 507. Both Mary Hen- Title Bouf Set Back
gel and Vivian E: Brown conTOKYO (AP)-The championverted the 3-7-10 Split.
ship fight for the vacant world
REDMEN: Monday Nite - flyweight title between ArgenHenry Fegre sparked Doerers tina 's Horacib Accavallo qnd
to 994-2.746 with his 212-552. Al Japan 's Hiroyuki Ebihara haa
Maynard converted the 2-7-8-10 been postponed for at least 2V4
split. •
months, it was announced todav.

(3BUY NOW
AND SAVE?
WINTER CIEAT

Firing in . the annual Winona Women 's Bowling Association
scored 608. She then teamed with Sue - Czaplewski to hail
tournament will begin at 2 p.m. Saturday;
down the doubles title with 1,124. The all-events: title went
And by the time shooting ceases Jan. 27, a record number
to Romy Maliszewski with ." 1,693. ' ¦.'
of entries in each division ,will have competed.
While bowling will get underway in the team divisions
The team event this year has seen an increase of 14
Saturday at 2 p.m. — 4, 6:30 and 9 p.m. shifts will also be .
quintets, according to WWBA secretary Irlene trimmer , who
held that day. Sunday 'Shifts ; will .-'be run at 12:45, 3, 6:30 and .
right now has to rank as one of the busiest women in the, city. .¦. 9Vp;' ni; .
Association officers this year, sought record totals to
A .total of 16 teams will wind up the 6:30 p.m. shift Monday
help their state tournament bid. The bid will be made this
with singles and doubles competition beginning at 9 p.m.
year
for the J967 . meet.
Singles and doubles will carry through the 9 p.m. shift
¦
'. . ' ¦. ¦ ' In addition , to the 14-tearn increase, doubles
are up 36
Thursday, with bowling each night at 6:30 and 9.
¦
• duos and singles hayej nereased by 72in^ . ;¦ •. ' . .;
In conjunction with the tournament; the first city bowling
this year 's tournaA total of 140 teaw^s are entered
tournament will be staged in both girls and boys divisions,
ment. There are 153 double, sets and 306 singles competitors.;
The meet, which also . will be held at Westgate, will be run
Mrs. Trimmer has not yet completed all-events listings. :
. Saturday . morning with shifts ' at 9 arid 11 a.m;
While the tournament schedule is listed in today's Daily
Mrs. Trimmer has stated that city tournament bowlers
are to.report no later thairi 15 minutes before they are sched¦ News, no mention, of. team classification ; was made because
:• bowlers were tardy in getting them in . Mrs. Trimmer has
uied to compete. . ;
said that classifications will be posted at Westgate Bowl —
She also has set Feb. 12 as the day for the awards banthe tournament site — by the time action opens Saturday.
quel. It will be held at the American Legion Memorial Club
1 V A year ago at Hal-Rod Lanes, Bakken Construction took
beginning at 7 p;m. :
the Class "A" team title with a 2,607 total and Super Saver
WWBA officers , in addition to Mrs. Trimmer , are presiwon the Class "B" meet with 2,590.
y
dent Helen Nelson , vice president Larry Donahue . treasurer
The defending singles , champion is Rita Tropple , who
.
Lois Lilla and sergeant at arms Joan Wiczek.

I

'"

Trig newest concept In winter driving y^^'T*'* 1'"
. safety... studded Winter Cleats are the next best thing
on dry pavement. Nearly 100 tungsten shafts remain recessed In
their silos under normal driving conditions...perform smoothly,
quietly. But when traction is needed, they thrust out to give you •
new world of safety and confidence.V

—WWBA Tournament ScheduleSaturday, Jan. 22

B—Ken 's Hardware—Mon., WO
.
?—Commodore Club—Wed., WG
IB—Winona Rug Cleaning—Fri., HR
11—Vets Cab-T»urs., HR
1J—Schmidt's Beer—Thurs., RM
13—Schlitz Beer (Houston)—Mon., HL
14—Hughes Oil Co. (Houston)—Mon. , HL
15—Winona KnlHors—Thurs., AC
16—Midland Co-op—Mon., WO " .
4:30 p.m.
1—Home Furntluro—Tues., HR
5—Poianc Trucking—Tues., HR
3—Ed Buck's Camera—Tues., HR
4—DoLuxe Bcauly Shop—Wed., WO
S—Montgomery Wards—Mon ., WG
*— Houston Creemery—Mon., HL

¦
. 1 p.m.
1—Mlller 'i Scrap Iron—Thurj ., RM
5—Standard Lbr.(a|t.)—Tuet., HR
J—Queens—Sun., WG
?-Viking Sewing Mac/i.r-Frl., HR
5-Wally's Sweethoarti—Thurj., AC
«—Teamsters—Fri ,. HR
7—Kachler Aulo Body—Thuri., AC
t— Kramer » Toys—Mon ., Ac
»-MBrchanls Bank—Wed., WG
10—jeanctle 's Beauty Shop—Mon., WO
II—Bakken Const . Co.—Thurs., HR
IJ-Bob Stein Oil-Thurs., AC
II—Hamm's Beer—Thurs., WO
14-KAGE—Thurs., WG
II— R D. Cone Co . (.lit.)—Tuos., HR
16—Coca-Cola (aft,)—Tues., HR

* p.m.
1—Tempo—Fri., AC
1-M«rchflnts Bank—Thurs., RM
S-Stove ' s Loungo— Fri., HR
4—Federated Mutual—Fri,, HR
l-Schmldt's . Beer—Fri., HR
?—Black Horse T.wcrn—Fri., HR
7-Jon Lee—Fri., WG
Vl-Bittncr Oil Co.—Fri., AC
»-Dlck's Marine—Frl „ AC
10-Worklng Glrli-Tues., WG
U-Ctiapln ' s Sausage—Thurs., HR
11-Wcstgatc Gals-Moil., WG

7—Jordan 's-Wed., WG

¦i
j

4:30 p.m.
•
1-Dorn' s IGA-Prl., HR
J-Watklns Products , Inc. —Thurs., HR
J~Sporlsman's T,ip~Thurs„ WO
4-Hot Fish Shop-T|iurs., AC

3-Schlllr Beer-Wed , WG

«—Skelly Gals—Wed., WG
7-BI,wche ' s Tavern—Frl ., HR
L
W L
] l a-Miinkato Bor-We<t „ WG
.0 Net lUngori
»—Winona
Industries—Wed., AC
1 Watklm
0 i
1 Trl-B«nkir»
0 4 10-Sunticam Swoola—Wod „ WG
11-Golli Pharmacy—Wed., WO
U~Togs 'n' Toys-Tuts., HR
lJ-Grahom & McOu|p»«!-Mon., AC
14-tantern—Thuri**5c
1J-M. Choate A Co.—Fri., HR
14-Mohnm 's Window S. Sld'g—Mori., WO
» p.m..
t~Lawrcni Furniture— Thurs ., WO
1-E.B.s Corner—Mon ., AC
J—Coiy Corner—Fri., WO
4—Pappy ' s—Thurs., WG
5—Linahan 's Inn—Tues., MR
?-Gnldon Frog—Tuos,, HR
7~Poots—Tues,, HR
1— nudwelscr Isonr—Thurs ,, HR
r
J-Nash's—Mon., WO
10~Watkowskl' s—Fri., WG
II—Winona Typewriter—Mon ,, WO
U-Haddad' »-Mon., WO
U-rhe Dollies—Sun., WO
14— Brem 's Souvenir—Thurs ., HR
IJ-Grove 's Eye Glass Cleaner—
Thurs ., WG
H-Jcrry 's Auto Sales—Thurs., WO

Basketball
Scores

-

16-Yedr-Old
Smashes 696

: '.;: ^
'
.Women
a
t:Westgate
:.
. '' '
'

Satan Chasers remained undefeated in the YMCA BusinessMen 's Volleyball circuit Monday
night by trimming winless Watkins 15-11 and 15-9 in a pair of
contests.
Setter Uppers and ASCO remained only one game behind
with easy victories .
Setter Uppers downed TriBankers 15-10 and I.>-12 , while
ASCO .squeezed by Net Hangers
15-13 in the first game and then
laced them 15-7 in the nightcap.

ffllMUWW aUM.-

SEANCONNEtV
THUNDERBALi;

eight in a row to start the sea- game winning streak over Michson, suddenly has found itself , igan Tech.
charging to three consecutive "We just had some calls go
NIC triumphs to lead the league. against us that hurt us," said
That is the position Campbell Campbell of the loss to Moorand the :Warriors hoped to find head. "We shot well , 47 percent
themselves in at this point, but from the field and 80 percent
a disappointing performance from the foul line, but they shot
against Moorhead elided a two- 48 and : 90,
"The kids weren't pleased
with the loss, and . neither was
I, but I told them we're, still
in good shape with two wins..
Now we have to get back on
the track."
And that's the big job facing
Winona State tonight at 8 p.m.
Bethel poses a worthy test
although 6-10 Don Moore is no
longer a member of the squad.
Moore 's position has been taken
Caledonia, because of its by 6-5 freshman Ron Pederson ,
height, will pose a problem to giving Bethel a starting lineup
that is about the same size as
the smaller . Hurricanes.
Winona.
While . Harvey yvili start 540
Doug Poppe, 6-0 Steve Botcher "They 've played a lot of zone
and 6-0 Chuck Poppe in his defense so far ,'- said Campbell.
haven't run into much zone
front line, Percuoco will count- "We
yet this year. But other than
er with 6-3 Jack Hauser , . 6-3 that, I don
't know too much
Burl Haar and 6-2 Bruce Den- about them."
niSon. The Warriors also own an
adviantage at guard with 6-1 Jon The Warriors lineup will have
Ask and 5-11 Paul Wagner op- the same look it has had 'for
the past two weeks with Mike
posing 5-10 Bruce Carrier and Jeresek,
Tim Anderson, Gary
5-lOv Rick Schnaufer . v
Petersen and Dave Meisner fillWhile Caledonia 's v reserve ing put four starting spots , and
strength lies in 6-0 Bruce Han- J. D . Barrtette and Dennis : Morsen, Houston has numbers in gan alternating at the fifth;
5-11 Harold Lietzau , ^lO Craig . 'We've got to get this one ,"
Poppe , 5-9 Marlin Carrier and emphasized the WSC coach.
6-0 Craig Bedore. V
VAfter the Mankato . game
"That group doesn 't have Saturday, we go on the road
much finesse, but the boys are for four games and we'll, have
scrappy, " ; says Harvey. "They to do the job away from .hbme.".
don't score, too much , but they And the momentum .of two
play good defense. We feel straight victories,v . with No 1
coming tonight , would be the
we. have the bench." y
Percuoco knows this. He also best companion the Warriors
knows he must do it with six. could take to opponents ' gyms.
We have to . keep those kids
The Atlanta Brave's will open
in there," he says . "We just
can't get into; foul trouble. This their new park with three weekone is going ; to determine how end exhibition games against
we do the rest of the way. "
the New York Yankees, April
It is, as we said , a big game, 8, 9 and 10: The first two .games
a big game for both.
will be under lights. ¦

1
i

S—Williams Annex (ove.)-Tues., HR
9—Mankato Bar—Tues., HR
10—von Rohr Drugs—Wed., WO
11—Golden Brand—Wed., WO
U—Winona Insurance—Thurs., HR
13—curly ' * Floor Shop—Fri., AC
14—Lang's Oar—Wed., AC
15—Merl' s Market—Wed., WO
14—Sammy 's Pijja—Tues., HR
1 p.m.
1—Coiy Corner—Tuet., HR
j—The Dolls—Sun., WG
3-Hol Brau (aft.)-Tues., HR
4—Springer Signs—Thurs., WG
5-Wincrafl-Ttiurs., HR
4—Winona Truck Leasing—Thurs., WG
7—Masonry Mlk»—Fri., AC
ft-Pluosant Valley—Wed ., AC
1—Seven-Up (-all.)—Tues ., HR
10—Hal-Leonard Music—Thurs., HR
II—Sammy 's Plua—Thurs ,, WO
|S~Loulso 'sT Frl., HR
13—Randall' s—Thurs,., WO
H-Sam ' s Dlrc<t Sorvlco-Thuri , WO
15—Local ll-Hrl.. AC
14—Sieve 's Loungo—Mon., AC-

Mon<lay, Jan, 21
4:10 p.m,
1-Brolllow 's (all.)—Tuos., WO
I 7-Sludlo Olrl (alt.l-Tuei , WQ
3-Blue Tuesday (all . )—Tuos ,, WO
, 4-Fllnlstones '«(a(t .)-Tuos., WO
5—Fenske ' s B ody Shop—Mon., WO
6—Curly ' s Floor Shop—Mon., WO
7- Graham «. McOuire—Fri., HR
»-Haddad's Cleaners—Tuns., HR
9-Walklns M<iry King—Mon., WO
10—Main Tnvorn—Mon., WG
11—Winona Insurance—Mon,, WO
I J-Coca-Cola—Man,, WO
13-Wlnona Paint & Glass -Mon,, WO
14—Lakeside Cllco— Mon,, WO

15 -Wally 's- Men.,

WG

14--Homornlk' »— Mon., WO
DOgBLES WITH SINGLES
TO FOLLOW

-\l<ui(lay, J IIti. 24

1 P.m.
1—Alice llauer • Jana Nowlan Joyce llurlioch
ll:4)i p.m ,
3—Lo|s Sthachl • Ruth Armstrong ¦
1—St . Clalrs-Tliurs ., HR
Emmy Hcmmolman
1—Hal-Leonard—Thurs., WO
3-Tholma Solio • Helen VnndraseK •
Francos Knoska
1-ciark a Clark lall l-Tues ., HR
4—Dolores Brom ¦ Florence Thompson •
4—Williams Annox—Mon., WO
3—Circle "O" Ranch-Mon „ AC
Mary Serwa
9—Alice Spalding - Eleanor Loshek 4—Satrahek' s Menls-Mon., WO
7- Schmldl' s Boor-Frl,, WG
Elaine Ncltike
4-Forn Olrtlir ¦ paulln* Cummings •
l-rnltralh's Palnts-Thurs,, RM
Cln IHO llamhenek
» -Boland's - Wort., WQ
10—Bay Slate-Wed., WO
7—Donna Spalding - Marcla Anderson •
Denlse Myska
II—Hardt' s Music—Tliurt., WG
11-United Building center—Wed,, WO
•—Gene Chuchna - Phyllis Thurley •
11—Square Deal-Wed.. AC
Louisa Livingston
14-Ed Phillips & Sollt-Wed., AC
t—Orace Burley ¦ Pat Kube •
11— Sprlnudale Dairy—Thurs., HR
Rlcanor Hansen
H—Orulkowskl Beauty Shop—Mon,, WO ' It—Alice Ford - Allc* Lynch •
1 p.m,
Dorothy Stoos
1—Winona Plumblno—Mon,, AC
11—Anne Beranck - Romona Hilda1 -Marlgold Dairies—Thurs., HR
brand! - Alvina Meier
l~Cu|llgan 's-.TIiur» „ WO
11- Winnie Tusl ¦ Cell Clsowslil ¦
4—Lake Cenler Swllch-Thurs , WO
Mary Priytarikl
H-Raddl-KHowall- Tuas., HR
11- Dolores Thompson - Shalla Hlslove •
4—FC Badgers (alt,)-Tuti „ HR
Carol Styba
?-Hamm '» Batr (all.)—Tuei„ HR
14—Judy Ntdoba . Carol Jackili •

Sunday, Jan. 2.')

I
Bett y Jasicwskl
| . 15—Sally Wager • June Eikelson •
¦
Orvllla Ludwltike . . ¦ ¦ ' ¦
16— Peart . Peplinski • Ruth Buego ¦
Sophia Dienger
j

Tuesday, Jan. 25

' . -¦
4:30 p.m..
1— lla Wascka - Berlha Schmitt ¦
Harriet Klchner
J—Mllly Danielson ¦ Mary Girtler •
Mabel Glaunert
3—Vera Bell . Helen Selke Elayne Lilla
4— Joann Troke - Donna Langowski Marcle Langowski
5—Irene Schultz .- Barbara Beeman Mitzie Troke
4—Carolee Stenrel - Marlene Halllday •
Marge Remain* •
7—Mary Sl.llka . Sylvia Hasslnger Elaine Wieczorek
I—Janice Gady ¦ Bonnie Webster •
. Mona Maliszewski
»—Marge Moravec - Jo Biltgen ¦
Mona Florin
10—LaVonne Ozmun • Lonnle Kuhlman •
Bernlce McElmury
11—Ruth Wegman - Doretta Schulli •
Joanne House
11—Betty McDonald • Janice Draikowskl ¦ Jam Sherman
11—Betty Sievers ¦ Jean Plait Sue Plait
14— Dorothy Ahrens • Carol Gunderson • Virginia Kramer
15—Gerry McLaughlin - Elaine Wild ¦
Carol Fenske
16— Pal Orossell - Arlene Kesslar •
Jan Wieczorek

10—Marge Kaslmor • Esther Hardt .
; Florence Loedlng
11—Helen Kowaleskl • Margl* McOuire .
Nqncy. Harders
' 13—Joan Hnppel - Mary Jo Orulkowskl Helen Orulkowskl
13—Grace Brokaw • Marilyn Dragowlck - Arlene Clsewskl
!
15—Donna Baab - Bernie* Kretz •
!
Dianne Hardtka
14— Marlon Tullus - Belty Schoonover ¦
Vivian H. Brown ,

Wednesday, llan. 26

^
9:00 P.M.
1—Betty Biltgen - Virginia Schumlnskl Bernadlne Redalen
1—Shirley Squires - Jill Ichumlnskl •
Mary Pasky
1— Rlla Tropple - Sua Czaplewski Catherine Fischer
4—Ginny Cieminski - Mary Hizelton .
Ann Biesanz
J— Sherryl Shealy . Ruth Olson •
Larry Donahue
4—Hope Dennis . Pal Foster •
Mary Douglas
7—Eleanor Stahl • Bvelyn Fri* •
Betty Mlynczak
I—Ruth Kukowtkl ¦ Delores Vaughn •
Orvllla Cl'.ewskl
t—Theresa Fakler - Florence Holz .
Marian Fort
10—Irene Pozanc - Dolly Watenbac h •
Juanita Serwa
11—Helen Nelson - Bubbles Weaver •
Beverly Schmitt
11—Diane Hufl - Joann* O'Reilly ¦
Shirley Lockwood
13-Henrlelta Young-Sue Glowc iewskl •
Shirley Kauphusman
14-Carol Ives - Qrlana Kittle Jackie Blngold
1J— Joan* Hackbarlh ¦ Margaret
MrNally - Pat Kramer
16—Marge Patklewlcz - . Jan Toy* .
Irene Herman

Tuesday, Jan. 25

» p.m.
I—Jean Hubbard • Lois HIpps •
VI Nyscth
I—Edith Tschumper . Leslie Kraga i
Irene Bronk
1— Donna Callus ¦ Mary Emmons Rose Joswlck
4— Marcle Wlecmrak > Arlene Sobock •
Shirley Gohlhnarl
5—Ella Rett - Marl* Kltdrowlkl .
Bernlce Willi
4— Martha Briesath - Barbara Weinberger ¦ Lucllla Jackson
7—Joyce Hengel ' • Mary Hengel .
Allrlcda Fuglla
*~Oernlce E<i0Br' • Lora Kani .
Esther Ki'lm
I—Oernactine Revolr - Jean Revolr •
Marvuun Brang
II- Eloyce Hock
Jean Jumbeck Beverly Porter
|l-Marge Poblockl - Oladys O'Neill •
Betty Redlg
17—Lois Ledebuhr - Mllly Oernai Judy Plait
ll—isuuntes woouen • Deny oranaes •
Dawn Brandes
14—Phyllis Slnifer • Sharon Muras ¦
Doris Olerok
15— Gertrude Oabrych ¦ Helen Banlckl •
Marceila Thllmsny
14—Agnis Burqrnalr • Marl* Ellison •
Ruth Blank

Wi'diifsilny, Jan, 2«
1— Rosemary Wlricziiwskl ¦ Ruth
Clennn - Rlla Ramciyk
2-Shirley nielrlch ¦ Riilh Buerk Judy Jasuwskl
3 Kay Theurer
Beverly Wagntr Doris nay
4—Jan Luhlnskl - Jean Lubinski •
I.conn Lubinski
9—Coll Leljk - Marie McDonald .
Palma Stanlslowikl
4-Marle Walchak - Blsla Hoist •
Audrey Graham
7 - V i v i a n Albert ¦ Adel* Wentworlh •
Yvonne Lindquist
I Knlie Stein
Elaine Smith ¦
Nancy Springer
¦
f—Elsie Dersth
Fren Pederson •
Pal ellinghuysen

Experience worry-free winter driving with Studded Winter Clert Nygem
. .... Angled for action... studded for stopping.

Look at these SavingsJ

^^^»WINTER TIRE
\ w___M ^oC(Cv^

;

t
I
I
l

Joan Kublcek
(?-'Oerry Schercr . L*nor* Klagg * .

Ruth Novolny
15— Carole Gardner - Nancy Alampl •
Mllly Llca
16—Elinor Hal* - Marcalla
Burmelstcr • Eslher Schmidt
Last doubles —
Joan Heltmnn and Cora Englewiti

Thiirsdny, .Inn, 27

»:00 P.M.
f—Margnrel Carlson - Join Benson •
Vilas Loken
10— Lela Jannsen - Marjorl* Le* .
Shirley Kappaul
11—Elvers Allred • Louise
Prondilmkl - Mary Renswkw
17—Andrea Flligerald • Judy Bauer •
Lorraine Cieminski
1>- Dorolhy Adams - Evelyn Kultt .
Maxlne Stinocher
, 14—Wlnnl* Drwall ¦

•

full four

ply

Nylon construction

VBS ' na $1^177
MOUNTING
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i

I
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SA VE EVEN MORE

ratroada suit yotir driving neadt ..*

\ famous GENERAL

IKR/AFTREAD

Tliursdav. .Ian. 27

4:30 P.M.
1—Irene Oosfomskl • Dorothy tleyhon •
Gertrude Suchomel
1-Irene Janikowski • Oorli Olrtler .
Sue Steiner
1—Marianne O'Brien • Yvonn*
Carpenter • Vivian E. Brown
4- Is.ibclli Rozek • Betty Bnglerlh •
Helen Englerth
5—Barbara Poranc
-Mela Lilla •
Esther Poianc
4—Irlene Trimmer • Janice Troppi* .
Betty Beranek
7—Alice Stevens • Betly Thrune .
Donna Wnuk
»— Sharon Puli ¦ Sue Schreiber >
. Mary Monahan
?—Joan Wlciek • Lois String* .
Patricia Brang
10-Betty Schulti • Lois Lilla •
Judy Przytarski
11-Ruth Lilla - Annette Wieczorek .
Cornell* Podlaskl
U—Emerlne Weaver • Ann Banick) .
Cell Edel
11- June Daloska . Eleanor* Orlesel ¦

GENERAL

>^^^
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MUD .SNOW

At CIOM te ¦ turn
HraMintrMd

I

~
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f
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Waw-Tlr* Mtlaar*, Perforraanca — at % frac<

WILLARD

BMTERIES
¦
I
mm $11« I *(p*

HH • Complete coverage for all American made cart
Hi'Passenger, cocnmotcial, and marine batteries awillaMt

UNLIMITED

¦¦

§

¦
^^

A Wlnone Own«d and Operated Firm

f m--mm_ KALMES
TIRE
SERVICE
V ^^

108-114 W. Ind St.
"Since 1917"
Phone 2847
Op»n 7 «,m to 6 p.m. — Saturdays 'til $ p.m.
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Faulkner Quits
As Vikings'
Defensive Coach

¦
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V;; 25 ?B 75; ' good V and choice 26 . 50-28 00;
choice and' prime shorn' slauqhFoss, in holding up the trans- ijI package
ter lambs with , mostly . No. 1 pelts
action that sent the two mam- ' 27 .75.

year;

Stocks Higher
Trade Heavy;
Motors Lead

NEW YORK (AP)-The stock
market pushed further into record high ground early this afternoon under strong leadership
by aerospace defense issues,
airlines , motors and steels;
Trading was heavy as ' stocks
continued a relentless push to
new records despite considerable profit taking in Various sections of the: list.
The market Ayas buoyed by
record industrial production and
personal income reported ; for
December , a jump in wholesale
prices, rising prices for copper
products, and a continued climb
in steel production.
Those factors plus the prospect of a continuing military
struggle , in Viet Nam and'".the
settlegreater-than-expected
ment-terms of the New York
'

'

Both averages were well
above historic closing highs
they made Monday.
U.S. Steel , General Motors
and Ford rose nearly v a point
each. Up a full point were
Chrysler , International Nickel
and VSCM Corp.
Prices rose, in heavy trading
on the American v Stock Exchange.
Corporate and U.S. . Treasury
bonds were mostly unchanged,
Small fry usually enjoy cinnamon toast, and it's quick; and
easy to prepare . Just sprinkle
buttered toast with a sugar-cinnamon mixture, if you want to
keep this spicy combination on
hand,., shake; together in a jar
a cup of sugar and a couple of
tablespoons of cinnamon ; cover
tightly. ;

GRIN
AND
BEAR
IT
¦ ¦¦
¦
¦
¦

¦" • : '

. '

DENNIS THE MENACE

Transit strike fed Inflationary
fears and prompted more buying of stocks, analysts said .
The Associated Press average
of 60 stocks at noon was up 1.1
at 369.9 with industrials up 2.1,
rails up .4 and utilities up .4;
The Dow Jones industrial average at noon was up 4.62 at
994.37.

"

'

'

-
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;

'Cbwe ou,THeyLi. nw us A sooi.
WQAOm INW NAVVJ*
; : V ' V : V B;IG . GEORGEV.

.

1. could probably keep

Foss Squashes
Ouster Rumor;
Cheeks Trade

¦

"Or course Cm for peaceful uses of atomic energy, but I
Warn the government it'll b& war if they try to build a "
power station iri our neighborhood!"

• :

"They 've got brother-and-sister out-fits. "

APARTMENT 3-G

By Alex Kotzky

¦

moth defensive lineman to!
Houston ' in a five-player trade ,
climaxed a day in which he
Swift ' & Company
reaffirmed his position verbally
West Hlflhway 41
and then backed it without comBnylnq tioors . are .Irom B e .rn. to 3;3f
ment by employing his powers
.
¦ j urn. /lAonrlay ttirouoti Friday.
as commissioner.
There will be no calf markets , on Fri
Asked
Monday
afternoon !! days. ' .
about the rumors that the ownThese quoMtions apply as tu noon t*
ers were ' looking to buy up his I 'lav.
¦ confracf , Foss '
!
HOGS .
said :
'¦ Hog market Is sleiidy.
.
'
'
' J7 . 7 S - J H 0 O
"'1 am still on duty and will he
3(,-3B
.
' 37 ,50
190 /70
tomorrow and the next day and
J7.75-78.0O
iTop bulchers 76- "IB
'
the next day. '.'
' 3 3 0O-7 .1.0O
Top srV S '
•
CATTLE
Some eight ' hours ' later , at the I
It
w
cilile
marSel
is
15
cwi|\
hmher.
conclusion of two lengthy ses- !'¦ Pr ime
,
.:•< .5 0-71 71
,
'
? I O t i 75.00
.
sions at the Al'*l, meetings . Fuss 1• Choice V
50-74.00
Good
' ..,.
^ 1.
announced his ' decision to hold ; Sl.lildrtrri
1 9 0 0 - 7 1 50
up the deal that sent Ladd and i utility cows ,
14 00 15 75
Cullers
. . . . 1J.0014.25
Faison to Houst on for linebackVEAL
er Johnny Bilker , defensive ''end 1 The veal m a r k e t h SI hlgfier.
Top choictr S3 00 hlqlier,
Gary Culsinger and defensi\ e
• Ton droit t
,' 1 1 00 .15 00
back ' Pete .laipiess.
Cood ahd choice V.
. "5? 00- in .OO
' .
I
CommcrclJl
It. 00-73 00
.
.
.
.
.
Koss refused to make any
Boners
ISOO-down
comments , on his decision bill I
Itrtivo Fnntls
I
6tW end ol 8lli Street
. did issue this state ment ;
1 t, ll lis. ¦ 10 ft p ir|
t.diir
huy
lnd
rVim
"Pending a thorough investigall.ry. llriOiKiri r r r d .'ry
tion ot the chaises of tamper- j lhrrsir (iiiirhlhim^ i l \ > v \ y t^^ \u noon It*
n v l r - M (rlri- »,- -fin tusls.
ing. 1 am withholding approval I .t/i\
OnniTS rind (nlli-ri it 50
of the trade, I «ini also advising I
Wiiiiiitii K UK M.irlift
|
all parlies concerned that I will
Those (iiMil.ttHlii-, iipirly ns of
in in .nn . lorl.iy
not .tolerate the trying of \h\tM,
; Grmlfi A
'jirrnhol
case in the press by any ot ilie
Gnirle A l|.ir(lv
31
(,i
'75
.
u
l
i
:
A
IllU'lllrJIlll
j
representatives of the 'Houston
15
Or,rili' A (snr.lll)
!
.'
Oilers or San Diego Chargers or
C.l.rile H
'5
15
the personnel of any oilier club ! Crrtlle C
('
'
I
l
(ll'|llll'illlllll
l' lll'llh'l t . Mllll
in the AFL , players included. "

WINONA MARKETS
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By Dal Curtis

. .

5' »
Were it not for a game for- i
»
feited to Hamline five weeks j
',' i
•
'
ago . St. .John's University would
'
be breathing down,St. Thomas ' '.
L
in
the
Minnesot
a
Intercolneck .
3
legiate Conference basketball I
S
4
race.
6
The Johnnies whipped Con- I
7
cordia 74-fifi Monday night to run I
'
their MIAC record to *>- ¦• . comL
Hrjirrl: I
I rr rrr. Id 4 f; [It / 'Itccd S f r l r / r 1
pared wilh St. Thomas' li-0I
itnys. Suhrnit a.rti rnhf lit ii.r n lii.iillnu.
KI'IZKN WOMAN IH'HT
I'
i
itU'W crop hiti Iny)
mark,
5
KITZKN , Minn. (Special) —
No. I b.irley
»1.U
St. John's beat Hamline 7:t-ti:i1
»' t ' Mrs Mmer
Nn.
1
burley
,
, 1.(18
Fruecble. who frais
'
Wl
No
,
I
hurl
i
y
.
on Dec. II hut later fo r feited
lured her wrist in a fall at her |I
VI
tin. 4 linrloy
.
the game because of an inelighome, was taken to (' alednnm i liny Stittn Millinj' f<im|iitii.v
ible player.
Elevator A Grain Prices
.'(immunity Hospital for treatIIIIIII II IHI lurhi'h (it n'nln . wlll b«
The only ot her MIAC defeat
ment . Mrs (' erald Meyer has IheOneriilrilminn
lo.nn dcci'i'teil nl the ele
for St. John's this season was
been a patient at Lutheran llos- V f l l O M
'
I *4
No . I (Kirttierri snrlno wli ml .
74-59 last Saturday night at Guspilal, La Crosse.
Nn , 3 nor thern spririq whr^ rtl , , , , 1 rt?
¦
tavus Adolphus.
NKW YOBK (AIM -- Three
No 3 itnr llwrn 5|ir' 'jH| wnit .it . . . . 1 , Ml
No. 4 nor llliw n -.pr lri(| wlii 'd! . . . . 1 54
In other MIAC action Monday members of the Chicago Black
1 54
No I ll't r rl Wlllli'l wlll' .ll
night , Gustavus trounced Ham- ' Hawks , including Bobby Hull ,
Nn 3 liiinl rtlnlm ui'hi' iil
1 57
Nn . 3 h.ird v^iniiT whn.i l
1 41)
line R8-R7 for a 4-!'. record , a ! the goalscoring leader , have
, 4 li.irrl winlrr wlirdt
No
1.
44
'
NKW YOHK (A P I -- l U S D A )
half step behind St. John 's , while been named lo The Associated
No
1
ryn
1.18
j
Butter ofl'eriiitfs ade(|ii;it«; ; Nn 7 iyn
III
Macalester defeated Minnasntn- ; Press ' National Hockey League |
'Duluth fi7-fii. In non-confe rence j All-Star team tor the opening demand f;iir; |>ric«'.s iinchiitiftcd . i
'
Wholesale e«n offerinus b.-ire. ' cars op B 5H :, i; !
games , St. Mary 's bnwt'd to , half of the I'll'li-tili season
l C !i7 ' v.
Loras of Iowa .fiS-ftf in overtime
Hull , who has ;li i nt>Jtls. was Iv ade<|iiate on luif - e; adn|iinU>
K UKS .slciidy to firm ; wholeand Minnesot a - Morris del rated joined by teammates (ilenn on lialance ; denwiiid ^ood on; sale buy inn prices iinclwmnc'l to
lai'^e and fair on balance to ,
Michigan Tech 72-lil.
'
Hall , a goalie, and defenseniair
; V-i hl(*h<'r ; 7(1 per cent or better
¦
di iv
Ui' iuli. A whites .'IH1 -; mixed
Pierre Pilote plus rinht winger i
(Wholesale s o i l i n g |n ici's 37' y mediums :i:i' y; stiindards
(iordie Howe and cenler Norm i
bused on excliiiiiKe and other ; H,r); din ies iiiK|iiolf.(l ; cheeks 211.
IHlinnn of Ihe Detroit Bed
volume .sales.)
j
W ings and defenseman .Inc'-ues . New York
-¦
spot (|iiolalii)iis :
\ CII|('A (i() I A P I ( USDA)
Lnpeiriere of the
Mont real ]
Slandanls :i8-;i!l%.; cheeks 32- ' Live poultry: wholesale huyiiij*
(Jnnndiiiis.
33 ,
prices iiiiehani'ed; roasters '.l.'i' z
IJllmtin. Ihe circiiil '.y leader
to :>.!} ,- ,i|»eeinl fed wh ite nick fryWhites:
extra
fancy
heavy
By T1IK ASSOCIATKI * PHKSS ! wilh 4:' goals last season, is tbe
wn'ij-hl (47 Ihs lnin i 42' 7 - 4 4 'j , ers M
' - J' A ' i .
The St , Louis Hawks , seem- ' runner-up In Hull with :V> this
fancy metlium (41 Ibs nvor.- iKc i i
ingly cari'iod away with South- ! year, The ,'tT year-old Howe is
CHICAdO (A P ) - - ( USDAI :ir>' ;.-:i7; fancy heavy weight. i 4 7 .
ern hospitality in previous np- [ the NIIL' s career pnee-setler
lbs min i 41 ' -.l.i; medium < 4<l l-olatiN'.s arrivals 116 ; total U. S,
pearanres nt Memphis Ihis sea- j with lill goals , including lfi this j
lbs average i ;M' ;,-35 1 ;,; .smalls, shipments '711; supplies moderson, have fin/illy won in that. ; season ,
ate; demand m(i(ler;ite; miirkcl
| (f;tli lb,s averanc i :I2-:I4.
Tennessee city.
I
for russets sliejitlv weaker;
St. Louis, which made nppo- , from n 5:? 17 halftime deficit and
ClffCAfiO i' .AP'i - - ('hicaan j for round reds sleadv . earlnl
nents feel more than welcome heal Ilie New York Knicks 115 ;Ucreanlile K\cluin«e - Butter track Miles: lilalin russet -I IIIby losing its three previous , 101! in the only N.1?imuil Basket vilOHdy ; wholesale buying prices 4 15 , I'lalio ¦hak 'ei' .V Hi. Minne
gomes at flifl Hawks home ball Association /lelloit Monday j invhimwd; HA score AA 5/1% ,¦ sola North Dakota lied Itiver
awiiy-from-liome , cam* back ' ;night ,
|<i i2 A i>ll%; 110 li Wl ; 11(1 C 5<i'/ii ; I Valley round reds 'l.tHKUO.
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By Ernie Bushmillfer
_^

By Saunders and Ernst

Hull Leads NHL
Star Selections

PRODUCE

Hawks Finally
Win in Memph is

MARK TRAIL

By Ed Dodd

Want Ads
Start Here

GIRL TO ASSIST with general house. work,' private room and bath in lovely
new home. Tel. 9002.

E-14, Jl, it, 31, 42, 43, W 47, 4».
NOTICE
. This newspaper will be responsible
for only one Incorrect Insertion of
any classified advertisement published
In the Wont
Ad , section. . Check
your ad and call 3321 If a correction
must be made.

HOUSEKEEPER
7 ' . ;:. ; . WANTED:- ' V . -

Card of Thanks
~~~

RUPPRECHT—
We wish to express our heartfelt thanks
. and. appreciation for the acts of kindness, messages of sympathy, spiritual
: offering
received . from , our
many
:- 'friends, neighbors and relatives In our
. sad bereavement, the loss of our father
. and. brother. . '. We especially, thank Rev,
Witte for his words of comfort, the organist and choir , those who , , donated
food .' and assisted lis in various ways.v
¦ ' ¦ ¦ - ¦ The Arthur Rupprecht Family
. . .

Vy 4

LOST—a red coin purse In downtown area
Sat. afternoon, containing cash. Re. ward. . Tel. 4332; .
FOUND! Money for rent. You know what
It Is to rent a house or apartment. Well,
you can "rent money'' the same way
' .' for » month, year. 1 years , .-: ,'
with, repaymentV monthly like rent.
-. When you need cash for any worthwhile
, purpose, make MERCHANTS NATIONAL BANK your .loan headquarters!

..

Personals ;

y>7

W E : AR E STILL lacking one waitress in
our dining rooms; If you are 21 or over
. ' and ' Interested ih this position, you . can
¦ work , out the details ' by calling Inn; keeper Ray Ateyer, WILLIAMS HOTEL.
NOON ' SPECIAL WEDNESDAY—Stuffed
: cabbage , parsley buttered potatoes/ salad, roll, butter , beverage. 75c. Sidewalk
. . Cafe, : .Miracle Mall.
SORRY SAL Is how a ' merry: gal. she
used Blue . Lustre rug and upholstery
¦ cleaner. Rent electric shampooer, $1.
. - R. D. Cone Co..
ARE YOU A . PROBLEM DRINKER?—
Man ., or woman your drinking creates
numerous problems . If .you .. . need and
want he/p, . contact • Alcoholics Anonymous, Pioneer Group-c/o General Delivery, Winona, Minn. - V
W|LL . MR. & MRS. Lloyd: Tlbor ' contact Mr'.. Ohlson at Mpls. "phone 112612-333-4541 ' regarding an accident Involving a motorcycl e , ond . a truck on
Hwy. iii on Nov. 19, 1965. Please
call
¦
collect leaving address ' and business
phone .number . . ¦
WHEN YOUR WATCH Is running slow,
RAINBOW is the place to go! 1K W.
¦ 4th. WELCOME ' WINTER CARNIVAL Visitors! For the best-food in town- at budget
prices, slop in and see us. Convenient
. downtown location, open 24 hours every
day except Mon. RUTH'S . RESTAU¦
.
.'. RANT, 126. E. 3rd SC . .
WHEN the weather 's below freezing Is
not the time, to struggle w.lth . a Jacket
zipper, that refuses t o . climb. W. Betlinger ^ Tailor.,

WILL IT BE NICE ' , or plain '. miserable?
Find out- easy. . Local weathe r word Is
always at you r fingertips 24 hours' a
day: TED MAI ES .weather phone 3333.
TRUSSES-^-ABDOMINAL BELTS
SACRO-ILIAC SUPPORTS

GOLTZ PHARMACY
¦ • •'

. 274 E. 3rd V ;' V

, ,

.

, Tel. 2547 .

Business Services ;

14

INCOME TAX RETURNS prepared by
qualified,accountant, reliable service al
reasonable rates.' -201 W. Broadway
and
¦
. Washington. . Tel. 8-3095. .. - .;•
'
:• •; SMALL ENGINE 8, REPAIH
SERVICE
¦
¦
¦
. "- . '
Fast — Economical
ROBB BROS. STORE
' 574 E, 4th .
.Tel. . ,4007

PlumbJng, Roofing

'

; 2J

CALL A PLUMBER. In time and you
won't hove to call the water department about your bill. We 'll slop leaks
before your purse runs dry:

FRANK O'LAUGHLIN
PLUMBING {. HEATING
Tel. 3703
W E. 3rd

Jerry 's Plumbing

Tel. 9394 ,

Female—-Jobs of Interest—26
LADY ' FOR GENERAL housework and
care ol small child. Live in. Wrlle E-45
Dally News.

GRAIN
MINNEAPOLIS (AP ) -Wheat
receipts Won . 444; .year ago 276 ;
trading 'basis unchanged; prices
% lower; Cash spring wheat
basis , No. 1 dark northern , 11-17
protein 1.75-2.01 . Nn. I . hard
Montana 'Wintcr l .fiH-l.nl. ' ' ' ¦ .. .
Minn. - S.D. No. 1 hard winter 1.62-1.00.
No . 1 hard amber durum ,
choice 1.02-1.R5 ; discounts , amber 2-3; durum 4-7.
Corn No. 2 yellow |.MU>-l:2fiM ..
Onts No. 2 white M'.i-GG'ft ; No.
3 white fi2 ;"i-ti'r> .i; No. '). heavy
white f)7 , .i; (iil;,;i ; No. :s heavy
white 04?i- (' ''>: t .
Barley, cars 142 , year ago
164 ; good to choice 1.22-1 .42;
low . to intermediate 1.20-1.36 ;
feed 1,12-1.111.
' Rye No . 2 I.ZO-l- .J.rv,.
Flax No. 1 .101,
Soybeans No. 1 ynllnw 2.73.

(Flrsl ' Puh

Tun' .d/iy,

Ian

IB. , 19A4)

Stnte n| MlnnMoM V ss.
I In Piohnte Court
Counly ot Wlnn ni
tin , l* .0M)
"
In Re Hslatc nl
Anna E^dmmi n, also k nown »«
Anna M. Esspimami, n<'cfctrnt,
Order lor tlr.irinq on Fln.il Account
And Prlllmn Inr Distribution.
The ropresi' iil.ihvi! ol Hn' nhovo nmnerl
nslaln hflVlnci tiled nor tlnnl mrnijnl nnd
petition for si'llloment nnd ntlnw.snrn
thereof and lor rtWrlhullon In ihn persons ihornunln ftntlllml i
IT IS OR (IE HE 11, lhat tlm hearing
thnrool he hnd nn I elirwirv 1, 1966, nt
11:15 o'clock A M.. hnfnrii this Court In
the probnlo i:mirl rnnm In Iho r.nurl
houta In Witiona , Mlnttt 'ol.i , nnd Dial
nollcn hi-rtint lip nlvni hy ptihllcitlnn
of thh ordor In Ihn Wlnonn Dully News
end hy niellmi nnllca as provided hy
l(|W.
Dated .t«nuiiry 14 , I'M*
e n LIB ERA .
f' rnli/ile Jurtoe.
(Prohflln Court Soil I
Harold J, Lllwrn,
Altnrnny for Pellllnnar.
(I* Inl Puh, Monday, .Ian

17, I I M )

NOTICE
TO WHOM

I!

MAY

CONCERN ,

I will not !<i' iit«pnn»il>i» 'nr ""V
hills tnnlrnclnl hy anyone other tlmn
mysoll.
I'flrr.llvr nfter January M. IM* .
IIONAI D F/r -llinSINC
llrillrllct I" , llll'-ilnci
(Snn l)
Rsllltr Onhruni, Nntnry
Sl«t« ot Minnesota, Winona County,
Dnkoln, Mlnnainta
(My commission nxplrei 1-7-73)

p

STRICTLY BUSINESS

Farms, Land for Sal*

FEEDER PIGS and sows du< to (arrow
soon. Joe Baker, Cochran*, Wli. Tal.
248-2373. - .

Farm Imp lements

.

To assist elderly couple
for 30 days. Can live in
' ¦;. ¦'. ¦
' ¦ ¦ '¦•' . or out. . -v .
y Write E-50

7 Daily News

Male—Jobs ef Interest— 27
AUTOMOTIVE PARTS delivery and slock
work. Contact Daryl Dates, - Doerer 's
: -Genuine . Parts, JIM W. 5th.
WE ARE TAKING applications for- positions .as meat cutters, skilled and
. sernl-skllled, : V'ull time . employment,
pleasant : working conditions . . . Earnings
commensurate . with ability to -pro..duce. .Write , giving brief . resume of
. past
employment, . .no- phone .' calls
please. . All replies will be' kept confidential. • Tushner 's Market, 501 . E..
'3rd. .
ACCOUNTANTS—part time, at once, who
are thoroughly qualified ' to prepare
Form 1040. MU!t be: experienced In all
'¦ phases of. Individual Income tax returns.
Apply 9 a.m.-5 p.m. weekdays, 116
Walnut St. ..
EXPERIENCED CARPENTERS — for
grain elevator ' and fertilizer plant construction. - Top wages, year around work.
Call Jacobson *» ' Sons. Construction;
Ray, N. Dak. 568-3711. or Mpls. 788SALESMEN—full orVpert-time, J hours
per week, permariient position, pay ex. cellent, college; student- acceptable. Car
necessary. Wrlle, E-47 Dally News. .
FARMWORK '' • ¦— ' married man wanted. 1
mile N.E. . of . Mondovi on 37. James
Helke. Tel. 92MM 0. . - .
MARRIED MAN Wanted for general farm
work, separate liouse: George
Hehdel
¦ ' ¦ J.
:" ¦
i Sons. Caledonia, Minn.

v STUDENTS

:

TWO energetic college students for part
lime . work, , flexible hours, 15 hours
weekly minimum; $35 per week. Tei.
Mr. Creed 8-4460 for Interview, and appointment,

Train for PRINTI NG

¦¦
--

. " y . Breezy Acres : •
Hwys. 14 and 61:%". '¦[

John Deere Day

t. ^^'^: W\
¦ -; 8p.m. y
".

High School Activity Room

Luehimahh Impl. Go,
St/Gharles .vMihn. ;

Hay, Grain , Feed

SO

DRY EAR CORN—1000 ; bu. R. :W.' Bell,
Galesville , Wis. Tel. Centerville 539'. . ' ¦
V3431. ,' .- " '
,. '. . .
GOOD DRY ' enr corn, also oats; Bernard
Bauer ,. Rt. 4, Mondovi, Wis. ' Tel. 926• ¦ 5723: ¦;. - ¦ ¦

Articles for Sale

57

TROPIC AIRE HUMIDIFIER
Reg. S69.95, Special *39.« ¦
MARK SCHNEIDER SALES,
3930 ' Mh St., Gdyw.. . '

.

' ': '• 3 .SN0W PLOW SPECIALS ' .
¦ Goodall 6 h.p. — $389 unit, tor J225
Jacobsen 3 h.p - $219 unit tor S17J
While They Last! .
¦
¦
. . . AUTO, ELECTRIC SERVICE: '¦
Snd 8. Johnson. ' ¦ ¦ " ', ¦ ., ' Tfll. SA5S;

¦;•$•: Hand Composition
v V: . /FREEZERS ' X \ \
no more to own a Gibson. Come
Linecastirig and Presswork ITIncosts
and get our prices. WINONA FIRE
¦

'
'. . ' Write -. ./. ,;¦.

i, POWER CO., St E. . 2nd. Tel.; 5W5.

'
: GRAPHIC ARTS ¦

NEW PORTABLE electric • sewing mach. . Ines . guaranteed tor .25 years; , look,
only J39 and up. ' Cinderella Shoppes,
¦ 7U Mankato Ave. , and l& \N. 3rd.

Technical School
for Catalog.

Credit Manager

Attention; bank tellers,
collectors, loan company
assistants 7 v
Starting salary $95 and up.
Accelerated training program offers promotion and
raise within 12 weeks. Must
be: over 21, draft exempt
and willing to relocate.
Rapid expansion offers career of outstanding opportunity, solid future , many
benefits.

VV. * T. GRANT CO
Tel. 4353
Ask for Mrs. Strom

Situafions Wanted—Fern. 29
:
,
.^
ENUMERATORS-to lake names . for cit y
directory. Must ' be flood writers and
, spellers. All outside work. 40-hour week,
i dnys. Apply Mrs. LaPoint, 107 Exchange Bldg.

WILL CARE FOR 1 or J or do llaht
houslno, can live In. Tnl. Tel. 8-1836,

Money to Loan

40

LOANS zsrs?
PLAIN NOTF. - AUTO - F U R N I T U R E
170 E. 3rd SI,
Tel. WIS
Hrs. 9 a .m. to 5 p.m., Sat, 9 a .m. lo noon.

Dogi, Peti, Suppliot

42

GERMAN SHEPHERD POCV-4 months
old. may hnve dog tor flood home, Tel.
Gornld Nooskn D-1491.
GERMAN SHEPHERR - florrier Cnllle
cross pupplles, Leslie Hilko, Allurn,
Minn. TH. «»2.
PEKINr,f= f,F PUPPIES Inr snid.
Hokah B94-3II] dttnr 6 p.m.

Tfl.

Horsei, Cattle . Stock

43

G I L T S FOR S M . E - < . In Inrrnw
Tnl Fountain Clly 8AH/- .17M.

snnn

nLACK-WHITF: fKcri sprinnlnn hmlors,
5, w/ll sell or lr/i<lfi
Inr C I VM up
sprlnnlno nr milk rows. l:lmor Rnps ,
Lcwl'.tnn. Tel, 37B4 .
Brnwn
THREE
REGISTERED
SwK^
hilUi, snrwlcofitilo
a<\ n , oul nl A Hf ,
¦ llnath. Lit Crescenl,
hrmxllnti . OoorciR
Tel. Dokola MJ-3144.
REGISTEHen HAMPSHIRE boar pint, '
mrnlhi old, Joo Orcshlk, Fountain Clly,
Wis. Tfl. 68H371.

Poultry, Eggs, Supplies

44

S A N I T A T I O N ¦ ISOLATION ¦ Vaccination • VmHIallon • Pnrsplrallon ara nil
hack of (ho Ocknlh 50-wnok pulliils protlltcwt hy SPELT/ CHICK H A T C H E R Y ,
Rnlllnaslono , Minn, Tol. aw-2311. Availal)l« yunr-arouncl.
tlliy ARHOR ACRE OIJEEN5, CKcnllml
lor egg slit, In lor lor quality nnd prolactin 20 wiiok nulltls avnllalila all yoar
around. For iiusllly ask lor tha Arbor "
pulliils, ' Winona
Acio
Q UIIIIII
Chick
Hnlchery, it, E , 2nd, Winona Tal , MU

Beobe Poultry Builder
Wa Lbs,
$11,40

TED MAIER DRUGS
Animal IWtillh canlnr
•
Downlown A Mlrnclo Mali ,

'

-1

'. '

. .

¦•

:.

DAILY NEWS
MAIL
SUBSCRIPTIONS v
May Be Paid At
TED MAIER DRUGS
NOTICE
Anyone having past due
pawned merchandise here,
call at once or it will be
sold.
NEUMANN'S
Bargain Store

Article* for Sale

'

!

-

-

¦;

TEMPO

Hours 9-9 Mon . thru Sat .
Sunday 12:30-5:30

HARDTOP ' ' FROM a Corvelle. Tel. 8-2574.
MAGAZINES—Argosy, True, Detective ,
pocket editions, etc., 10c; comics, wom¦:
eh's magazines, Jc. We trade 1 for i,
: complete, .line of. girly magazines for
adults. Tremendous savings, why pay
more. Hazelton Variety,, 218 E. 3rd.
USED HOMEUTE direct driven chain
.-saw, ; JW. WILSON STORE. Tel. S0-M7.
KEEP carpet cleaning . problems small
.. :. .: Use Blue Lustre wall-t&wall. Rent
electric shampooer, $1. H, Clioate 8. Co.
EXTRA HEAVY DUTY 8' battery booster
cables, $2.M. BAMBENEI^'S, 9th J,
¦' . Mankato.
COMBINATION electric, and oil . Monarch
range , 02", "- good condition, reasonable.
¦ ¦'; See at .8)7 B: Front.
St. Inquire Rollingstone 8689-2383.
TWO CUTTERS, antique clock, l«mp,
chairs and 1runk. Earl Bothun,. Lanesboro, Minn. Tel. 467-213U
INTERCOM' SYSTEM wilh. . radio, $25;
. portable typewriter, in . new condition,
$45; used TV sets, in working condition.
$10 & up. Ray 's Trading Post, 216: E.

TWO ' GOODYEAR tires. B00xl4 „ tubcless.
565 Sioux St. Tel. 3661.
BOY'S:: GOOD. used, pants, .nil slzevnnd
colors, 3 pr.; $1. Ray 's Trading Pbr.t , J1A
¦E . 3rd. Tel. 6333.V
$10 & $'5 SALE oil used appliances and
TV. sets, Come in and look . at ¦ .them.
FRANK LILLA & SONS, 761 F. 8th.
Open evenings.
GLASS-LINED 30-gal. gai - water 'heater*,
with 10-year warranty/ JS low as %6«.S0.

SANITARY : V '
• PLUMBING
& HEATING

168 E. 3rd SK

Tel? 2737

71

¦

The GREATEST; in
SOUND & VIEWING

€il!#ij
:Radios &.'. Television • :

Winona Electric
Construction Co;

119 W. 3rd ; .

73

USED ., SINGER Young Budget portablesewing machine, torward ' and revert;^
stitch, only S40. W INONA SEWINO CO ,
i 551. Huff. Tel. : 93J8. V

Steves; Furnaces, Parts

75

T Y P E W R I T E R S nnd adding machine 's for
sale or , rent. ', Reasonable rates, Ire*
delivery. See us for ' all your office lii p. piles; . desks, . 'files <ir office chairs. Lund
Typewriter Co: Tel, ' 5222. '
NOW AT A . N E W L O W - P R I C E (or ' lMS—
The PRIMA '20 adding, machine, contains TO column 'ist, total 11 columns,
EASY multiplication, SUBTRACTS with
credit balance. ALL- these features and
rnany mortr at the WORLD'S . LOWEST
. PRICE, V UNDER
S100 at
WINO NA
TYPEWRITER SERVICE. 1«1 E. 3rd.
¦
TEL: 8:3300.

ly anted to Boy

8*

PAINT DEPOT

63

BURN MOBIL FUEL OIL and enloy the Room» Without Meals
comfort of. automatic parspnal care
Keep-full service — cornplete burner ROOMS FOR ME N. with nr witlmiil
.
care . Budget plan and guaranteed price.
housekeepmn privileges. No day OeepOrder today from JOSWICK'S FUEL &
ers. Tel. Mil ,
OIL CO.. 901 E. Sth. Tel. 3.189.

COAL

PROMPT DEL IVERY!
CLEAN DELIVERY!
• Our coal is dust-treated
. . . clean to handle . . .
clean to burn. All types for
fui-nnce ,. stoker or stove .
. Fast , careful delivery. .

availahl p

rrb.

1

In
LOVELY APT, fcr adults, firrplact
living room, II' panelled kilchrn. w.lh
¦
'
dining area, spacious hrvirnni-n , * ' .j
baths, completely carpeted and drapnd ,
disp osal,
volt
w«t«r,
electric
stove:
hrnt, Va block to hu;, , tiaronn lar .ilill^s.
JI.IJ . For appomlm rnt Tel. %>• ,.
TWO ROOMS
dlatcly , Tel. Wft 7.

bath, avalla hlt Immp.

J-hedrnnm apl ,
CCNT RAl
MODERN
disposal. *9(1 Including he.il. Adult 1. T e l ,
3972 alter 5 p.m.
DELUXE OE all elect ric 1 bi'drO" -.m
apts., carpeted, «ir conditioned nnd
Oarages. BQ1I SELOVER , , REAL10(< ,
Tel. 2349.

Apartmenti, Furnishod
ONE-ROOM and kltrhenetla
All fur inshed, 309 n, (Ih.

91

and cln- et

snd hot water
THREE-ROOM uppe r anl.,
¦
and utilities lurnkhert Hank Olsen, 9on
;,
ail
E. 7th. Tel,

ON

ALL SUITS $15
Just 7 Left

90

Apartments, Flats

wil h

. jta,i?i?'ii>a,F
A350 W. 3rd

Tel. 3.173

Furn., Rugs, LinoUum

64

NCAR MADISON Srhenl, nlrrly furnlsMrd
2 rooms and balh , heat included, s/,2.
Tel. B6fl7-«I0I,
-TWO-liEDROOW lurnlshfd apt., J71, heal
and water Included , west locallnn, nn
busline, Ideal
or
Inr working girls
young couple, Tel. 0-1* 74.

92

'

Just l.'l Left
Regulars nnd Longs
Sizes 3H-42

ALL HIIKSS SLACKS $5
A Variety of Colors
Waist sizes 2fl lo 40
These slacks reg, priced
from 12 .05-13.95

Shoos $7,50

fl Pair Loft

Sizes 11 and U\ _
IIICKOK BELTS 50,< on.
ALL TIES just 50<* o,i.
Come in — Look 'om over
SIM UTS in Sizes
14 Yt to 10 — Van Iluescn
nnd Kxcollo $:>
On display at

LEAF'S LAUNDRY

LOOK WHAT $2 a week and small down Business Places for Rent
payment will huyl .1 rooms, 15 piece!
ol all nnw furniture , Town 8. Country O r - F I C E S IN Morgan nidn.. single, Don
b|a or up to jullo ol t. Sea Sieve MorFumltorr , next 10 tho T rading Post, N,
oan at Morgan 'i Jowelry,
entrnnr.n tn tlolnien. W ' L. on Hwy. 3!
and 53. Open Mon. f r i - 9 lo i ) Tues,
PR 1MB DOWNTOWN LOCATION - ReWc<( „ Thurs., Sal. 9 In /It30.
tall and olflce space . Available now*.
LIVING ROOM GROUP, 10-pc. Including
sola nnd malchlno chair, 1 ileptahlesi
S2" i n. 3rd
cocktail tnliln, J Inhle lamps, pole lump,
Tel, mt,i nt 2349
TV sv;lve| chnlr nnd 9x12 rug wllh pad,
Now only 1J43.65. Down payment »lfU!
Farms for Rent
93
and JM.iM a month. l i O H Z Y S K O W S K I
FURNITURE, 30? AtaHato Ave , Open
good
productive
ihnres,
FOR
RENT
on
evening* .
:iOO-acra dairy (arm near Conlervllle,
Wis. Bulk l«nl<, barn cleaner. Cnr«lact
FNOLANDER ROLI.AWAY hed, standImmedlnlely, Mm. Russall Ollllflnn, 72'
ard M" twin slin, wllh link spring,
Warsaw SI., Wennsha, Wis, Tel. 7'22
]'" Coinlo Fo.im nmllriki, big cav5021,
ers mnKe* |l (my to move around,
UI .Vi
nl
nURKtl'S
FURNITURn
¦
MART , .Inl H, Franklin .
Houses for Rent
95

Stirnoman-Sclover Co.

Good Thing* to Eat

65

ftUY FOOD whnlosnln on easy monthly
terms. Cnpltol Food ProvUlon Co., 3930
6th Sl„ Winona, Wrlle or call 73!«.
LARGE
SRLF.CTION nl good applM.
Huisol Rurhank polAloOt, 20 lbi, Mr.,
WINON* POTATO M A R K E T , 11» Markul SI.

Guns, Sporting Goods
FOR RF.LOADINO supplUn and
gunsmlllilna, elop «l Town K
Furniture, next lo Ihe Trading
enlrenc* lo Holmen, Wis ,, on
•nd 33.

66
complclj
Counlry
PoM, N.
Hwy, 3!

¦
BY OWNER .¦ ' • 2 , 3 Or i bedroom houses
for sale. . Immedialp possession. For ap
pointrnent . Tel. 6059 .
BY. V ovy NER. . . .In Hilke' Addition .' Vvbe'd, room ' .'r ambler with 4th bed room, and
finished: rcc room in . basement, double
. aaracje. Tel. 7.'77. . . .
K!.NG ' .:W.; 1576—3 bedroom . rambler. at :
Vtached garage and breezeway, drapes,
carpeting, for sale , by Owne r. Tel. 6446.
WALLV ST. 519-rhodern 4 rooms, plus
.; utility room, - large lot, .{ia'rage, low tax.
es. Wilf arrange. ea c y loan.

ROOMS nnd balh , pnisessinn
TH REE
Feb , I. Inquires 117 Mankato Ave, eifter
4.
^_

Wanted to Root

1>6

T H R E E OR FOUR room hentwl u»iti/r
nlshwl apl,1 pred-r lower apl., r«<T oiiable re nt. Inl , l%1.

Farms, Lan d for Sal«
CAI'MS
I'AUMS - I'- A R M S
We liny, wi^ sell we liailn ,
M I D W I 'S r R I '; AI . T Y CO.
O'.M-II , Wis
1(1. (illire w ; w ',9
MM. /,S>5' -)IJ7

98

¦ ¦
- •¦Wbn-cferful World ;
v of ' Children: ' :

. This 2:stor.y ." home ." is . perfect for t "
growing ' "fa m"v. Five bedrooms, ta rge '
¦
' kit .c hen :.v/ilh .many ' .cupboards, onnerour. . close! space, front porch, V2-c 'a r .
garage. All under S12.OC0. .

7 ¦: ";;Thrifty Buy: Xx.X
:

. Four roorns ftfid iarpe b»th . on ri*>pp
lof * in . .east locafion. . tnctudpj nrw
. electric hoi water heater, new- "spnet .'
heater. ' .Good : siding- »nd. '.rpef.

Just Starting Out? ¦

. V

•

Tel. 2B49

Attention Veterans :

NO DOWN payment. Immediate occupancy; 1 E61 W. 5th. 4 bedrooms, l'v? balhs.
full ba r,erri<?nf; oil- heat, .spacious darage. Will . Arrange , long term loan v,im
; payments like rent.

Frank West Agency
. 175 LalayetU
Tel. 'Srin or 441X1 after linurs.

WHATEVER YOUR
¦ PROPERTY NEEDS

Of' your prrfir.nl. proprrl y
and let H5. slmw ynu our
phntn p'ptiiiRs of now anrl
older prnpr-rtirs now avnil:\h]o ,' ' . ' ' ' ,

IJL BOB

I wMm^
R£ALTOR

Lots for Sale

>

100

CHOICI" . Dllll niN(. lots, Inr »ale nt (.entcrvllle, Wis T i l (.enlerville M19-3431 .

Sale or Rent; Exchange)

101

FDR SAI E nr renl modern 3-bedroom
home On Hwy, t,] nntir I utfier Haven,
available t eh. ISIh, Inquire 400 n.
Mm!, .

vVantotl—Real Ettat*

CHEVROLET, 1954, automatic very good
motor , tires and good body; 1955 Oldsmobile, Hydramatic, good shape. Tel.
Witoka 80-2379. ¦ .
¦•

NYSTROM MOTORS

102

Wil l P A Y HI OH EST CASH P R I C E S
rOH VOUR C I T Y P K O P C R T Y

"HANK" JEZEWSKI

(Wmnna ' i Only Peal Hstal " ISuyei )
r> CJ no. 14S
Tel. «.iii» .Hid "i».i

DORN'S IGA
NEEDS NEW
LOCATION

Due. to cnllopc pxpnn.slon we
arc lot-rod to move nntl nro
RcekiiiM ;i lnc.'ition In build
n now st orn .
Wo nt 'dtl:

j ri(i\- i r>« lot si/.fi
Col'iK 'i' prol ' ci' roil
B-l or R-2 zoning
Will consuUii * nthcT stores
or liniklin^s ,

Give comp lete information
in loiter to

DORN'S IGA

500 Huff St.
No Phono Cnlls Plo.-iso
... (, . . . ...
Motorcycles , Bicycles
107
l ,'< i-tlcnt Used Mutnri .yrl«i
T i l l II * . wli.tl yiiii w.inl '
n o u n iii- 'o 1 , m i u i u i Y C I i snnp
l . ' l I . <lh

UM ll ISU y c i I '.
I iillf-i 111, y i|g Lh(if)
400 AluinKAlu Av«.
Jel. .SA'5
¦f ,

¦

Chrysler - Plymouth

:'
:
OLDSMOBT1.E

WAI.Z :.:'

:-. BUICK Open Friday ' Night

• "V-8, automatic transmission, power steering
¦ 7
• S passenger
.;¦' #. White sidewall tires
• Beautiful tu-tone finish .
'.A REAL BUY for those
who need a family car,
y::; NOW /ONLY $995 - ;• ' .

7

^A STEAL!
" ¦ ' '.

' .•

:

' ¦" ' .
.;'S
.. - • - '

7

At This; Price

;

¦ 1 965 CHEVROLET :: 7
Impala
". •."¦ Convertible

VA/lNON A UTO
""
RAWBLER

;

:VV
'

61 DODGE Station Wagon

vV-B engine . aiutomatiC' tranr-:
mission , radio , healeri: pow.
er steering , power brake's.'

"V
/~\'DOD O E

X ^ :S^M

: THIS WAS BOB OLSON'S
yDemonstratnr . :
Open Mon. k Tri . Eve; v
Tel. 8-3649 . ¦x-x ' ' :;
:
3rd . :& Mankato
. :;} : $2825 x -y
¦ '59 OLDSMOBILB y -/
• ' . 2-door hardtop.
Full power. 5895.

7 Nystrom Motors ,

. 'Viagfi^CH l noitl W^a

'fil Rambler Wagon ¦;...,.$795
'59
Ford Wagon ..: ,...$4 95
'¦'SS- Ford Wagon . . , : ,.. v$295
'SB Pontiac Wagon ' . ' .' ... S295
..'57. Plymouth Wagon . ..; ,$195
y^^, . We, Advertise Our . PMces

y, Tel. . 2396, ;

OPEN
TONITE :
TIL 9 PM. :
Mobile Homei, Traileri llJ,
RENT OR SALE—TralUrs , and ctmp ".r%.
Cily. . Wis.' Tel.
LEAHY'S, ' Buffalo
Cochrane Jil-2532 'or- 248 .2670. . : .

^.

¦\y S ukri ^^^j)
;

41 Ycars in. Winona
Lincpln-Mercury-Falcort
¦
/ ' ' ' Comet-Fairlane
Open Mon. , Fri; Eve.
nnd Saturday afternoons.

i . ' ;.

P0NTIAG
¦1964
¦. . B^pnrieville "'
y¦

\ . :¦¦/ ¦' *-dr. hardtop, solV / id . niaroon finish
Y' : .-'/ . with all . white
vinyl interior , . ra- '
\f
¦
Y .. ' "¦ d i o, ;.:. ' automatic
I.ransrriissipn, power; steering, power
brakes, electric windows,
l ilt slnering ; wheel , rear
seat .
,"' " whitewall . .
¦ t ires, ". Speaker
driven only : 28,925
miles. ' , ' ¦ ¦ "
'¦ ' '
SPECfALLV PRICEH ¦ ;

[ --$2495 - y y

VENA BLES

V75 W. :2nd
Tel. Jl-2711
Open Mon. *¦ Fri. ' FJvcnihcs

Phone Us
. For An Appraisal

I il

Price Is Right ;
1959: HILLMAN Minx ;<-dr.
sedan , runs good.
$125
1958 DODGE Station Wagon ,
V^ , automatic, runs .- good. $175' .. :
1957 FORD Station Wagon.
7 $100
4-<ioor.

FORD—1959 4-door> automatic tremmfa-.
sion, new nibber, Jood mileage, good
running condition. $249. Tel. Fountain
City 8687-3843. .

:

Wm^^ms^
6(11 .Wain St , ' ' .

ArVALZ'S CHEAPIES

BUDDY-196J mobile home, 50)it0 v/irie,
2 bedrooms, like new condition, co-.l
new »5,70O, selling for $2,700. Gerald R.
Ford. Alma,.' Wis. Tel. 685-3375 evening:
19iM CHICKASHA, Crest, Medsillon. 'Many
used'8' and 10' v/ides. Tornfny 's' Traiipr
. . Sales, J miles' S. of Galesville on s3. We
'
: trade lor anything ) .
HWY. »l . AAobile Home SMel, east nf
.Vhansri-La Mofel; W .e :h»vi 12 wide? , on
liand, also new 1966 , model 8 wldes,
¦
' . Tel. . ' 8-3626. -v .'¦¦
SEE OUR tine, selection of new and t/ -,»f)
¦
mobile homesi.'dirsliej. '. ' Ranl! financing.
7-year plan, COULEE MOBILE HOM. H
V SALES, Hwy. '' U-61 E., Winona. Tel,

: v ONE WEEK SPECIALv

This small home , at a small price
may be the very thing you are looking: for. Five rqorps,. 2 . bedroomsi gas"
waler heater, east location . .43 ,500.
.

STUDEBAKER—1960 Lark, 1550. Mil b»fort Feb. 1st, leevlnj for California,
T*\: t-iSlT. A 16i Wincrest Drlir* after i.

v P R I C E D;- '
^i-lHW^^Nfe

have all these , featu res , far under
I19,p0fi .' A . new orie-flpor . home, wi.lh .
carpeted living room. 16x22; good sir- .
ed kitchen . with ' eatinn area, 3 , bed- ¦
rcoms, balh with built-in vanity ;., recreated room and. 2nd balh, oil he«t.

. ..

RAMBLER - IW Ambassador Mwr,
overdrive with Posltradlon. SSW. Oalt
Dietrich , Pepin, Wis. Tel, 442-2270,

.Tal. ' Mxi.

' ¦ ¦¦¦[ ¦ '
. •li CHEVROLET
4-door. Sedan 6vstlck
" a buy at JM9S

109

CHEVROLET-HM i-door 'ted i'n; drlvan
only 9,000 mile j. S2200 or best offar.
.- Ttl. - 8-4283; '

v l21 Huff

¦ ¦
Yes , You Con '.: ":¦ " :

RESIDENCE PHONES:
V - 'E. J, Ha .r tert .
. 3973
:Mary. Laije' r- '. . . 4523 .
v Biti.Zip bolI . . " ' .. .49 .S4 '.

Used Can

Chrysle r-'- P .lymoul 'i'

v ; ON LY $4950 v ;
Frank. West Agency

¦

109

IMPALA—195? J-door hardtop, ' radio; 1963
stick. $300 down, $50 month (or 15
monlhi. Tel. 3593- evenlngi. .

. V V.

Tel. 5802

Sevfing Machines

TWO 1 bi'iiroom /• rt« . .
.
Tel. 3836.

E: YOUR CHILOREN Will enjoy playing
In this largo rear yard. Excellent
neighborhood. 3 bedrooms, -wall-to-wall
carpeting In living room. Lovely kitchen, full basement with laundry and recreation room. School bus goes right by
the door . Truly a family home. Full
price $17,500 with terms. ABTS . AGENCY, INC./159 Walnut St. Tel'. 8-4365. .

T/5 Latayette
' ¦¦ ' . ¦Tel '. '5240 '6r '4iob 'after hours'. '

WEATHERPROOF . . with , ' Arvon
Block MAM'S METAL SKIS vianted. h'V' , wifh
Paint; ideal for basements and other
fir without bindings, must be in fairly
below grade areas, or exterior ma:cnry ¦ aoddVcondilion. Tel. ll-ll.T. . ' :
¦ of all. kinds: One coat prelects from
driving rains, severe winter, storms USED CAMPER BUS, . Chevrolet,. Volksor spring . .thaws. Can be used over
wagen or Dodge wanted. Stale price.
. old cement paints-, powdering . surfaces ¦ Tel. 48Sr) around' '* Dm. ¦; ' '
after most (not all) loose mater ials
have been removed . Many attractive
See Us For,Ber.1 Prices ' ¦ • '- '
colors. Available at tht
Scrap iron, Metal. Wool. Raw Purj
' M ' f c V^ IRON S. METAL CO. ¦
- . Tnl. M04
:oi W. 2nd. St . v '
167 Center ' St.
WM. FILLER SCRAP IRON K META- L
CO. rays hirjhr-.t prices for scrap iron.
' m^lals. . and taw fur. .'
V 322 . W. 2nd
"lei Wl
.
C.' lowd" Sflfurdavs
YOU BET WE . carry a wide variety, ol
high grade coals. . .Commander. 3 sizes,
.
HIGHEST P R I C E S P A I D .
furnace, stove and ranee; Petroleum
for scrap iron, metals, . rags , hlrt**-s.
Coke; Pocahontas; Bwwlng Briquets ; .
raw furs arid wp ril!
Reiss 50-50 Briquets; Stolt Petroleum
Briquets; . Winter Kinn Ego. 5 vari eties
. of stoker coals. JOSWI CK'S FUEL &
INCORPORATED .
OIL CO., 901 E. Sth. "Where you get
¦' '
Tel. W
HO VV. 3rd
.
more at lower cost. " . ' . - . . "

PRICE REDUCTION

SPORT COATS $10

Radios, Television

SIEGLER. HEATERS, olf or pas, IrisleilLONG SUEDE coat, size 18, looks like ved, sold, , scrviccfl; Aladdin Blue Fiim*»
new, priced to sisll. TeL 7600. after . 6.
portable heaters; «l«o oil burner oarls
. RANGE OIL BURNER CO., 907: E. 5th
St, Tol. 7.J 79. Adolph Wichalowski. .
VINYL ASBESTOS TILE, all first quality;
9x9, 5 colors, 9c each. SHUMSKI'S , 58
'
. W; 3rd; V
typewriters
77

IT COSTS LESS
TO BURN THE BEST!

NEW SUITS - SLACKS
SPORT COATS - SHOES
SHIRTS

99

BY OWNER-5 bedrooms, near. Madison
School,
available
immediately:
Tel.
.5910 or write ' J. Deilke, 417 Olmstead
tor appointment . '

86

MIRACLE MALIrA

3---si7.O'<10 regular
I-size 44 long
2—size 39 regular

We Service and Stock
. Needles :for all
RECORD PLAYERS
Hardt 's Music Store

OWNER LEAVING TOWNI GE «l«ctrlc
double oven stove, 3 years old, excellent condition, 4200; Westinghouse re" (rigerator, . $20; electric lawn edger , $1.6;
pair of matching lamps/ 58. Contact
Mrs. Edward Allen : 7i576.
ONE PAIR of Acme Western boot?, size
B'/jD,, like hew wor n . only once. Tel;
Rollingstone 8689-7.104 after . 5.

70

Sam Wcis man & Son

NEW CORONADO wringer
type 'Washer , floor
model, Only
$49.95
30-irich' Electric Range , A-1
condition , VERY CLEAN.
See it-YOU'LL
BUY . IT!
$50
' . — plus —
LATE model USED Refrigfrigorators.
$40 and up
USED TV SETS (both table
and console models),
$10 and up

2nd & Main

'
.

•

57 Musical Merchandise

Coal , Wood, Other Fuel

FROM TEMPO'S
Trade-in Shop

Nunn-KiiHch

'

.

¦ 3rd.: Tel. ;«33. '.;;'

GE FREEZERS ¦
Close :out Sale
On All Floor. Models' '
. 12', 14' ,T6' ,19'
v Greatly reduced lo move them outl
B 8. B ELECTRIC,,155 E. 3rd: .

MERCURY—1941 Meteor, straight stick,
: «-cyllnder, ' excellent condition, rebuilt
engine with 3,000 actual mllei. $675.

FO SALE ' OR RENT In Rushford. 2-bedroom modern house. Esther Larson.
Tel. La Crosse 784-5105.

"You're treating customers as 'opponents'
again, Argyle."

R.¦¦ A.; KRAUSE GO

FOR SALE, by owner, all level 110-acre
Grade A dairy farm, all modern buildings, mey be purchased wllh or without
personal property: Reason for selling,
v Illness. Walter. JenklnsonvJJakota, Minn.
: Tel. , Dakota «43-2933. V

EIGHTH E., modern 3-bedroom house,
$5150, part terms. 5-room cottage, E.
9t h,! modern except .heat,- J4850. 6. 4th,
small house, full basement, $2500. 4room house, $2600, - rent terms. C.
SHANK, 552 E. Jrd. , ' ¦; '• '.

.

DISCOUNT Prices

Used Cars

BY OWNER — 2-story, 4-bedro6tn home,
carpeting and drapes , included, large
front porch, 145x135' yard, 3-car garage. Immediate Occupancy; 182 Whitten. Tel. ItU.

-5'predder Conveyors .
and Bars
for all makes
of Spreaders
- .:- ' '' 'AH at ' -",'. -.

10 MILES SOUTH of Winona, near Witoka,
- tO-acr* farm, almost all tillable, modern 3-bedroom hoyse; good barn and
ether buildings. Immediate possession.
MINNESOTA
LAND ¦ «¦ AUCTION
SERV., 159 Walnut, V

Houses for Sale

DIAMOND HULLER l>A-fon mixer, with
, or without V7V3 . h.p. V motor; Triumph
corn sheller . and 5 Ivp. motor. Lloyd
- Papenfus,
Dover. Tel: St. ' Charles 932¦
' 4827. •' ... ¦'

for the position of Director
of Nurses; Must be capable
of organizing and directing
the nursing staff. Background in Geriatric nursing
.helpful and compassion and
understanding of the proby
¦-. ...Jems' . of. - aging is essential.
Contact Mr . Gandy, Administrator.
Sauer Memorial Piome ¦:¦
Tely 8-2981

v

48

MILK HOUSE EQUIPMENT . ' ,' "
RATH wash .tanks, tans, air Intakes, hos«
parts, storage cabinets, v
& Dairy Supplies
Ed's Refrigeration
¦
55S E.. 41h ,:¦
Tel. 5532

EXECUTIVE R,Nv
;;:^-y V^KIT EPv;-^ :v

IM WINONA DAILY NETTS 18

Tuesday, January 1§,
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ISO-ACRE farm, 9 mllei southeast of
Winona, 100 acres tillable, balance pas- Trucks, Tract's Trailer* 108
ture, modern .^room house, 26 stanchions in barn , : 36xB0. : Large granary, SEMI HAY TRAILER, will haul 500
machine shed, double . garage, other
bales. $250. Bruce Carpenter. Tel. Wlbuildings. Available March 1st. Contact . nona i 7 l i .
Alfred Mueller, Rt. 3, Winona; Minn. :

WANTED-rhay head for lata model New
Holland Ml chopper. Daryl Schiesser,
Rf , 1, Arcadia, Wis.

ELECTRIC ROTO ROOTER Approved for Veteran Training
For clogged sewers and . drains
Tel. 9509 or. 6436
1 year guarantee
1104 Currie Ave., Minneapolis
CALL SYL KUKOWSKI

¦
827 E. 4lh ;•; .

46

UNUSUAL WOMAN-opport unlty In tMs FOR YOUR BEST hoo market , contact
Casey Marcks, St. CharUs, Mlrin, Tal.
ar«a for embltlow woman to earn S50
932-4)70.
to t« part time, no parties , canvassing
or delivery, no samples to purchase,
LEWISTON SALES BARN
Car necessary. . Write E-46 Dally.News.
A real good auction market for your
livestock. Dairy cattle on hand all week,
V NOW AVAILABLE
hogs bought everyday. Trucks available.
AN OPENING with Avon products, .Write
Sale Thurs. 1, p.m. T«I. 2W7:
today while territory. Is still open, Helen
¦' . Scott, P.O. Box 7«, Rochester, Minn.

BLIND ADS UNCALLED FOR-

Lost and Found ;

Wanted—Livestock

Femtle—Jobi of Interest—26

¦v»vs

ww v

¦
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Auction Sale*

'
;. " ''
'

CARL FANN. J R. .
AUCTIONEER. Bonded and Licensed
Tel. 864-7811
Rushford, Minn. V

Minnesota
Land & Auction Sales

E v e r e t t . J , Kohner.
¦' lit. Walnut. Tel. 6-3710, after 'hour» 71.1.4 .
¦ ¦' ¦ ' . ' '
- ..
ALVIN. KOHNER
' AUCTIONEER , City end- stjle H«n?e(l
t nts '".bonded, 2Si Liberty St. (Corner
¦U; 5lh and . Liberty) , Tel, mi. :
.

J A N ' 31-F 'rl 17-30 p m 1 mllen N.E. of
Whitehall, -W i i . .' John .'Fllkkeshaug Jr.,
auctioneer)
Alvin
Kohnrr.
owner ;
Northe rn. Inv., Co., clerk.
2!-SaL
Wis.
Auction t. '.r$:
vin Kohripr , '
Co . clerk ,'

JAN

pM lcflU ,

o m . Vil lage- nf TremReal Estate i Hot/sshoW
own'N' AlNellie Church.
¦
auclionecrj Mcrthern . Inv .
'
V ,
'

'
JAN. 32—Sol. 12 nion 3 mll»s S;E. C<
Caledonia, Minn on Counly Road No. I,
Ihrn < miles E. on County Riad' Mn. "•
Richard Welch , owner; . Schmrder Bros.,
,»iielionecrs ' : Thorn Sale.". Corp , clerk.
.y.

"

r**

j B_ ^ ^j W ^ ^ ^ ^_

n miles soutlicnst of Caledonia , Minn., on Counly Rflad
No 5 , then .( .miles on.st on County Road No. 34; or ,*?
miles north of New Albin- . Iowa on Highway No, 26, then
11 miles west on Cnunlv ¦ Hoarl No. 14 ,-fheh 1 mile nor thoast nn t ownship marl. Follow Thorp Auction Arrows.

Sat0.rolay f ' Jariuary 22

'
. .Startin R Time: 12:0ft Noon — . .Starting on SrhecJulp, ,
,
Lunch Stand nn Grounds.
No. junk - nil high class merchandise.
31 HEAD HOLSTEIN CATTLE — S Holstein cows,
dry, ' springing ; If. Holstein cows, fresh in Nov. and Dec ;
a Holstein heifers , 2 years old , bred ; 7 Holstein heifer
calves , 2 months old. There arc large typo cows wilh
good production. Average test for year 3.6 — From lfi
years of Artificial Breeding , good udders — T.B. and
Bangs tested. Individual certifi cates for Interstate shipment .
CATTLE DOG - Shepherd. Very good.
CHAIN AND FEED - 2,000 bu. ear corn ; 1,00(1 sq,
hales mixed hay, conditioned , no rain; .100 hales st raw.
•1(1 HEAD HOGS - 11 Hampshire brood sows, rominj ?
with 4th litter in Feb,, outstanding individuals; 1)5 mixed
feeder pips, av , wl. M0 lbs ,; 12x12 ft. portable hog house;
:tr> bu. steel hog feeder ; II smaller steel hog feeders; 1
portable loadin g chute; several hog watcrers ,
DAIHY EQUIPMENT - DqLuvol Magnetic milker,
large capacity, 2 years old; 1 floor type seamless bucket ;
2 hangin i " type seamless buckets.
MOTIVE EQlilPMKNT - ¦ Heavy duty rubber ( ircrl
wagon; flxH ft. Barge wagon box; 1 triple wagon box; t
hav rack with high sides.
TRACTORS AND TRACTOR EQUIPMENT - J.D.
Model f>0 ii)56 tractor , live hyd,, power steering, PTO
in A-1 condition ; McD. :i-bottom i -1-iiieh tractor plow ;
.1.1), (' nick Tach tractor cultivator; J. D, Quick Tiich power
mower; l.'ix.'ffl inch tractor chains; J.D . 2!)0 corn planter
with fort , attach , ; .1,0. '.lil bu. manure spreader; M,M.
•1-liar side delivery rake; Now Holland Haylinor ('R hay
baler with I'TO bnlor thrower; McD. No . in r-ombine ,
(i ft cut with Hume red and pickup ,
r
M A C H I N E R Y AND MISCELLANEOUS ITKIilS -- Own'tonnii :ir. fl. hay and ur aln elevator , portable ; Liltle Giniil
50 It. bay conveyor , portable; 300 gal . steel gas tnnk and
stand; PTO 14-inch hammermill; wheelbarrow; olcctrir.
(oncer; 15 steel fence posts; some cedar fence slakes;
Briggs fc Si ration f ins motor; li h,p, olccD-ic molor ; hirne
steel tank ; snmo barb wire; two 50 It. rolls new snow
fence; some 2x4s and 2xlls oak himbei' ; hydraulic cylinder;
Welsh hydraulic unloading jack ,
TilORP SALES COMPANY' S EASY TERMS
RICHARD WELCH , OWNER
Audi oncers : Schroeder Bros,, Houston County
Orville Lie. No , 2'.i:t - Donald Lie No. ?.()(»
Orks: Strand «¦• Rensln , Rep, Thorn .
Tliorp Sales Co., Clerk , Rochostei' , Minn .

-"vBUr SA^^
DICK TRACY

By Chester Gould
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STEVE CANVON
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Sale of the year at HADDAD'S
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BULK SALE na¦
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* H°re< y °Uf °PPor,uni, y for BIG SAVINGS on Haddad * fine
" 1uai '*V cleaning. Any $4,00 cleaning
order for on) / $2.98. During this slock season you
get volume discount on largo orders. So check your
closets now for garments you know will havo to bo
cleaned anyway and fake advantage of the BIG 8ULK
SALE savings today l
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Only at Haddad's
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Genuine Italian Meat Balls and Spa- a ^tremendous recipe ¦
furnishI ghctti
. an Italian
< -ed. us -by
T. r
: i J
™ • - ' includes
Chef
'< authent ic Italian Garlic Bread , Italian
!' Salad and all the trimmings.
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GENUINE WALLEYE PIKE |
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AMD SCALLOPS
Complete Dinner includes .luice or
Soup — Hclish Tray — Bread Basket — ;i
Choice of Potatoes — Salad — Dessert
'
All You '
' d» *fl "JQ j:
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Served 4 to 7 p.m. . . . Come one, come all, bring your family.
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" SEBSSSfi

. . . the complete meal, starti n g with assorted relishes, 5^^ B O^
**^
bread basket , and including your choice of soup or juice , *P U .
lasty salad , potato , generous serving of delicious Prime
^^L
B
Rih , beverage and dessert . . . all (or just ,
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"VENETIAN" NIGHT

PRIME RIB DINNER

_W_
.

.- 3
_ "— ¦ -¦ . .

th?t
A wonderful Dinner
eludes .Soup or Juice , Bread
Basket, assorted Relishes ,
choice of Potatoes, Salad , Dessert , and Boveragc .

'
'" By Al Capp v
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U.S. CHOICE PRIME RIBS
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The lender red ment melts in your
moulli nnd i.s sure lo make you want
In retur n to the Golden Frog soon, for
more of the same!
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Vm-m-m , great!
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We speciall y urge you to visit ut dur- f. -] ^k \_m[
ly AT C'l lnfl
° nox * C0U P'° weeks before we^^|jy W\
CLOSE
starting Monday, January 31,
IMU I Eil
until Tuesday, February 15th.
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